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Abstract 
Employing a combinati n of genetic and biochemical approache , we have 
recent l y  hO\\ TI that the 5 '  end of MP V genome ( from the first nucl otide in R up 
to 1 20 nt of Gag) contain a number of equence and tructural motifs important for 
MPM gRNA packaging and dimerization. di t inguishing feature of the higher 
order tructure of PMV packaging signal RNA is two long-range interactions 
(LR l ) between US and Gag complementary sequences, LR I - I  and LRI - I L  which are 
phylogenetica l ly  con erved among different MPMV strains. These LRIs have been 
ugge ted to play a role in tabi l izing the RNA secondary structure of the 5 "  UTR 
sequence that are important for MPMV RNA packaging. The overal l RNA 
econdary structure of thi region is  further architectural ly held together by three 
other tern loops ( L3 ,  Gag L 1 ,  and Gag SL2) compri sing of sequences from distal 
parts of the 5 '  T R  and Gag. excluding Gag sequences involved i n  forming U5 -Gag 
LRIs .  
To provide functional evidence for the biological significance of U5-Gag 
LRIs  and the three stem loops to the M PMV l i fe cycle, a eries of mutations were 
introduced i n  these structural mot ifs and their effects on MPMV RNA packaging and 
propagation tested i n  a genetic trans-complementation assay. Test of LR l s  mutants 
revealed that disrupting the complementary base pairing of the LRI  structural motifs 
affected both gRNA packaging and propagation, confirmi ng their functional role 
during MPMV l i fe cycle .  Our results further revealed that the two LRls function at 
d ifferent level s. Spec ifically. LR I - I  functions at the secondary structural Ie el .  
whereas LR I- I I  functions at both the primary sequence as wel l as in its native 
structural context levels .  F inal ly, Mutational analysis of the sequences involved in 
viii 
fom1ing L3 .  Gag L l .  and Gag L2 revealed that they do not play crucial role at 
individual level during 1PMV gRNA packaging and propagation. The e finding 
ugge t that 5 -Gag LRI  have a more important architectural role  in stabi l izing the 
tructure of the Y TR equences. \vh i le  the three stem loops ( L3 .  Gag L l .  and 
Gag L2 ) may have a more econdarv role  in stabi l izi ng the overal l  RNA secondary 
tructure. providing a better under tanding of the molecular i nteraction that take 
place during MPM gRN packaging. 
KeY" ord : Retroviruse ; Ma on-Pfizer monkey virus; RNA secondary structure; 
RNA packaging: Long range i nteractions (LR l ) .  
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Chapter 1 :  Introduction 
1 . 1 .  Retroviruses in a utshell 
1D e th early 1 900' . ub tantial in ights pertaining a new fami ly  of viru e 
ha\ e b en introduced to the cient ific communit ' . These viruse recei \  ed more 
attent ion \\ h n the) w re impl icated as the cau ative agents for leukemia in chicken 
b Pe)10n Rous in  1 9 1 1 .  Later on in 1 970, the re o lutionary disco ery of the unique 
enz) me. re\ erse 1 ran cripta e C RT) from this group of viru es by Howard Temin and 
David Baltimor shattered the central dogma of molecular biology. The presence of 
RT in  the e \ iru e wa able to reverse the flow of genetic information and thus they 
\\ re nanled a " Retroviru es". In brief. retroviruses are a large group of viruses 
belonging to the Refro)'iridae fami ly .  They are en eloped viruses and their single 
tranded RNA genome of posit ive polarity i s  l i near, non-segmented, and 
approximate ly  7- 1 2  k i loba es (kb)  in size. Over the years. retroviruses ha e been 
a ociated with a \ 'ariet)' of d iseases, mainly cancers and immunological 
deficiencies. both in animals and humans. 
As their name indicates. retro i ruses are characterized by their repl ication 
trategy \\ hich i nvol es the act ivi ty of the v i ra l ly-encoded RT enzyme which reverse 
tran cribes the v iral RNA into double stranded D A. This v iral D A i s  then 
i ntegrated into the host chromosomes by the v iral ly-encoded enzyme. i ntegrase ( IN), 
a l lowing its stable expression and making it part of the host genome. Thi s  i s  why 
retroviruses are retro iral for human gene therapy trials ( reviewed in Verma and 
Weitzman. 2005) .  
2 
1 .2 .  Retroviral Genome Organization 
mong the \ ariou t) pe of RN v im e . retroviru es are exc lusively knoVvn 
[or packaging t�\ O copie of th ir  RNA genome (diploid ) a a dim r l i nked at the 5' 
nd \\ ith non-co\ al  nt interactions ( reviewed in  Peder en and Duch, 2006) .  
Retro\ ira l  genomic RN (gR ) harbor tv;o type of sequences: non-coding 
equence that fac i l i tate and control  many e ential teps during the i rus repl ication 
( revie\\ ed in Kuzembayeva et a l . ,  �O 1 4), and cod ing sequences that encode for the 
tructura! and enzymatic protein  of the v im ( Figure 1 . 1 ) . A typical retroviru 
genomic RN contains a unique equence at the 5 '  end cal led U5 and one at the 3 '  
end cal led U3 .  Both the U5 and U3 are j uxtapo ed with the same repeated sequence 
" R" forming the ci - contro l l ing elements of the viral genome. Retroviral genome 
organizat ion changes when the RNA genome i reverse transcribed i nto DNA during 
which the 5 is copied to the 3 '  end of the genome and the U3 sequence gets copied 
to the 5' end, forming a long term inal repeat ( LTR) at both ends of the ira! DNA 
(F igure 1 . 1 ) . 
ext to the U 5  and U3 sequences i s  a stretch of non-coding sequences at the 
end cal led 5' end and sometimes at the 3' end cal led untranslated region (UTR) 
flanking the protein -codi ng sequences. The 5'  UTR is  characterized by the presence 
of primer binding site (PB ). whereas the 3 '  UTR is characterized by the presence of 
polypurine tract ( PPT) both of which p lay pivotal roles during reverse transcription 
of the RNA genome. Over the years, i t  has been shown that that sequences within 
the 5 '  T R  have a n  essential rol e  i n  the viral gRNA (gRNA )  dimerization and 
packaging ( reviewed i n  Pai l l art et aI . ,  2004; Russe l l  et aI. , 2004; D ' Souza & 
Figure 1 . 1 :  Schematic reprcsentation o f  the retrovi rus genomc. 
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Figu re 1 . 1 .  chemat ic repre entat ion of the  ret roviru genome. ( ) The 
retro\ i ru gen mic RN ontain both coding and non-coding equences. The non-
cod ing equence are 1 cat d at th 5' and 3 '  end of the genome. These equences 
contain e ential recognition it for D A ynthe is. integrat ion and 
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pol) ad n} lation. The primer binding site (PB ) and the poJypurine tract (PPT)  
equence pia) an  important rol dur ing rever e transcription. The coding sequences 
r the \'i ral genome compri es gag gene \ hich encode group-specific structural 
antigen . the pol gene which encodes for the reverse transcriptase, i ntegrase and 
protea e enz) meso and the em'elope (em) gene which encodes for the en elope 
tructural protein . A the complexity of the retro i rus  genome increases. it  acquires 
addit ional genes that help in the completion of its l i fe cycle. ( B )  The viral DNA 
genome after being rever ed transcribed from the RNA template. I t  acquires an e 'tra 
CoP) of the unique 3 '  equence at its 5 '  tem1inal (U3 ) end and an extra copy of the 
unique 5 '  sequences at i ts  3 '  tem1inal end ( U S ). fOIming an identical flanking 
sequence cal led long term inal repeat ( LTR). 
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ummer . 200 � :  John on & Telenit kyo _0 1 0: Leyer. _007: Lu et a l . .  20 1 1 :  
Kuzembaye\ a et a l . .  20 1 4 ) .  
The tructural gene of the viru are encoded in-between these control l ing elements. 
For example. a simple retro\ i rus l ike Mason-Pfizer monkey virus ( MPMV) harbors 
three open reading frames CORFs ) :  gag. pol, and envelope ( el7\':_Figure 1 . 1 ) . The 
gag gene encodes for group pecific antigen (Gag) precur or tructural polyprotein  
\\ hich. up n maturation of the virus partic le .  i s  c lea ed by the viral protea e into 
tructural protein : cap id ( ) .  matrix ( MA) .  and nucleocapsid C )  (F igure ] .2) .  
The cap id (C ) proteins fmm the viral core which contains the v iral gRNA as wel l  
a other viral enzymes and proteins. whi le  the matrix  ( MA )  mediates the stable 
a soc iation of the enyelope proteins into the virus  particle .  The role of the 
nucleocap id  C )  protein i s  to  selective ly bind the unspl iced gRNA, faci l i tating its 
packaging into the v i rus partic le .  The pol O RF encodes for the viral enzymatic 
protein . namely RT. IN and protease CPR: F igure 1 .2 ) .  As mentioned abo e. RT 
mediates the reverse transcription of the RNA genome into DNA, IN faci l itates the 
i ntegration of the re erse transcribed DNA genome into the host chromosomes, and 
PR is responsible for c leaving the Gag/Pol polyproteins into mature structural and 
enzymatic proteins. The em' gene encodes for the envelope precursor protein  
which gets c leaved by cel lular proteases in to the transmembrane (TM) and surface 
( SC) glycoproteins  (gps) which are then i ncorporated into the phosphol ipid 
membrane that is acquired from the host cel l  membrane through the process of 
budding ( Figure 1 .2 ) .  Throughout the evolutionary process. as the complexity of the 
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\Jru increa e . it ometimes become nece ary for the v irus to acquire more gene 
to ful fi l l  it ur\i\al need in a ne\\ and perhap more complex hosts. For example. 
human immunodefic i  nc V Irus type- l ( H I  - 1 ) has been hown to haw six 
additional andlor acce ory g ne ( \'if vpr, 1pll and nej faf, and rev: Figure l . 3 :  
re\ iewed in  Bah ay et a ! . .  2007: u l len & Green. 1 990: Pavlakis & Felber. 1 990) .  
Figure 1 . 2 :  Schemat ic  representation o f  a retrovirus part ic le. 
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Figu re 1 .2 .  chem atic  repre entat ion of a retroviru part ic le .  The retro\' iral 
gen me con ist of a d iploid ingl tranded R wrapped by structural protein  
enc ded b) the gag gen , including the nuc leocapsid. cap id and matrix protein  . I n  
additi n .  n n- tructural enzymatic protein  encoded by  the pol gene ( rever e 
tran cripta e, protea e and integra e )  are al 0 packaged into the Vlru particle .  
During the proce of budding, the i rus acquire l ipid bi layer from the ho t into 
which the v iral ly-encoded elwelope gl 'Coproteins (TM and SU) are anchored . 
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1 .3 .  Retrovi ru L ife Cycle: 
he l i fe cy cle of a retroviru can be d i \ ided into two phase . namely 
extracel lu lar and intrac 1 1  ular ( Figure 1 A) .  In  the extracel l ular phase. the virus 
recognize and binds to it ho t cel l  \ ' ia l igand-receptor interaction between the virus 
env lope prot in and it p i fic receptor on the host cel l  m mbrane ( Figure l .4A) .  
p n binding. the \ i ru membrane fu es with the ho t cel l p ia  ma membrane thu 
in i t iat ing the int racel lular phase of the l i fe cycle. Binding may also require a co­
receptor to strengthen the binding and bring the two membranes c lo er. thus 
faci l i tat ing the fu ion. Once in ide the cel l .  RT tarts reverse transcription of the 
gRN and convert ing it into a double stranded D A. The reverse transcribed \ ' iral 
D A then move to the nucleus, where IN mediates the process of its integration 
i nto the ho t genome. At this stage. the i ntegrated retroviral DNA is  cal led a 
"provi rus" . ow the double stranded DNA i s  transcribed by the cel lular 
tran cription machinery i nto t\,,;o d ifferent categories RNAs. nan1ely spl iced and 
un p l iced RJ As. Both of these types of RNAs are then exported out of the nucleus 
to the cytop lasm for tw d ifferent function ( F igure I .4B) .  The spl iced en m RNA 
i tran l ated to make the en\'elope glycoproteins .  On the other hand. the unspl iced 
gRN A  plays dual functions: 1 )  it acts as a template for translation of GagfPol 
precur or polyprotei ns, and 2 )  it acts as the genome for incorporation into the 
assembl i ng v i rus part icles .  
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F igure 1 .3 . : Sc hcmalic representat i on o f  d i fferent ret roviruses genomcs 
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Figu re 1 . . cbemat ic repre entat ion  of  d i fferent  retro" iru e genome . Typical 
imple retro\' iru s l ike Ma on -Pfiz r 10nk y Vi ru ( MPM ) has three canonical 
ding gene : gag. pol and em: They maintain a con titutive transport element 
( TE ) at the 3 '  untran lated region ( TR) v;hich help in the nucJeo-cytopla mic 
exp rt of the ir  RN omplex retr viruses l ike H I  - 1  code for additional 
acc f) and regulator} proteins .  It al 0 contain the Rev protein  which bind to 
p c i t] equen e cal led Rev-Re pon ive E lement ( RE E )  to al low its unspl iced and 
i ngly-spl iced RN 10 g t exported from the nucleus. 
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F ig u re l A. Overv iew of  ret ro" jru e l i fe cycle.  Retroviru e recognize and bind to 
pe i fic ho t cel l s  v ia their envelop protein . fter entry, the genomic RNA get 
re\ er e tran cribed to form double tranded D which get imported into th 
nucl u and integrate into the host genome to form the pro irus. Once integrated. 
the \ iral 0 get tran cribed u ing the host tran cription machinery. Transcription 
re ult in at lea t tv\ O d ifferent types of RNAs, ful l - length unspl iced and 
ingly/mult iply pl iced RNA.  both of which get e ported to the cytoplasm where the 
un pl iced genomic RN e, pre the Gag/Pol proteins and the spl iced RNA expresses 
the envelope and other proteins during the process of translat ion. Final ly. the ful l  
length u n  pl iced genomic RNA gets packaged into the budding virus partic le .  Figure 
adapted from toye. 20 1 2 . 
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The ag, Pol polypr tein  r ult ing from the ex pre ion of the un pl iced RN are 
c lea\ ed b) a yiral l ) -encoded protea e to give CA. MA. and C protein . whereas 
the em elop precur or gl) c protein i c leaved by cel lular proteases into U and T 
pr t in  . The e tructural protein then a emble to form the virus partic le ( Figure 
l ,.+B) ,  The un pl iced ful l - length gRNA interact \-vith the C portion of the Gag 
prot in near the plasma membrane and the two copies of the gRNAs are 
encap idated a a dim r. Whi le budding from the host cel l ,  the virus particles 
acquir  part of  the host-pia ma membrane along with the incorporated envelope 
gl) coprotei n  . fter being released, the V Irus partic le matures and becomes 
infectiou by fU11her proteolyt ic  c leavage and gRN A dimer stabi l ization ( Bender et 
a1 . .  1 978 :  MUl1i et a! . .  1 98 1 :  Fu and Rein ,  1 993 ) .  
The fol lowing ect ions di cu  the retrovi rus repl ication steps in  more detai l s .  
1 .3. 1 .  Attach ment  and  Entry 
I n  order for the retrovi rus to establ i sh intracel lular aspect of its l i fe cycle 
i nside the host celL i t  should attach to the ce l l  p lasma membrane which is  the rate 
l imit ing step of the infection process. Attachment to the target cel l membrane is  a 
d ist inct step from the entry and uptake of the retrovi rus. This process requires an 
entry receptor and may require co-receptors to assist with the entry process. For 
example. in H I V  - L in addit ion to the CD4 receptor. another co-receptor is required 
that d iffer in d ifferent ce l l  types. The T -ce l l s  have been shown to use CXCR4 whi le 
macrophage-tropic H I V  - 1  v iruses use CCR5 as the co-receptor. ( Reviewed in  
C lapham PR. ,  and McKnight A. ,  200 1 ) . The binding itself doesn' t  a l low for the virus 
entry. howe er. i t  i s  the viral  envelope fusion with the host cel l  plasma membrane 
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that faci l i tat i ts  ntf) . Retroviral envelope glycoproteins are arranged a ol igomers 
of the gl bular domain anchored to the viral membrane by the TM domain .  
lpon attachment it ha been hown that the o l igomeric nature of the envelope 
gl)  oprot i n  [a\' r the c lu tering of cel l  receptor where oluble monomeric 
g l )  coprotei n  can each interact with the receptor to a11O\ for an efficient entry. 
uch ha been ob erved when the monomeric mou e malmnary tumor v irus 
( r lTV) gp � 1 binding wa found to be in ufficient to promote receptor 
i ntemal ization ( we should cite the appropriate reference here ) .  In addition to the 
lu tering trategy, equential binding of envelope glycoproteins may result i n  
receptor aggregation and thu competent attachment . Conformational changes in the 
domain upon binding expose a hydrophobic peptide in the TM domain that i s  
e sentia l  for cata lyzing the fusion between i ra l  and cel l ular membranes. E en 
though the steps involved in  the fusion proce s are sti l l  not ful ly understood, it seems 
that the end tep includes the formation of a fusion-pore Muno z-Barroso et aL 
1 998) .  As the v irus envelope gets fused with the cel l ular membrane, the virus 
releases its i ntemal component into the cel l cytoplasm where it becomes ready for 
the fi rst step of the i ntrace l lu lar phase of the virus l i fe cycle that i s  the reverse 
transcription. 
1 .3.2. Reverse Transcription 
A uruque characteristic of retroviruses i s  the non-conventional way they 
continue their l i fe cycle. exploiting the exceptional activity of RT which can convert 
the viral diploid s ingle stranded RNA genome i nto double stranded DNA ( Figure 
l .SA) .  RT is capable  of "reverse" repl icat ion because of its two dist inct activit ies: 
RNA dependent D A polymerase ( RDDP)  and DNA dependent D A polymerase 
Figure l . 5 :  chematic repre ntation of the tep i nvolved in rever e tran ription . 
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Figu re 1 .5. cbematic repre entat ion of  tbe  fep involved in  rever e 
t ra n  cr ip f ion .  ( ) chematic repre entation of the flow of the genetic information 
of a r troyiru genom . ( B) The rever e transcription proce is mediated by a 
, i ral l )  encod d enz) m cal led reverse transcriptase C RT) and involves two transfer 
tep . I t  begin with binding of tR primer to the primer binding site ( PB ) at the 
5 '  end . 0 A ynthe i begin t i l l  the end of the template is reached . This  init iate 
th fir t of the tv ..·o transfer tep in  the rever e transcription process . .  The first 
interm diate ( - )  trand 0 ynthe ized at the S '  end is transferred to the 3 end 
during ( - )  trong- top template switch.  Then RNA template from the DNA : RNA­
h) brid gets degraded by RNa e H as the (-)  strand synthes is  proceeds, except 
polypur i n  tract ( PPT) \-, hich i s  RNase resistant and functions a s  a primer for ( ) 
strand D A ynthesi . During the second transfer, the (+ )  strand product that results 
from ynthe i i nto the t RNA primer i s  transfelTed to the 5 '  end of nascent ( - ) strand 
D during (+) strand strong stop transfer. The result ing DNA contains two 
temlinal repeats ( L  TRs) each consisting of the tenninal block of U3 -R-US .  F igure 
adapted from Telestinsky & Goff . Re erse Transcriptase and the Generation of 
Retroyiral  DNA. I n :  Coffin 1M, Hughes SR. Vannus HE, editors. 
Retrovi ru es . . 1 997. 
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( DDDP) .  RT al 0 contain a nuclea e act ivity tem1ed Ribonuclease H ( RNa e H )  
that degrade the RN trand from the RN : D duplexe . A role of orne of the 
\ i ral proteins l ike the nucleocap id protein  i n  the rever e transcription pro e ha 
al 0 been hO\\11 to be imp liant � r an efficient RT process ( Levin et aL 20 1 0) .  
The reverse tran cripti n proce in i tiate once the virus  enters the ho t cel l .  except 
fI r the genu Spul7luririnae in \\ hich a mature virion wa found to already contain  
r yer e tran cribed D in  addit ion to RNA (Yu et al . .  1 996 ) .  The key players in 
the rever e tran cription proces that act in  cis are PB , PPT, and the R sequence on 
the tem1in i  of retroviral gRN . Variou steps invol ed during the cour e of reverse 
tran cription proce ar d l i neated in ( Figure 1 . 5 )  and de cribed in detai l  below. 
Once the virus  capsid is released into the host cel l cytoplasm. a cel l -derived 
tRN primer binds to its compl imentary sequence on retroviral PBS whi le sti l l  
i n  ide the v irion cap id.  ext ,  the RDDP act ivity of RT starts making a copy of the 
viral  D A from the PB and stops at  the 5 '  end fol lowed by degradat ion of the RNA 
pOliion of the RNA :  D A hybrid by the RNase H activity of RT. This results in the 
formation of the minus strand strong stop DNA ( -sss DNA) ( Figure 1 . 5 B ) . Now RT 
is ready for the minus strong stop template switch where it jumps to the 3 '  end of the 
gRNA and anneals to the redundant terminal R sequences ( Figure 1 . 5B ) .  This  
primes the synthesis of the m inus strand D A which takes place as  the RNA 
template is being degraded by RNAse H. To ini t iate the synthesis the D A plus 
strand. another primer at the 3 '  end i s  needed for the priming purposes. S ince PPT 
sequence is resistant to the hydrolysi s by the RNAse H act ivity of RT. therefore it 
p lays  the role  of a primer for the synthesis of plus strand D A ( Figure 1 . 5B ) .  At 
this stage the RT uti l izes its DDDP activity and the minus strand DNA as a template . 
The synthesi s  proceeds upto the 5 '  end of the genome and stops at the fi rst nucleotide 
at the 3 '  end of the tRJ 
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equence that anneal to the PB generating a new PB 
cqu nee. t thi point the tRN i dige ted by the RNa e H activity of the RT and 
the re ulti ng + D v. i II have a copy of the 3 '  end 3 at the 5' end and a copy of 
the 5 '  end 5 at the 3 '  end . During rever e transcript ion. recombination among 
retro\ i ru e can occur during th ynthesi of both minus and plus strand D A 
) nthe i ( H u and Temin. 1 990). The recombination behveen retro iral RNAs 
during re\ erse tran cription i considered a serious problem. especial l y  i f  the cel l  i s  
co-infected \\ i th  two difll rent train of viru es, where the recombinat ion could 
re ult in the fom1ation of a new virus of unknown biology and pathogenic potential . 
Emergen e of uch ne\\ ,·ariant among retroviruses poses a major threat to, ards the 
de\elopment of ant iviral agents and i ral accmes. Therefore. it  is not at al l 
urpri ing that the fi rst approved anti -H IV  drug, AZT. targeted RT and of the 26 
currentl )  approved drugs to treat H IV - 1  i nfections. 1 4  are RT inhibitors (Hu  and 
H ughe . 20 1 2). 
1 .3.3. I n tegration 
Fol lowing reverse transcription. the newly formed retroviral  DNA must be 
imported to the host cel l nucleus for i ntegration into the host genome in order to 
continue its l i fe cycle .  The integration process i s  a hal lmark of retrovi ruses making 
them good candidates for gene therapy s ince they can to maintain long-term 
expression of the i ntegrated therapeutic gene. 
The integrat ion process is primari ly mediated by the viral l y  encoded IN 
enzyme. IN. with the he lp of some other v i ra l  proteins that d iffer from one group of 
retroviruses to the other. forms the pre- integration complex (P IC) .  Migration of PIC 
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to the nucleu occur 1 11 t\\ O di fferent \" ay . The fir t route i observed m 
onc retrO\ i ru e . \ i ru e that require the cel l  to be in  the dividing state 0 that the 
ne\\ I} re\ er e tran cribed D can gam acce to the nuclear D A when the 
nuclear membrane i di a embled during mito i .  However. S1 11ce HIV- l in 
part icular and the lenti\ i ruse in general can infect nondividing cel ls .  such a strategy 
cannot be exploi ted by HIV - 1  or other lentiv i ruses. Con equently. there must be a 
econd route through which the H IV  - 1  PICs can enter the nucleu . I t  has been 
shown that H I V  - ]  P ICs can enter the nucleu during the interphase in an energy­
dependent impOJ1 process tlu'ough the nuclear pore apparent ly  via nuclear 
local izat ion ignal L ) found in the viral MA and the Vpr proteins ( Bukrinsky et 
a l . .  1 993 ). 
Once in ide the nucleu . integrat ion into the host chromosome involves a 
erIe of nucleoph i l l i c  attacks. the first of which removes the tenninal 2 bases from 
the 3 '  end of the L TRs that are recognized b viral IN ( Fig  1 .6 ) ,  whereas the second 
attack in erts the v iral D A i nto the host genome. The site of integrat ion i s  
recognized by the v iral  I N  and is  characterized by dupl ication of the host target site 
fol lowing i ntegration. In addit ion to the v i ral  proteins, at least two host cel lular 
proteins, high mobi l i ty group [ H MG-I ( Y ) ]  and barrier to auto i ntegration factor 
[BAF] . have been shown to i ncrease the efficiency of the integration reaction (Van 
faele et a l . .  2006). The viral proteins that are used for integration might have other 
roles l i ke d irecting the assembly of transcription factors or other cel lu lar proteins 
onto the newly i ntegrated provirus. The i ntegration process of retroviral DNA into 
the host genome whi le  being a critical step for the virus to continue its l i fe cycle,  at 
the same time. it poses a great concern to the scientific  community when it comes to 
Figure 1 .6 .  Retro\' i ral D integration 
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the u e of \ ira I vector m gene therap) smce thei r  integration could cau e 
oncog ne i R troviral integration i a random proce and lenti vira l  vectors 
integrate more randoml than the viral vectors throughout the human genome: 
ho\\ e\ er, i t  ha been hO\,\TI that retroviral vector fa or promoters and enhancer 
region a preferred integrat ion ite ( chroder et aL 200_) .  wappmg between 
c lo  ely relat d r tro iru es has been hown to change the integrat ion pattern 
ugge t ing that the catalytic core of the IN pIa a role in  choo ing the preferred site 
of in  ertion ( h ibagaki et a l . .  1 997) .  Recent l . a lot work is  being undertaken to 
achieve ite d irected retroviral integration which could possibly avoid the risk of 
oncogen i b) retroviral vector in ertional activation ( reviewed in Youngsuk et a1 . .  
20 1 1 ) . 
1 .3.... . Tran cr ipt ioD 
U ing the cel lular transcription machinery. the i ntegrated provi ral DNA is  
tran cribed along with the cel lu lar D A to generate mRNAs needed for viral protein  
production. Specifical ly,  transcription of the proviral D A produces ful l  length 
unspl iced gRNA that p lays a dual role  ( as mentioned earl ier) : as an mR A for the 
translation of the GaglPo l  pol proteins. and a l so as a substrate to be packaged into 
the nev,'I)' assembled virus part ic le as gRNA. I t  has been shown that cel lu lar RNA 
Polymerase I I  is responsible for pro i ra l  DNA transcription since it has cis-acting 
sequences that d irect RNA polymerase II in the production of m RNAs. The 
polymerase I I  processi i ty has shown to be enhanced by the binding of some v iral 
transcriptional transact ivators, such as Tat protei n  in the case of H I V  - 1  where i t  
b inds to TAR on the viral m RNA. enhancing the binding of transcription factors to 
D A (reviewed i n  leang, 1 999) .  The resu l t ing transcribed viral RNA experiences 
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the ame proce sing event that cel lular RN go through. including RNA spl ic ing. 
yi ld di fferent lenoth of un pl iced and pl iced mRN s. For example. in a l l  
retro\ iru . i ngl ) pl iced mRN i u ed for tran lat ing the envelope gl 'coproteins. 
1 .3.5. Retrov i ra l  R A u c lea r E x port a n d  Tra n  lat ion 
fter being tran cribed, proc ed, and pi iced. the retroviral RNA i ready 
to be export d from the nucl us to the cytopla m. How'ever, the spl ic ing machinery 
inhibit the un pl iced or ingly pl iced RNA, from being e p0l1ed out of the nucleus, 
a phenomenon cal led nuc lear retention. To overcome such nuclear retent ion. 
r troviru es have volved mechani m that al low them to successfu l ly  export. 
e pec ia l l )  the un p l iced R s, out of the nucleus. One way by which retroviruses 
overcome nuc lear retention is by the presence of a regulatory pathway in which ci -
acting RN structural element found at the 3 '  end of retroviral gRNA interact 
either with the viral ly  encoded or cel lular proteins to faci l i tate the successful export 
of the unspJiced gRNA.  One example of such a structure is the constitutive transport 
element (CTE ) in the case of the simple retrovi rus MPMV ( Figure l . 7 :  Bray et a l . .  
1 994: Rizvi  e t  al . .  1 996a and 1 996b: Ernst  e t  aL 1 997) .  MPMV CTE i nteracts with 
cel lu lar ly-encoded nuclear export factor 1 (NX F  1 )  or Tap that faci l i tates export and 
expression of CTE-containing m RNAs ( reviewed in Cochrane et al . .  2006: Swanson 
and Mal im.  2006). In complex retroviruses. a v ira l ly-encoded protein, uch as Rev 
i n  the case of H I V  - I  interacts with an RNA element at the 3 '  end cal led Rev 
responsive e lement ( RRE), to al low nuclear export of viral messages ( reviewed in  
Groom et  aL 2009: F igure 1 . 7 ) .  S imi larly. M MTV has evol ed the Rem/RemRE 
regulatory pathway in which the Rem prote in interacts with cis-acting RemRE 
sequence located at the 3' end of the viral transcripts ( Figure 1 . 7 ) .  Recently. i t  has 
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been ho\', n that gamma retro\ iru e also contain a po t tran cription element ( PTE ). 
a ci\-a l ing sequence \\ hich 0\ erlap the pro-pol open reading frame and i 
re pon ible for the regu lation of gag gene expre sion ( Pi lk ington et al . .  20 1 4 ) .  The 
PTE function re emble that of the eTE function in the case of MPMV, but the 
ation i d ifferent from the usual one at the 3 '  end. 
Once ucces ful ly  exported out of the nucleus, the retroviral RNA is 
tran lated into \ iral protein . a process that is mediated by the host translational 
machine!") ( reviewed in Balva)' et a l . ,  2007) .  The Gag/Pol v iral proteins are 
tran lat d from the un p l i  ed gRNA by the free cel l ular polyribosomes, \ hereas the 
em el pe glycoprotein are translated from the spl iced m RNA by the rough 
endoplasmic reticulum-b und ribo omes. The translated envelope precursor protein 
undergoes po t translational modi fications. I t  undergoes N-glycos lation in  the 
l umen of the endopla mic reticulum and is c leaved at its SU -TM border by host 
protea e within the Golgi apparatus as it is transported for incorporation into the 
ho t cel l membrane. 
Figure 1 . 7 :  N uc lco-cytoplasm ic ex port pathways o f  ul1spJ iccd or part i a l l y  spl iced rctrovi ral RNAs 
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Figu re 1 . 7. � uc Jeo-cytopla  mic ex port path" ay of un p l iced or part ia l ly 
p l iced r t ro\' i ra l  Rl A .  ufficient amount of retroviral un pl iced RN need to 
be exported to the cytopla m t g t tran lated into the stTUctural and enzymatic 
pr te in ne ded for viru un ival a \-\ e l l  as to b packaged as genomic RNA into 
the ne\\ I, a embled viru part icl  . umber o f  retroviru es ha e evolved di fferent 
me hani 111 to fac i l i tate thi nu lear export .  A. I n  c mplex retroviruses. uch a 
H I V  - 1 .  a ci acting structural element cal led rev re ponsive element ( RRE) binds to 
\ i ral ly nc ded fran acting proteins ( REV ) to faci l i tate the efficient export of 
un pl iced R A from the nuel u to the cytoplasm. B. S imple retroviruses uch as 
1P 1 . harbor a ci -acting constitutive transport element ( CTE).  which interacts 
with cel l u lar protei n  to export ful l  length v iral RNA from the nucleus to the 
c)10pla�m. C. "semi -complex" retroviruses such as MMTV have been shown to 
ontain a ci -acting Rem-Respon i e E lement (RmRE )  at the 3'  end of the genome, 
which interacts \vith v i ra l ly  encoded frans proteins cal led Rem, to efficiently export 
1MT RN to the c)10pJasm. F igure adapted from labal lah, 20 1 0. 
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Th \ iraJ Gag and Pol ORFs oyerlap and the Gag and /or Gag/Pol 
pol) proteins are tran lated from the un p l iced m RN in a ratio of 20 Gag product 
10 one Gag-Pol product on free r ibo omes ( review ed in Pederson and Duch, 2006: 
Le\ er, 2007) .  Due to th overlapping nature of Gag and Pol O RFs. the tran Jation 
proce i pau ed at a certain  tage to al low the ribo orne to h ift from translating 
Gag RF to Pol ORF.  ucb a tran lat ional witch ha been hown to occur in  two 
d iffer nt way . I n  the fi r t way. as in the case of gamma retrovirus. the Moloney 
munn leukemia v iru (MoML V) ,  translation termination is suppressed by 
mi reading the stop codon. This proce s srufts the reading from Gag to Pol ORF and 
thu tran latin::- the downstream POL ORF ( Yoshinaka et a l . .  1 985 ;  Honigman et a I . ,  
1 99 1 ) . The second mechani m ( used by most retro i ruses) i s  a frameshift  
mechanism. in  which the ribosomes s l ips backv,;ard b one nucleotide, thus changing 
the reading frame i t  i translat ing in- a process cal led ribosomal frameshifting 
(F igure 1 . 8 ) .  Thi proce involves the 
Figur e  1 . 8 :  Schematic represen tat ion o f  r ibosomal framesh i ft ing  phenomenon i n  ret rovi ruses to express re lat ive amounts o r  
Gag and P o l  protei ns. 
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Fio u re 1 .8. chemat ic repre entat ion of ribo oma l  fra me h ift ing  phenomenon 
in  ret rov i ru e to e 'pre relat ive  a m o u n t  of  Gag a n d  Pol  protein . Retroviral 
gR contain ' l i pp ry" equence that al low rib me to move to a d ifferent 
reading [ram and cont inu translation by a proc known as "ribosomal 
frame hi fting". Bri ily. the mR fold into a RN econdary structure containing 
a tem ] op \\ ]uch i located ju  t down tream of the l ippery sequence. This stem 
loop cau ribo ome to pau e at the posit ion of the s l ipper sequence during 
tran lation. \\ hich in  turn result in  increased frequenc of ribosomal frameshifting. 
Frame h ifting enable a higher tran lation rate of protei ns encoded by the 
dO\\11 tream reading frame. Figure adapted from Iberts et  a I . ,  2002. 
3 1  
ribo omal frame hift ignal ( RF ) compri ed o f  a rei terated sequence and an RNA 
econdar) tructure. the p eudoknot pre ent downstream of the RF ( reviewed i n  
Brierle) and Do Ramo , 2006 ). Programmed ribo omal frame hifting in H IV  - 1  and 
the R -Co . I 'in.(s Res . . 1 1 9 :  29-42 ) .  
I\10 t r ibo ome encountering RF translate it without d ifficulty and continue 
along the tran cri pt until a tran lation stop codon is  reached . During this proce , a  
propol1ion of the ribo orne which attempt to translate this sequence s l ip back by 
one nucleotide before cont inuing to translate the me age in  a d ifferent reading 
frame. B cau e of thi , the sequence ha been termed the "sl ippery sequence" 
( Figure 1 . 8 ) .  The s l ippery equence alone only results in a low frequency of frame 
hifting.  i nadequate to produce the amount of protease and reverse transcriptase 
protei n  required by the v irus. There are addit ional sequences that further regulate 
thi ystem and i ncrea e the frequency of frame shift events. A short distance 
dO\\TIstrean1 of the s l ippery sequence is an in erted repeat which al lows the 
fOTI11ation of a tern- loop tructure in the mRNA (F igure l . 8 ) .  There is an additional 
equence complemental to the nuc1eotides in the loop which al lows base-pairing 
betv.·een these 1\\"0 regions of the RNA. al lowing the formation of what is known as 
an RNA ·'pseudoknoC. This secondary structure in the m RNA causes ribosomes 
translating the message to pause at the position of the s l ippery sequence and this 
s lowing or pausing of the ribosome during translation i ncreases the frequency at 
which frame shift ing occurs, boosting the relative amounts of the proteins encoded 
by the downstream reading frames ( Figure 1 . 8 ) .  
1 .3.6. Tran lation and Packaging of  Retrov i ra l  g R NA 
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clo relation hip between retroviral gRN translation and packaging 
e;\ist a a r ult of the dual r Ie of the ful l  length unspl iced gRNA since it function 
a the pre ur or D r Gag/Pol protein expression a wel l a the sub trate to be 
pa k.aged into the viru partic les. Two po sibl  scenarios describe what happens at 
thi tag ( Figure 1 .9 )  ( re\ iewed in  Bah'ay et aL 2007). The fir  t cenario sugge ts 
that the un pl iced RNA e, c lusively gets translated into Gag/Pol precursors unti l  a 
uffic ient amount of protein tart to accumulate in  the cytoplasm. At thi s stage, the 
Gag polypr t in start interact ing with the packaging signal within the S- UTR of the 
un pI  iced gRN . Thi proces re ult in the progressive occlusion of the 5 '  UTR as 
the ribonucleoprotein caffold i fOffiled. S ince, the same RNA that is used for 
tran lation i s  to be packaged i nto the assembl ing irus part ic le therefore in  an 
alternative cenario. the viral GaglPol precursor proteins are translated from the 
un p l iced gRl A con t i tut ively.  The result ing Gag proteins bind to another 
un p l iced gRNA strand in the pool of unspl iced RNA pre ent in the cytoplasm. The 
two mechanisms are bel ie ed to be mutual l exclu ive ( Balvay et aI . , 2007 ) .  
1 .3.7.  Virus Assembly 
The v iral gRNA represents only a smal l fraction of the total RNAs present in  
the infected cel l .  However through a very selective and di screte process, on ly two 
copies of the viral gRNA as a d imer are packaged i n  the newly assembled virus. To 
unravel the mechanism(s) by which the virus encapsidate its gRNA in such a 
d iscrete manner one must understand the i ntricacies i nvolved during gRNA 
dimerizat ion and packaging. 
Figure 1 .9 :  Translat ional control  o f  relroviral genomic RNA packaging.  
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Figu re 1 .9. Tra n la t ion a l  con t ro l  of  ret rov i ra l  gen o m ic RN packaoing. fier 
ha\ ing integrated into the ho t genome. the retro\' iral genome w1dergoe 
tran cription and pl icing fol lowed by the transpOli of both ful l  length and pl iced 
RN to the ,1.opla m. The ful l  length un pi iced RNA has two roles to play and the 
mechani m b) 'W hich it fate i s  decided can be de cribed in t\vo scenario . In 
nario (a) .  th genomic RN (gRNA)  undergoes tran lation to form Gag and Gag­
pol pr tein ( not hO\\11) .  pon the accumulation o f  Gag molecules. a swi tch from 
tran lation to packaging happen . al lowing the Gag proteins to bind the gRNA 
( h \\11 in  black)  at th 5 '  end to the packaging signal and proceed to the assembly 
tep. \J herea in  cenario b. the gRNA is  tran lated continuously and the resulting 
Gag protein bind the gRN 'which was not translated ( hown in red ) .  F igure adapted 
from Balvay et a1 . .  2007. 
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1 .3.8. Retro i ra l  G e n o m i c  RN Dimerizat ion  
The dimerization proc ss i con id  red to  be one of the mo t critical teps 
during the retro\" iral l i fe cycle a it i e sential to form the non-covalent ly l inked 
R dim r that can b pa kaged in  the as embl ing virus part ic le ( revi wed in 
D' ouza & unm1ers, 2005 : Jolm on & Tele tnit k ,  20 1 0: Le er. 2007) .  
Dimerizati n b gin a t  the dimerization init iation ite ( DI S ), which i s  in  ariably a G ­
C rich pal indromic (pal ) equence and often pre ent in the form of a loop ( at the S ­
end of gRN ) .  faci l i tating i t  interaction with the Dr loop on the econd gRNA 
( Laughrea et a1 . .  1 996; Pai l lart et a.. 1 996 and further reviewed in D'souza & 
umm r . 2005 : John on & Tele tn it kyo 20 1 0: Le er. 2007;  Figure 1 . 1 0) .  Three 
DI  mot if con i t ing of 6 nuc1eotides pal sequences (GCGCGC, GTGCAC and 
GTGCGC ) have been reported in mUlt iple H IV- l i solates ( Berkhout. B . ,  and an 
Wamel. 1 996: Clever et a1 . .  1 996: Lauglu'ea et a 1 . .  1 997 ;  Laughrea et al . .  1 999) .  
mong the e. a Dr  motif consisting of a characteristic 6 nt  pal (GCGCGC) has 
been found to be phylogenetical ly  con erved in 0 er 50 H lV - 1 ,  H lV -2 and SlV 
i o lates ( Russe l l  et a 1 . .  2004) .  I n  addit ion, it  has been shown that a ] 0 nt  pal 
equence in the 5 '  UTR, which is phylogenetical ly conserved in H IV  -2 and macaque 
and sooty mangabe S lVs  ( Leitner et al . .  2005 ), is crucia l  for H IV -2 RNA packaging 
and d imerizat ion (Lanchy et a 1 . .  2003 ; Baig et a I . ,  2007; Lanchy and Lodmel l  2007). 
F inally. pal sequences that have been shown to function as DIS in  augmenting 
gRNA dimerization and packaging have also been obser ed in other retroviruses 
such as Feline immunodefic iency irus ( Fl V )  and M MTV ( Kenyon et a 1 . .  2008; 
Rizv i  et al . .  20 1 0; Aktar et aI . ,  20 1 4) .  The base pairing between the two strands is 
main ly  maintained by the auto-complementarity between the palindromic sequences 
Figure 1 . 1 0 : Model depi ct ion the steps lead ing  to d i merizalion and packagi ng processes among relroy i ruscs. 
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Figu re 1 . 1 0. M odel  dep ict ion the  tep lead i n g  to d i me rization and packaging 
p rocc e a mo n g  rct rov i ru e . chematic imulation of dimerization and gRN 
pa kaging in a co-infected cel l with tv. d ifferent viru e .  (A)  Each viru particle 
ha a dimer- l inked t\\ O ident ical RN packaged in it cap id.  ( B) The gRN in ide 
the )10pla m undergoe dimerization via ' ·kiss ing'" interaction behveen pal indromic 
tern 10 p . Once l i nked. a confonllational change occurs to expose single-stranded 
nucleocap id ( C )  binding motifs ( indicated i n  yel lo\ ) which i s  recognized by the 
nu leocap id p rtion of the Gag polyprotein  and i needed for selecting the gRNA 
for packaging. ( C )  D ifferent v i ru es fom1 their dimers at d ifferent sites; some fom1 
their dimer in  the nucleu where the probabi l ity of fom1ing homodimers i s  higher. 
\\ herea other retroviruse as ociate in the cytoplasm and thus random assortment of 
homodimeric and heterodimeric gRNAs occurs. ( D )  The binding between the Gag 
protein and gRNA dimer can also happen in two sites within the cel l .  gRNA can 
fom1 ubassembl ies with Gag in the cytoplasm ( shown at the top) or may as ociate at 
the plasma membrane ( shown at the bottom) .  ( E )  Final ly two gRNAs are packaged 
i nto the newly  budding v i rus particles.  F igure adapted from :  10hnson and 
Tele  nit kyo 20 1 0. 
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in  an anti paral le l  direction to ini t iate "ki ing loop" complex that ult imately lead to 
a labl dim r formation. The init iation ite of gRNA dimerization ha been ho\\'n 
to be d ifferent in d iffer nt retroviruse ( re\ iewed in Johnson & Tele nitsky. 20 1 0: 
] U\ net et a l . .  20 1 ] ;  Figure 1 . 1 0) .  Con equently. various type of dimers have been 
ob en ed in di fferent retr viruse . Viru e that dimerize in the cytoplasm have the 
po ib i l ity to form both homodimers a wel l  a heterodimers. including H IV  - 1  and 
fel ine immunodeficienc. v i rus ( FI V ). \\'herea viru es undergoing dimerization in  
the nucleu u ual ly  fonn homodimers as in  the ca e of ML V and Rous sarcoma virus 
(R V) ( revie\ved in John on & Telesnitsk . 20 1 0; ]ouvenet et a l . .  2 0 1 1 ;  Figure 
1 . 1 0) .  
1 .3.9. Retroy i ra l  Genomic  R N A  Packagin g  
One of the hal lmark of  retrovi ral l i fe cyc le  i s  the efficient and spec i fic 
packaging of retroviral gRNA as d imers by the assembl i ng virus particles. During 
thi proces . fu l l -length. un pl iced gRNA is  preferent ial ly  packaged. whereas spl iced 
v iral  RN and cel lu lar RNA are genera l ly  excluded from being encapsidated into 
the nascent v i rus  partic les. The packaging specifici ty results from high-affini ty 
interactions ben een C and a speci fic sequence at the 5 '  end of the viral genome 
cal led the packaging determinant and/or signal (\{'; reviewed in D'souza & Summers, 
2005 ;  Johnson & Telesnitsky, 20 1 0: Lever. 2007) .  Deteml inants of gRNA 
dimerization and packaging map to the same 1 00 to 400 nuc1eotides at the 5 '  end of 
the gRNA; therefore,  i t  is not surpris ing that retroviral packaging signal i s  located 
v.ithin the dimer l inkage structure ( DL S )  that is formed when two gRNAs dimerize 
at their 5 '  ends. A number of studies have been undertaken to identify the packaging 
determinants of retroviruses. which have shown that packaging sequences are 
F i gu re 1 . 1  J :  Model depict i ng spec i fi c  and se lect ive ul1spl i ced genomic  R N A  packagi ng among retrovi ruses. 
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Figu re 1 . 1 1 .  M odel  depict i n g  pecific a n d  elect ive u n  p iked genomic R N A  
packagino a m ong ret royiru  e . Retroviru e peci fical ly  and electively package 
their gRN am ng t a pool of other pl iced i ral and cel lular RNA . The packaging 
trat gy require the re ognit ion of the packaging determinants named the packaging 
ignal ( p  i or \If) .  The locat ion of the packaging ignaJ location is the key for 
confelTing the pecifici ty of the RN packaging proces since in most of the 
retrO\ i ru s it i located after the pl ice donor site ( D) .  In the spl iced RNAs. the 
packaging signal is lost during the pl ic ing steps, whi le in the ful l  length unspl iced 
genomic RN . the packaging ignaJ i s  maintained and onl those RNA containing 
the ignal can be encap idated into the virus part ic le .  F igure adapted from labal lah 
the i . 20 1 0. 
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genera l l )  pre ent do\\ n tream of the major pl ice donor (m D ) .  Therefore. a ver) 
irnpl i  t ic model ( Figure 1 . 1 1 )  ugce ts that the ful l - l  ngth un pl iced genomic RN 
i preferent ial l y  pa kaged b) v i rtue of the pre ence of the packaging determinant 
foi l  \\ ing interaction \>, iih binding ite. On the other hand, in the case of the 
pl iced R . the packaging equence are pl iced out, thereby excluding them 
from encap idati n into the nascent viral part ic le ( Figure 1 1 ) . uch a model has 
been prown true in the ca e of H I V  - I  v" here the stem loop 2 (SL2)  is located in the 
region harboring the packaging determinant of HIV - J and is capable of binding 
HI  - 1  "1th high affi nit) . H I V  - 1  L2 also contains the mSD:  therefore, during 
p J i  ing it i deleted leading to it ab ence in spl iced transcripts and rendering them 
incapable  of binding to NC.  Thi s  uggests a possible mechani sm for discriminating 
between spliced and un p l iced v iral mRNA (reviewed in  D ' Souza and Summers, 
2005 ) .  
The packaging discrimination between spl iced and unspl iced RNAs in H IV-2 
eem to be more compl icated a both the spl iced and unsp l iced viral m RNAs 
conta in  the packaging detenninants, yet only the unspl iced messages are 
encapsidated i nto the v irus pat1 ic le  ( reviewed in Balvay et a 1 . .  2007) .  HIV -2 has 
evolved a dist inct strategy to elect for the unspl iced RNA for packaging by 
packaging only those m RNAs that are capable  of translat ing Gag in cis through a 
phenomenon cal led co-translational packaging ( Kay and Lever 1 999; Griffin et a l . ,  
200 1 ) . 
Despite the fact that RNA packaging i s  a universal step i n  a l l  retroviruses and 
the packaging signal required to accompl i sh thi s  process is found at the 5 '  end of the 
retroviral gRN A (F igure 1 . 1 2), no sequence conservation has been found between 
Figure 1 . 1 2 :  Sum mary o f  the pac k ag ing  and d i merizat ion determ i nants o f  a number of  d i  rferent retrovi ruses. 
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H I V- l  (Type C )  1 52 bases Ent i re UTR 
S I V  (Type C )  23 1 bases Ent i re UTR 
- -� 
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- 1 00 bases Schmidt et a I . ,  2003: J abal lah ct 31  .. 20 I 0: Ai-tar CI 
al .. 20 1 3  
- 1 00 bases Bro\\ n ing ct al .. 2003a and 2003b: M ustara ct a I . ,  
2006: Chazall I C I  aI . ,  2006 
- 1 20 bases R i/\ i el a l . .  2009: M ustara ct al . .  20 1 2: Ai-Iar CI al .. 
20 1 4  
- 1 00 bases M c Bride and Panganiban, 1 997;  (' ic i er and 
Parslow ,  1 997 
- 1 00 bases R i/vi and Panganiban, 1 993:  Guan ct a l . .  2000. 
Pate l ct a l . .  2003: Strappe ct a l . .  2003; W h itnc} and 
Wainbcrg: 2006 
..,. 
N 
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F io u re 1 . 1 2 . u m m a ry of the  packaging  a n d  d i m e rizat ion determi n a n t  of a 
n u m ber  of  d i fferent ret roviru e .  chematic representation of the S '  end of th 
genomic RN of different retroviru e with the packaging determinant equence 
marked. The packaging ignal in  almo t a l l  retro\ ' iru es has been shown to acquire a 
h igher order condar. tructure .  The table summarizes and compares the equences 
tarting [rom nucleotide + 1 in R to the beginning of gag that have been shown to be 
required for optimal packaging of retro iral gRNA a per publ i shed data. Th 
I' ferenc and other detai l of the gRNA packagi ng detem1inants are provided in the 
table bel " .  Figure adapted from Mustafa et aL 20 1 2 . 
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the packaging ignal of d ifferent retroviru e .  10reover. i t  i s  becoming evident 
from 1h recent cro -packaging tudie that witching the packaging equence 
bet\\ een t\\ d if£ rent retroviru e that have no primary equence homology sti l l  
maintain effic ient packaging (AI Daheri et aL 2009 � A l  ham i et aL 20 1 1 ) . s a 
re ult .  it i pIau ible to a ume that gRNA dimerization and packaging proce s 
imoh e rec gnition of packaging and dimerization sequences at the secondary 
tructural I vel rather than the primary equence level .  Additional ly,  i t  has b en 
ob en ed that the packaging and dimerizat ion sequences of almost a l l  retro iruses 
( in'e p ctive of thei r  impJe or complex nature ) a sume higher order tructures 
ompri ing of variou tructural mot if:  ( reviewed in D'souza & Summers, _005 :  
John on & Telesnitsky. 20 1 0; Lever. 2007: F igure 1 . 1 2 ) .  One of the characteristic 
feature of RN econdary tructure of the retroviral packaging signal RNA is the 
long range i nteractions (LRIs )  i nvolving sequences of the 5 '  and the 3 '  end regions, 
i nc luding equences in RJU5 that are complementary to a sequence found 
dO\\11 trean1 in the gag gene. 
Owing to the importance of the RNA secondary structures and long-range 
ba e pairings. packaging signal RNA structural models of a number of viruses have 
been i nvestigated recently by various approaches such as free energy predictions. 
phylogenetic analyses. and biochemical probing. in addit ion to their subsequent 
val idation by biological assays.  The col l ective findings are providing new insights 
into the structural detel111i nants and molecular mechanisms of retroviral genome 
packaging ( Kenyon et a! . ,  2008; Rizvi  et al . .  20 1 0;  .labal lah et aL 20 1 0: Kenyon et 
a l . .  20 1 1 :  Aktar et aL 20 1 3 : Aktar et aL 20 1 4) .  
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1 .3. 1 0. Po ibJe Link betw een Retrov ira l  Genomic RNA Packagino a n d  
D i m e riza t ion 
O, er the )- ear , the retroviraJ dimerizat ion ha been propo ed to be closely 
re lated to th \ iraJ gRN packaging, and the di lemma whether dimerization i s  a pre ­
reque t for packaging or they both happen at th arne t ime have been tudied 
ext n i\ "ely (H ibb rt et aL 2004; r vievv ed in D'souza & ummer , 2005 ; Johnson & 
I Ie tnit k) . 20 1 0; Le, er. _007; M iyazak i et aL 20 1  L Moore et aL 2009; Pai l l art et 
a l . .  2004) .  It ha b en shown that the packaged RNA remain in  the dimeric state. 
ugge ting that dimerization of the tv;o gRNAs may be a prerequisite for packaging 
( Levin et aL 1 974: Hou et et aI . ,  1 993 ;  H ibbeI1 et aL 2004) .  Consequently. and 
n t urpri i ngly. the determinants of gRNA dimerization and packaging map to the 
arne 1 00 to 400 nucleotides at the 5' end of the gRNA which ha e been proposed to 
be ph)' i ca l l y  and genetical ly  inseparable ( re iewed in D'souza & summers. 2005 ; 
101m on & Iele tnitsky. 20 1 0:  Lever. 2007) .  The w1derstanding of why gRNAs are 
packaged a d imers has recently been unvei led i n  the case of ML V .  The NC in  
1 L  ha been ho\.\11 to specifical l y  bind t o  unpaired CUG motifs abundantly 
pre ent at the 5' OIR. However. these mot ifs in  the monomeric gRNA are base 
paired and thus the C cannot have an easy access to them. During dimerization. 
i nteractions between pal helix l oops leads to conformational changes in  RNA 
structural motifs, exposing the high affinity binding sites and making them eas i ly  
accessible for C b inding. faci l i tat ing the packaging of a dimeric gRNA ( D' Souza 
& wnmers, 2005 ; 10hnson & Telestnitsky. 20 1 0; Figure 1 . 1 0) .  
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1.4.  G enomic RNA Packaging and D imerization Determinants of 
M P M V  
� 1PMV cau an immunodefic iency syndrome in nev, born rhe us monkey 
and is  a c las ical type 0 retr v irus  (Bryant et a1 . .  1 986: Fine et aL 1 975 ) . 
Retroviru e that resemble ery c losely  to MPMV and cause acquired 
immun defici ncy yndrome ( 1 D  ) in primates have also been characterized and 
include imian retroviru type 1 and t) pe 2 ( RV- 1 and RV-2: Daniel et al . .  1 984: 
De [0 ier et a1 . .  1 985 ;  Marx et a! . .  1 984) .  Among the e beta retrovi ruses. MPMV is  
p rhap the mo t wel l - investigated in tenllS of i t s  gRNA packaging and 
d imerizat ion.  In i t ia l ly ,  u ing M PMV-based retroviral vectors, the fir t region that 
\\ a propo ed to be important for it RNA packaging was a 624 nt region 
dO\\l1stream the PB ( V i le et a1 . .  1 992) .  Later, biochemical probing, free-energy 
e t imat ion . and phylogenetic analyses v;ere employed to predict the higher order 
feature of part of this region (up to 1 30 bp of Gag) which revealed a complex 
tructure comprising of eight tem loops ( Harrison et aL 1 995) .  A further 
mutational analysis of the 5 '  end of M PMV genome revealed that delet ion of 6 1  nt 
region upstream of the ill 0 reduced RNA packaging more than 50%, suggesting 
that MPMV core packaging detem1inants are present upstream of the mSD (Guesdon 
et aL 200 1 ) . 
A more systematic and detai led mutational analysis of the 5 '  end of M PMV 
genome was later conducted and the mutant RNAs were tested employing a 
biologica l ly  relevant in l'h 0 packaging and transduction assays. These mutat ional 
analyses revealed that the packaging detenninants of MPMV are mult ipartite and 
resides in mio dist inct regions : region " A" which i nc ludes the first 50 nt of UTR and 
F i gure 1 . 1 3 :  omparison o r  the pred ic ted and the s r  l A P E  ( se l ec t ive 2 '  hydroxyl acy lation analyzed by primer cxtcnsion )-val idatcd 
structure or M P M V  packaging s i gnal R N A .  
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Figu r 1 . 1 3. o m p a ri on of  the  p red icted a n d  the  HA P E  ( elective 2 '  hydro 'y l 
ac) la t ion  a n a lyzed by pr imer  exten ion )-va l idated tructu re o f  M P M V  
packagin g  igna l  R N A .  ( A )  tructure o f  M P  V packaging determinants predicted 
arl ier (Jabal lah et a1 . 20 1 0 ) by 1 fold.  Regions that have been ho\'m to be important 
for 1P 1 packaging are high l ighted in  orange. green. red and blue repre enting the 
primer binding i te (PB ) .  region . region B and pal equence. respectively. Long 
range interact ion ( L R l )  -forming sequences are highl ighted in  purple boxes, ( B) 
RN tructure of MPM packaging ignal after appl ing HAPE-constrain ( Reuter 
and Mathew _0 1 0) .  ucleotid are color coded a per the SHAPE reactivity key. 
The H PE-val idated structure corporates wel l  with the predicted structure except 
that in LRl - I I  the sequence of the X trand gains  one extra cytosine at the 3 '  end to 
become 9 nt in  length instead of the predicted 8 nt .  I n  addit ion. a uridine residue 
become w1-ba epaired and fom1 a bulge i n  the LR l - I l  structure. The region used for 
the �1 fold predictions and the HAPE analysi s inc luded sequences from R up to 1 20 
nt of Gag. F igure adapted from Aktar et a 1 . .  20 1 3 , 
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region "B" that encompa e the la t 23 nt of TR as wel l a the first 1 20 nt of Gag 
( chmidt et a1 . .  2003 : labal lah et a! . .  2 0 1 0;  Figure 1 . 1 3 ) . To e tabli h a structure­
function correlation f the effect of the introduced mutation on MP 1V RNA 
packaging. the regi n bet\,\ een R and the fir t 1 20 nt of Gag was folded and RN 
econdar) - tructure predi tion howed that the 5 '  end of MP V genomic RNA 
a ume everal stable tem loop tructures (Jabal lah et a1 . .  20 1 0; Figure 1 . 1 3A ). 
The di t incti\ e feature of the predicted structures inc luded U5-Gag long range 
interact ion ( L RI ).  a stretch of ingle- tranded purine ( ssPurine )-rich region. and a 
di ti nctive G-C-rich palindromic ( pa l )  stem-loop ( Figure l . 1 3 A) .  Both pal stem- loop 
and Purine-rich region ( or it paI1iaJ repeat region when predicted to refold as 
Purine ) ha\'e been hown to be e ent ial for M PMV RNA packaging (Jabal lah. et 
a1 . .  _0 1 0) .  
To further \'a l idate the predicted RNA secondary structure, a novel chemo­
enz) matic probing trategy known as Select ive 2 '  H droxyl Acylation b Primer 
Extension ( HAPE)  methodology was employed . SHAPE anal sis val idated the 
o\'era l l  predicted tructure (Jabal lah et a1. 20 1 0 ) of the MPMV packaging signal 
RNA ( Aktar et a1 . .  20 1 3 :  Figure 1 . 1 3B ) .  Final ly .  a s stematic  deletion analysi s, 
m in imum free-energy structure predictions, phylogenetic, and in silica model ing 
analyses v .. ·ere undertaken to further develop a structure-function relationship of the 
\'arious structural motifs of M PMV packaging signal RNA. These analyses revealed 
that the 6 nt pal ( 5 "  -CGGCCG-3 ' )  within the pal stem-loop functions as M PMV 
dimerization i ni t iat ion site ( Aktar et  a 1 . .  20 1 3 ) .  
One of the characteristic feature of the S HAPE -val idated secondary structure 
of the MPMV packaging signal RNA is the presence of long range interactions 
( L Rls:  LRI - I  and L RI - I I ;  F igure 1 . 1 3 ) between U5 aI1d Gag compl imentary 
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sequence 111 the reglOn that ha\ e been sho\\TI to be important in  MPMV RN 
packaging ( chmidt et a1 . ,  2003 � labal l ah et a l . .  _0 1 0) .  In ilica modeling analy i s  
of fi ve different PM train pr  dicted both LRI formation in a l l  the trains 
( ktar t aL 20 1  .... : F igure 1 . 1 4 ) .  on  i stent with thi s  the US and Gag sequences 
im 01\ ed in the LRI revealed a high degree of conservation and complimentari ly 
within strain and maintain a very high degree of complementarity (Aktar et al . .  
20 1 3 : Figur l . I S ) .  Th refore, it i rea onable to propose that LR l s  between US and 
ag 'equences could potential l ,' pIa ' a rol e  in  gRNA packaging perhaps by 
maintaining the overal l  M PMV packaging signal RNA secondar structure which 
eem to be anchor d by complementary and conserved US and Gag sequences. 
F i g ure 1 . 1 4 : M fo ld  pred ict ions o f  the 5 '  end o f  genomic  R N A  o f  five d i fferent stra ins  o f  M P M V  
S RV I  
� 
o 
S RV4 
S RV2 
\) 
U 
Boxed regions re p rese n t  
U 5/G ag L R l s  
o 
o 
M P M V/6A 
\). S RV5 
D 
\) 
G 
V'I 
I-' 
S 2  
Figu re I . l  .. t Mfold prediction of th 5 "  end of genomic RN of five different 
train f MP 1 hov;ing ph) logenetical ly  con erved LRIs  involving 5 and Gag 
equence high l ight d in red boxe . The acce ion number of MPMV 16 . RV 1 .  
R 2. R 4 and RV � ar M 1 2349. 1 ( onigo et a l... 1 986 ). M 1 1 84 1 . 1  ( Power et a J. ..  
1 9  6) .  F L6467 . 1 ( Marracci et al.. .  1 995 ). FJ97963 8 . 1 (Zao et al . ,  20 1 0) .  and 
B 6 1 1 707. 1 (Takano et a t. ..  20 1 3 ) . re pectively. Figure adopted from Aktar et aJ . .  
20 1 3 . 
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Figure 1 . 1 5 : equence a l ignment of S - end of genomic R1 from fi\'e d ifferent 
i a late f MP 1V u ing C lu  tal W, 
CLUSTAL 2 , 1  mul tiple sequence a l � gnment 
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SRV4 
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SRV4 
S RVl 
SRV5 
SRV2 
US LRI - J  US LRl - I I 
UUCCCUUCAAUUCCCACUCCCUCCUCCAGGUU -CCUA-CUGUUGAUCCCGCGGGUCGGGA 1 1 8  
UCUC -UUUAAUUCCCACCCCCUCCUCCAGGUU-CCUAGUUGUUGAUCCCGCGGGACGGGA 1 1 8  
UCCCAUCCAAUUCCCACUCCCUCCUCCAGGUUUCCUA- CUGUUGGUCCCGCGGGACGGGA 1 1 9  
U-UCCCUUAAUUCCCACUCCCCUCUCCAGGUCUUCCG-UUGCUAGUCCCGCAGGACGGGA 1 1 0  
llClidCCCCAAUUCCCACCCCCUCAUCCAGGUUCUACG-UUGCUGAUCCCGCGGGUCGGGA 1 1 5  
* * * * * * * * * * *  * * *  * * * * * * *  * *  * * * * * * *  * *  * * * * *  
CAGUUGGCGCCCAACGUGGGGC -UGGAUACGAGGGAAUUUCGUGAGGAAGACGACGCG-U 1 7 6  
CAUCUGGCGCCCAACGUGGGGCUUGGAUACGAGGGAAUUU- GUGAGGAAGACGGCGCA-C 1 7 6  
CAUUUGGCGCCCAACGUGGC GU -UGGAUACGAGGGAAUUUCGUGAGGAAGACGACGCGGU 1 7 8  
CACGUGGCGCCCAACGUGGGGCUUGGAUACGGGGGAAUCC- GUGAGGAAGACGACGUG -G 1 6 8  
CACGUGGCGCCCAACGUGGGGc-UGGAUACGAGGGAAUCCUGUGAGGAAGAGAGCGCG-U 1 7 3  
* *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * *  
UCGCCGGCCGGCGAUUAAA G- - - - -UGAAAGUAAACUCUCUU-GGCCGCCGCGGGAACC 2 3 0  
GGACCGGCCGGCGAUUAAAAAG- - - - CGAAAGUACAUUGUCUU -AGCCGCCGCGGGAGCC 2 3 1  
UUGCCGGCCCG-GAUUAAAAGAGAAACGAAAGUAAACUUUCUUCGGCCGCCGCGGGAGCC 2 3 7 
AAGCCGGCCGAGAAUAAAAG- - - - - -UGAAAGAAAACUGUUUC -UGCCGCCGCGGGAGCC 2 2 1  
AACACGGCCGGCAGUCAAAG- - - - - -UGAAAGAAAAACCUUCC -AGCUGCCGCGGGAACC 2 2 6  
* * * * *  * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * *  
Gao L Rl- I I 
UGCCGCGUUGGACCUGAAAGUAAGUGUUGCGCUCGGAUAUGGGGCAAGAAUUAAGCCAGC 2 9 0  
UGCCGCGUCGGACUCAGAGGUAAGUGGUGCGCUCGGAA UGGGACAAGAAUUAAGCCAAC 2 9 1  
UGCCGCGUAGGACCUGAAAGUAAGUGGUGCGCUCGGAUAUGGGGCAGGAAUUAAGC CAGC 2 9 7  
UGCCGCGUCGGACCUGCAGGUAAGUGUCACGUUCGGAA UGGGACAAGAAUUAAGCCAGC 2 8 1  
UGCCGCGUCGGCAAUAAAGGUAAGCGUUGCGUUCGAAUAUGGGACAAGAAUUAAGCCAAC 2 8 6  
* * * * * * * *  * *  * * * * * *  * * *  * * *  * * * * * *  * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  * 
Gag LRI- J  
AUGAACGUUAUGUAGAACAAUUGAAGCAGGCUUUAAAGACACGGGGAGU�GGUUAAAU 3 5 0  
AUGAAAAGUAUAUAGGUCAAUUAAA GAGGCUUUAAAGACACGAGGAGukAAGGUCAAAU 3 5 1  
ACGAACGUUAUGUGGAACAAUUAAA CAGGCUUUAAAGACACGGGGAGUAAAGGUUAAAU 3 5 7  
AUGACCUUUAUGUAGACCAAUUAAAAAAGGCUUUAAAGGCACGAGGAGUAAAGGUUAAAU 3 4 1  
AUGAACUUUAUGUAGAACAGUUAAAAAAGGCUCUAAAGACACGGGGAG�GGUUAAGG 3 4 6  
* * *  * * *  * * * *  * *  * *  * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  * *  
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Figu re 1 . 1 5 . eq uence a l ignment  of  5 end of  gen o m ic R J from five d i fferent 
i o late  of  M P  1V u j o g  l u  ta l  W. The a l ignment reveal a rugh degree of 
con [\ ati n of the equen e invol ed in  the formation of the t\\'o LRis ( equences 
in the boxe ) .  Even though th e equence hov. a l ight variation. yet they sti l l  
maintain a high d gre of omplementarit . The US/Gag equences i nvolved in the 
f 1111ation of LR I - l  are high l ighted in  red, whereas the equences fomling LRI -U are 
highl ighted in blu . The acce sion numbers of M PMV/6A, RV l ,  RV2, RV4 and 
R 5 are M 1 2349 . 1 ( onigo et aL 1 986) ,  M 1 1 84 1 . 1  ( Power et a! . ,  1 986),  
AF 1 26-l67 . l  ( MalTa ci  et a1 . ,  1 995) ,  FJ979638 . 1  (Zao et al . ,  20 1 0) .  and AB6 1 1 707 . 1 
( Takano et aL 20 1 3 ) . re pecti\ 'ely. Figure adapted from Aktar et al . ,  20 1 3 . 
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1 .5.  Objectives 
Our predicted and HAPE-val idated tructure of MP 1V gRN have hov,n 
con ef\ ed LRI  b tw en th ' � and Gag compl im ntary equences in a region that 
ha\' e been hown to be crucial for PMV gRN packaging. In addition, several 
tudi  from a numb r of retroviru es have repolted the e ' istence of uch LRI  
\v hi  h ha\ e been found to be crucial for retroviral  gRN packaging. Therefore, we 
h) poth ize that the RN condar tructures of the MPMV appears to be anchored 
b� mplem ntary sequence in the S region and within the Gag open 
reading frame. providing tabi l it to the overal l  secondary structure to MPMV 
packaging ignal RNA. We further h pothesize that the US and gag complementary 
equence in\'olved in L RI could either function at the primary equence level or at 
the stru ture level during MPMV RNA packaging process. Therefore, in this thesi s, 
\\ e te ted the fol lO\\' ing: 
1 .  Ascertain the existence as wel l as the biological sign ificance of LRIs i n  M PMV 
and packaging ignal RNA sequence required in cis for gRNA packaging 
2. scertain whether the compl imentary US-Gag sequences involved in maintain ing 
LRIs function at the primary sequence l evel or the structural l evel ( or both) 
during gRNA packaging 
3. E tab l i sh structure-function relationship during the MPMV gRNA packaging 
process by correlat ing the biological results with the structural predictions of the 
L RI mutants 
4 .  Estab l i sh the rol e  of Gag sequences other than those i nvolved in US-Gag LRIs  
during the MPMV gRNA packaging process . 
Chapter 2: M aterial & M ethod 
2 . 1 .  Genome ucleotides Numbering y tern 
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The MP V nuc leotide numbering ystem refer to the genome equenc 
depo ited in the Genbank (acces ion number 1 2349) by onigo et a l .  ( 1 986) .  
2 . 2 .  Plasmid Construction:  
2.2 . 1 .  M PM V  Packagin g  Con t ru c t :  
The packaejng con truct i s  the plasmid that provides the viral structural 
protein into \\ hich retroyiral  gRNA is packaged. I n  the case of M PMV, TR3 0 1  
pIa) thi r Ie and ha b en de cribed earl ier ( Browning et aL 200 1 ) .  I n  brief. 
TR3 0 1  plasmid e 'pre se the MPMV gag/pol genes under the transcript ional control 
of the human cytomegalovirus  ( hCMV)  i nt ron A promoter/enhancer. I n  TR30 1 ,  
�lP 1 CTE ha been c loned between pol tennination codon and the bovine growth 
hornlone ( BGH)  pol ' A equences to ensure proper nuclear export of the unspl iced 
gag pol mRNA (F igure _ . 1 ) . 
2.2 .2 .  M PM V  T ra n  fer Vector:  
The IPMV sub-genomic  transfer vector. S12. has been described previously 
(Jaba l lah et al . .  20 1 0 )  and harbors al l  the required cis-acting sequences for 
transcription. pol adenylat ion, rever e transcription, integration, dimerization, and 
packaging (F igure 2 . 1 ) .  I n  addit ion to these c is-acting sequences, S]2 also expresses 
hygromycin B pho photransferase gene from an i nternal simian v irus 40 early 
promoter ( SV _Hygr ) that is is used as the selectable marker. The overal l size of S12 
Fi gure 2 . 1 :  Schcmat i c  represental ion o f  M PMV genomc, i ts  sub-genom ic  trans fer vector, the packag ing  construct and the envelope 
expression p lasm i d .  
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chemat ic  repre entat ion  of M P M V  genome, i t  u b -genomic 
t ra n  fer , ecto r, the  packaging con t ruct  a n d  the  envelope expre ion p ia  m i d .  
The \\ i ld ty pe sub-genomic tran fer vector, 12 .  contains a deletion in  PMV 
equence b t\\ een nt 1 1 74 and 7 1 8 1 .  Thi regi n ha been replaced with 
hygromycin re is{ance gene e pre ed from an internal s imian irus 40 promoter 
( -hyg'" ca ette) . Thi tran fer \ tor \Va u ed to introduce mutations in  the LRI-
1 .  LRI - I I  and other sequence . TR " 0 1 i s  the packaging construct that expresses 
1PM Gag1PoI protei n . M D.G pia mid expr s e envelope gl coproteins G from 
\ i u lar tomati t is  \ ' i ru ( V -G) .  'l', packaging igna l :  CTK constitutive transport 
el ment: V. imian \' i ru 40 promoter: Itygr, hygromycin re i {once gene: C M V. 
human cytomega\o\' i ru promoter: Poly A ,  polyadenylation sequences. 
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i approximately 6 kb and at i t  5 "  end contain sequences upto _83 nt of Gag (nt 
1 1 74 )  v, h i le  at the 3 '  end. it  contain equence from P 1V nucleotide 7 1 8 1  unti l 
the nd of i P  1 g nom ( nt 8557 ) . 
2.2.3.  E n velope E x p re ion P ia  m i d :  
The \e  icular tomati t is  " iru gl coprotein G (V  V -G ) expression vector 
D.G wa u ed to psuedotyp the v im part ic le produced fol lowing tran fection. 
Thi enables these p eudotyped vim e to infect a nW11ber of target cel ls  since 
receptor for V V -G are pre ent on many cel l  types ( Figure 2 . 1 ) .  Such pseudotyped 
particle a l lowed tudying the effect of the mutat ions on RNA packaging and mutant 
tran fer vector RN propagation . MD.G has been previously described (Naldini et 
al . .  1 996)  and v,as kindly provided b Dr. Dider Trono ( alk I nstitute.La Jol la, CA ) .  
2.2A. Tran fer Vectors Con t a i n i n g  Different M u tat ions :  
To \ 'a l idate the ex i  tence and biological significance of the US -Gag LRIs. a 
eries of mutat ion were introduced into them. The first series of mutations included 
deletion of the US sequence. the Gag equence. or both. Mutations were i ntroduced 
by de ign ing customized primers that can be used in a spl ice overlap extension PCR 
(Gibbs et  a l . .  1 994) using J2  transfer vector as the template D A as has been 
represented schematical ly in figure 2 .2  and described previously (Jabal l ah et a I . ,  
20 1 0) .  Briefly, two rounds of PCR ampli fications were performed and each round 
required a d ifferent set of primers. I n  the first row1d, the customized primers that 
\vere designed fl anking the region of mutat ion were used in two separate PCR 
reactions. (A) and (B ) .  PCR ( A )  was performed using the universal outer forward 
( sense: S )  primer OTR787 ( 5 "ccctcgagTGTCCGGAGCCGTGCTGCCCG 3 ' ;  first 2 
Figure 2 .2 :  Schematic i l l ustrat ion o [ thc spl ice overlap extension ( SO E )  peR strategy used to i ntroduce m utat ions. 
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igu re 2 .2 .  chem at ic i l I u  trat ion of the  p l i ce  overlap exten ion  ( SOE ) PCR 
trategy u ed to in trod uce m u tat ion . In the fi r  t round of PCR. two eparate PCR 
reaction \\ ere performed ( PCR-A and PCR-B) where each ha an outer primer that 
ampl i fie ither th - . end or " end region of the MPM equence and another 
internal prim r that i pec i fic to the mutated equence. Both inner sen e ( ) and 
anti en e ( ) primer that v. ere employed in PCRs ( B )  and (A). respectivel , were 
cu tomized in a wa) that the r ult ing PCR product from the e two separate 
reaction ( PCR and PCR B )  hould ha\'e overlapping complementary sequences. 
Th pre ence of the e complementary sequence in PCR products A and B al lowed 
them to aJUleal  in round - PCR when performed using outer S and AS primers, 
generat ing a fi nal product harboring the deletion i ntroduced. Fol lowing round 2 
PCR. the tinal product i n  addit ion to contain ing the desired mutat ion also acquired 
flanking di t inct i\'e endonuc lease re triction sites, namely BamHl at the 5 '-end and 
.\7101 at the " -end of the product that was designed to be used to c lone the desired 
mutat ion . 'P. packaging s ignal : CTE. const i tut ive transport element; SV. Simian 
y i rus -W promoter; Ilyg'. hygrom).'cin re isfance gene. nucleotides ( nts) are dummies 
fol lowed by ,,\7101 site and MPMV 5 '  LTR sequences spanning the region between 
nt 397-4 1 7  sho\\n i n  upper case; sequences shown i n  lowercase were incorporated 
for c loning purpose) along with the inner reverse (ant isense; AS)  primer that varied 
depending upon the mutation introduced. In PCR ( B) ,  the AS outer primer OTR788 
( S 'cccggatccTTCTTTCTTATCTATCAATTCTTTAATTAAG 3 ' ;  first 3 nt are 
dummies fol lowed by BamHl site and MPMV Gag sequences spanning the region 
between nts 1 1 7 1 - 1 1 4 1  shown in upper case; sequences shown in lowercase were 
i ncorporated for c loning purposes )  as  used along with the i lUler S primer which 
a lso varied depending upon the mutations i ntroduced. 
Both inn r and 
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pmner that were employed in PCRs ( ) and ( B ). 
re pect i \  e l) . \\ cr cu tomized in a way that the re ult ing PCR product from the e 
tv, 0 separate reaction ( P  R and PCR B )  '.\ould have overlapping complementary 
equence . The pre ence of the e compl mentary sequences in PCR products and 
B al lowed them to aJUleal in round 2 PCR when perfom1ed u ing outer and A 
primers ( OTR 787 IOTR 788). generat ing a final product harboring the mutat ion 
i ntr duc d .  Fol lov.1ng round 2 PCR. the final product in  addi t ion to contain i ng the 
de i red mutat ion. hould al 0 acquire flanki ng dist inct ive endonuclease restriction 
ite nan1e l) : Bal71HI at the 5 1-end and .\7101 at the 3 '-end of the product ( Figure 2 .2) .  
The rea on of introducing the e single cutters (BamHI and ./\"7101 )  was to al low their 
cloning in  a directed manner i nto the 12 vector backbone creati ng the mutant 
tran fer "ector . Ut i l izi ng this methodology. various mutat ions were i ntroduced into 
the L backbone and the mutat ion were verified by DNA sequencing (Tables 1 ;2 ) .  
The i JUler S and AS o l igo that were designed and synthesized for 
i ntroduci ng the specific  mutations i nto SJ2 are described in  the fol lowing sections 
along with the nature of the mutat ion introduced. In these o l igos the underl ined 
nucleotides represent complementar sequences of the tai l  that wi l l  not anneal to the 
template in the first round PCR but wi l l  a l low the products from PCR A and PCR B 
to aJUleal dUling round 2 peR ( Figure 2 .2 ) .  
Table I :  L ist o f  delet ion/subst i tut ion mutat ions that have been i nt roduced i n  seq uences i nvolved i n  the formation o f  L R I - I  and L R I - I l  
Clone Name X-I (llS) V-I (Gag) Description of the M u tat ion 
S.1 2  5' A l l l l l lCl I t lC l lC t rCl J 3' 3' l IG A C G G G( 'AC 'ACA 5 '  W i ld ' I y pc S I I  \ J> �A a l idatcd \cq uc nec 
-�--
R K I  5 '  acucccq�ugllclI 3'  3'  UG,\ G G G G C 'ACACA 5' Subst i tut ion of 'u' i n  the upper strand X- I  ( l i S )  of  1 3nt l R I - I  " l lh  "C'" 
Il K 2  5' aCllcrcq:�lIgucu 3 ' *  3 '  U C A G GG G C 'A( 'AGA 5' Subst i t ut ion o f ' U' I n  the upper strand X-I  and I I  ( U S )  of  both I R is \� i th 'C 
R K 3  L\ 3' l IG A GGGGCACAGA 5' Deletion of the upper X- I  ( U S )  1 3  nt  of  [ R I- I  
R K 4  5' A t J U l iC l I ll G U G l iCt l 3 '  \ Deletion or the lo\\cr Y-I  ( Gag) 1 3  nt 0/ Ut I-I  
RK5 L\ \ Double deletion of 1 3  nt upper X - I  ( U S )  and 100\er Y- I  ( Gag) strand, of l R I- I  
R K 6  5' 3 11ClI C U U lt lHlU,H! 3 '  3' UGAGGGGCACAGA 5 '  Subst i tut ion or the upper strand X - I  ( U S )  of  1 3  nt  L R I- I  ''' I th  heterologous sequcnce 
R K 7  5' a UCUCIl U 3 u a U :I U  3 '  3 '  uagllga a u :l u a UlI 5' Subst i tut ion of the lower Y-I ( Gag) 1 3  nt L R I  with compl imentary hcterologous sequence to R K 6  
Clone N a me X-I I (US) V - I I  (Gag) Description of the M u ta tion 
SJ2 5 '  CU t lG l I l lCC 3 ' * *  3' GA ACGGGC S'  Wild Type p l'cd ictcd scq ucncc 
R K8 5' :.gaua!!ag 3' 3' GA ACCCGG 5' Subst i tut ion o r u pper 8nt X-I I ( U S )  U � I - I I  with heterologous sequcnce 
R K9 5 'g!!ggcaag 3' 3' GA ACGGGG S'  Subst i tut ion of upper 8 nt X - I I  ( U S )  of  I R I - I I  wi th  t h e  lower 8 nt Y - I I  (Gag) o r t  R I - I I  sequencc 
R K I O  5 '  C l i l I G t l t lCC 3' 3 '  c u u g u ucc 5' Subst i t ution of lower 8 nt Y - I I  (Gag) o f !  R I- I J  \\  i th  upper 8 nt X-I I  ( U S )  or L R  I - I I  sequenc!.! 
R K l l  5'  ggggcaag 3 '  3' ccuuguuc 5' Subst i tut ion o r u pper 8 nt X-I I  ( U S )  of  L R I - I I  with lower 8 nt Y - I I  ( Gag ) of  I R I - I I  sequcnce cOlllpli lllental) to R K I O  
S,/2 5' C U U G U I ICCC 3 ' * * *  3 '  G AACGGGG 5 '  W i ld T y p e  S I I A  PE-\'al ida led seq u encc 
R K I 2  \ 3' G A ACCGGG S' Dcletion or upper 9 nl X- I I  ( U S )  o f  I R I - I I  
R K. 1 3  5 '  aggaggagg 3 '  3 '  G A A CGGGG 5' Subst i tut ion of upper 9 nt X-II ( U S )  or L R I- 1 I  ", i th  heterologous sequcnce 
Il K I -t  5' aggaggagg 3' 3' uccuccucc 5' SubSl i tut ion of lo\\cr 8 nt Y-I I  ( Gag) of  I R I - I I  with compl i lllenlary hetcrologous s!.!quencc to R "- 1 3  
-
(j\ 
w 
-Table 2 .  Table out l i n i ng the delet ion m utat ions i ntrod uced i n to the Gag seq uences 
Clone Name Description of  the  M utation 
R K 1 5  De l et i on o f  3 3  nt  o f  S L3 
R K 1 6  De l et i on o f 3 0  n t  o f  Gag S L2 
R K 1 7  De l et i on o f  3 9  nt  o f  Gag S L  1 
R K 1 8  Dou b l e  De l et ion  of S L3 and Gag S L I 
R K 1 9  Dou b l e  De l et i on o f  S L3 and G ag S L2 
R K20 Tri p l e  De l et i on o f  S L3 ,  Gag S L I and Gag S L2 
CT\ � 
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2.2.5. T ran  fer ecto r Conta i n i n g  u b  t i tu t ion of U rid ine  ( 1  i n  G -U ba e 
pa ir  " i tb  yto ine  (C)  i n  tbe  pper ( X - I  a n d  X-D ) eq uence of botb  LRI- I  and  
L R I - J I  
R I O : II C involved in  v. obble ba -pai ring within the 5 sequence of the LR I - I  
were ub  tituted with C in  order to make a more stable LRI - I  using the fol lowing 
pnmer : 
OTR l 1 57 :  : 5 '  !....o.=....o........o:=-=..::C"----':::..C=G...!cT GT TCT TGT TC CTT C A TTC CCA C3 ' ,  
1 P  1 : 678-69811t .  
=.!.....!�=...:.....=�'-..!.....!..:=....!c.�Cc.::::G=G:......:G�G�A�G�TG GAG ACA AGA CAG 
TGT TCT G 3 ' :  1P V: 684-643nt. 
RK2 : 1 1  U involved in  wobble  base-pairing within the US sequences of both LR I - I  
and LR I - I I  \\"ere ubstituted with Cs  in  order to  make more stable LRIs  using the 
fol lowing primers : 
OTR 1 1 59 :  : 5 "  ACT CCC CGT GTC TCT TGC CCC CTT CAA TTC CCA CTC 
CCT CC 3 ' :  M PM V : 686-705 nt .  
OTR 1 1 60 :  AS: 5'  GAA GGG GGC AAG AGA CAC GGG GAG TGG AGA CAA 
GAC AGT GTT CTG 3 ' :  MPMV:  664-645 nt .  
2.2.6. Transfer  Vectors Conta in ing  Deletions of Sequences I nvolved i n  U S -Gag 
L R I - I  
RK3 : Deletion of  U S  sequence X - I  ( 1 3  n t )  of the LR I - I  through SOE PCR using 
fol lowing primers : 
OTR 1 1 90 :  S ;  5 '  CTT GTT CCC TTC AAT TCC CAC 3 ' .  MPMV : 678nt-698nt. 
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OTR 1 l 9 1 : : _ .  GG G GGA G C AAG GTG 
TT T T 3 '  M P  1 : 695-678 nt 664-642 nt .  
RKt :  Deletion of Gag equence Y- I  ( 1 3  nt ) of the LRI-I  u ing fol lowing primers: 
OTR 1 l 92 :  : S '  GGT TAA T TG TG TCT TTT G 3 ' ;  M PMV: 96 1 -
9 5 nL 
OTR 1 l 93 :  : S '  GAT G CAT ATT TAA CCT TTT TAA AGC CTG CTT 
C A TTG TTC T 3 ' ;  PMV:  980-96 1 nt 946-924 nt. 
RK5:  Deletion of both complementary quences invol\'ed in  the fonnation of U5-
Gag LRI - I  u i ng  the D 
de cribed abo\'e. 
of RK4 as template and OTR 1 1 90 and OTR l 1 9 1 
2.2 .7. Transfer Vector Contai n i n g  Su bstitutions of Sequences I nvo lved in U5-
Gag L R I - I  
R K 6 :  ubstitution of U 5  sequence X- I  ( 1 3  nt) o f  the L R I - I  with heterologous 
sequence ( 5  ' -AUCUCUUAUAUA -3 ' )  using the fol lowing primers : 
OTR 1 1 53 :  ; S '  ATC TCT TAT ATA TCT TGT TCC CTT CAA TTC CCA C 3 ' ;  
M P MV : 678-698nt. 
OTR 1 1 54 :  AS: 5' GAA CAA GAT ATA TAA GAG ATG GAG ACA AGA CAG 
TGT TCT G 3 ' :  MPMV:  684-645 n1 .  
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R K 7 :  ub ti tution of Gag equence Y- I  ( 1 3 n t )  of the LRI- I  with a heterologou 
equence ( S " - T T T G G T -3 ' )  complementary to the equence introdu ed 
in RK6 t re tore arti fi c ial complementarity u ing the fo II ov. ing primers: 
TG 3 ' :  MP 1 : 96 1 -985 nt. 
OT R 1 1 56 :  
GTT 3 ' :  MPMV:  965-926 nt. 
T TG CTG ATC TTT 
2 .2 .8. Tran fer Vector Conta in ing ub t i tu tion of Sequences ( 8  nucleotides of 
the pred icted tructure)  I nvolved in U S-G ag L RI - I I 
RK8 :  ub titution of US sequence X- I I  ( 8  nt of the predicted structure) of the LR I - I I  
with hetero logous equence ( 5 '  -AGA UAG AG-3 ' )  using the fol lowing primers: 
OT R 1 095: : S "  AGA TAG AGC TTC AAT TCC CAC TCC CTC C 3 ' :  MPMV 
686-70 � nt .  
OTR I 096 : A ; 5' GAA TTG AAG CTC TAT CTA GAC ACA AGA AAT GGA 
GAC AAG 3 ' :  MPMV 694-652 nt .  
RK9:  ubstitution of US  sequence X-I I  (8  nt) of the LRI - I l  with i ts  complementary 
Gag sequence Y - I I  ( S · -GGG GCA AG-3 " )  to d isrupt the complementarity and 
thereby LRl- I I  using foHm ing primers: 
OTR I 093: S: 5 '  GGG GCA AGC TTC AAT TCC CAC TCC CTC C 3 ', MPMV : 
686-705 nt .  
OTR 1 094:  AS; 5 '  GAA TTG AAG CTT GCC CCA GAC ACA AGA AA T GGA 
GAC AAG 3'; MPMV:  694-656 nt .  
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R K 1 0 :  ub titution of Gag equence Y- I I  ( 8  nt) of the LRl - 1 I  ''>'ith 5 equence 
maintaining '" to 5 '  orientat ion thereby di rupting the compiementarit) using the 
fol lowing primer : 
OT R I 099 : : 5 '  C T  TGT T 
. 1PMV:  900-924 nt. 
ATT A G GC TG A G TT TG 3 '  . 
OTR I I 00 :  -=-=---..:��-,,--=....!...!:!..=C"--..!...!AA�G�G�. T A TC CGA GCG CAA CAC 
TT "" ,  1 P  1 : 89 1 -87 ] 111. 
R K l l :  ubstitution of Gag sequence Y - I I  (8 nt) of the LR l - I l  with its 
complementary 5 equence - I I  ( 5 ' -CUU GUUCC-3 ' )  using RK9 ( in  which US 
equence X- I I  has already been substi tuted \ i th  i t s  complementary Gag sequence 
Y-J I  ( S " -GGG GCA AG-3 ' )  to di rupt the complementarit as template DNA dur ing 
PCR creating a double  mutant to restore complementarity ( b  fl ipping the sequence) 
in  LR l - I I  u ing the fol lowing primer : 
OTR l l O l :  S :  S " CTT GTT CC A ATT AAG CCA GCA TGA ACG TTA TG 3 ' :  
I\ fP  IV : 900-923 nt. 
OTR l 1 02 :  A : S " GCT TAA TT G GAA CAA GAT ATC CGA GCG CAA CAC 
TTA C 3': MPMV:  907-900 nt S '-GGA ACA G 3 '  8 9 1 -872 nt. 
2 .2.9. Transfer Vectors Conta i n i n g  Delet ions  of Sequences (SHAPE va l id ated 9 
n ucleotide ) I nvolved i n  U S-Gag L R I - I I  
RK 1 2 :  Delet ion of US  sequence X- I I ( SHAPE validated 9 n t )  of the LR I - I I  through 
OE PCR using the fol lowing primers: 
OTR 1 1 88 :  S; 5' TTC AAT TCC CAC TCC CTC CTC3 ' ,  M PMV : 687-707 nt. 
OTR l l 9: 
G 3 ' , MP : 704-687 nt and 678-669nt. 
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G C C AAG AAA TGG 
2.2. 1 0 . Tran  fer Vector Contain i ng ub t i tut ion of equence ( S H A P E  
, a l ida ted 9 n uc leotide ) I nvolved in  US-Gag L R l - I I 
R K 1 3 :  ub ti tut ion f 5 sequence - I I (9 nt of the H PE al idated structure ) of 
the LRI - I J  \\ ith heterologou equence ( S ' -AGG GG AGG-3 ' )  u ing fol lowing 
pnm r : 
OTR 1 l 78 :  : 5 ' �"-=-..!....!...O"'--"='-�� 
6 7-707 11t .  
OTR 1 l 79:  : 5 '  GAA CCT CCT CCT AGA CAC AAG AAA TGG AGA CAA G 
3 · :  1PMV:  677-657 nt .  
R K l  .. L ub t itution of Gag equence Y- I I  (9  nt of the SHAPE al idated stnlcture )  of 
the LRI - I I  with heterologou equence complementary with the one introduced in 
RK 1 3  u ing RK 1 3  D A as template and the fol lowing primers : 
OTR 1 l 80 :  : 5 '  CCT CeT CCT AAT TAA GCC AGe ATG AAC GTT A 3 ' ;  
M PMV:  900-920 nt .  
OTR 1 1 8 1 : AS;  5 '  eTT AAT TAG GAG GAG GAT ATe CGA GCG CAA CAC 
TTA e3 ' :  MPMV:  906-87 1 nt .  
2.2 . 1 1  Tra nsfer  Vectors Conta in ing  Delet ions of Sequences I nvolved in 
Form ing  Stem Loops a t  the 3'  end of the  S H A P E  Val idated Structure 
RK 1 5 : Deletion of the 3 3  nucleotides i nvolved in  forming the lower part of stem 
loop 3 ( L 3 )  using the fol lowing primers: 
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OTR I 079:  : 5" CT T G AA GT GT GTT GCG CT GG 3 ' .  IP 1V: 829-
8-3" and from 867- 86 nL 
OTR I 080 : -=-=--..::.........:.-=G GA GTT T C TTT CAC TTT T A TC 3 ' .  fPMV:  
87 1 - 867 and fr m 833-8 1 0 111 .  
R K 1 6 :  Deletion of the 3 0  nuc leotides of Gag equences involved in forming Gag 
tem loop 2 (complete deletion of Gag L2)  using the fol lowing primers: 
OT R I 085: : 5" GCT G T A T TGT CCT TGG TTT CCG C 3 ' ;  MPMV: 974-978 
and from 1 009- 1 028  nt. 
OTR I 086: A ; - . CAA GTA TCA GCA TAT TTA ACC TTT ACT CC 3 ' ;  
MP  I V :  1 0 1 4- 1 009 and from 978-956 nt .  
R I O  7 :  Deletion of the 39 nucleotides of Gag sequences i nvolved in forming Gag 
stem loop 1 (complete deletion of Gag L l ) u ing the fol lowing primers: 
OTR 1 1 9-t :  : 5 "  TTA AAG ACA CGG OGA OTA AAG G 3 ' ;  MPMV : 944-965 nt. 
OTR 1 1 95 :  AS: 5' T AC TCC CCO TGT CTT T AA T AA TTC TTO CCC CAT 
ATC CGA G 3 ' :  MP N: 96 1 -944nt and from 904-883nt. 
R K 1 8 : imultaneous deletion of sequences i nvol ed in  fOlming the lower part of 
stem loop 3 (SL3 ) and Gag stem loop 1 ( Gag S L l ) using RK 1 5  D A as template 
and the fol lowing primers: 
OTR 1 1 94 :  : 5 '  TTA AAG ACA CGO GGA OTA AAG G 3 ' ;  MPMV:  944-965 nt .  
OTR 1 1 95 :  AS; 5' TAC TCC CCO TOT CTT TAA TAA TTC TTG CCC CAT 
A TC CGA G 3 ' :  MPMV:  96 1 -944 nt and from 904-883 nt. 
7 1  
R K 1 9 : imultaneou del t i  n of the equence involved i n  forming the ]o\ver part of 
tem loop '" ( L "' )  and ag tem 10 p 2 ( Gag L2)  using RK 1 5  D A as template 
and th � 1 10\\ ing prim r : 
OTR l 1 96: ; 5 '  T TTG T TTG GTT TC GCA 3 ' :  MPMV : 1 009- 1 030  nt. 
OT R 1 1 97 :  : 5 '  -=-=.;....:.......:�=-.:::��.:::!..!...!:--..::C::..!..AA=..!....�G:..!..T�A T G CA TAT TT A ACC 
TTT CT CC 3 ' :  MPMV:  1 026- 1 009 nt and from 978-955 nt. 
R K20:  imultaneou deletion of the equence involved i n  forming the lower part of 
tem loop 3 cSL "' ). Gag tem loop 1 (Gag L l ) , and Gag stem loop 2 ( Gag SL2 )  
u ing  RK 1 9  D as template and the fol lowing primers: 
OTR 1 1 94 :  : 5 '  TT AAG ACA CGG GGA GTA AAG G 3 ' ;  MPMV: 944-965 nt. 
OTR 1 1 95:  A : 5' T C TCC CCG TGT CTT TAA TAA TTC TTG CCC CAT 
TC CG G "" : MPMV:  96 1 -944 nt and from 904-883 nt. 
2 .3 .  T h ree- plasm id trans-c o m p l e m e n ta tion assay 
The 5 -Gag LRI  mutants were tested for both packaging and propagation 
employing a pre iously transcribed three plasmid trans-complementation assay 
developed by our group ( Figure 2 . 3 :  Browning et a 1 . .  200 1 :  Schmidt et aI . ,  2003;  
labal l ah et a1 . .  20 1 0) to  estab l i sh the biological sign ificance of US-Gag LRls. As the 
name indicates. this assay uti l izes three different p lasmids to estab l i sh rel iable 
experimental conditions to monitor the effects of US-Gag LRls  mutants on both 
MPMV gRNA packaging and propagation. The three plasmids that were used in this 
assay inc luded : 1 )  wi l d  type SJ2 or the mutant transfer vector which contains 
Fi gure 2 . 3 : I l l ustrat ion o f  the 3 -p lasmid Irons complementat ion assay. 
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Figu r 2.3. I I I u  t ra t ion  of  the 3-p la  m id frail com plementa t ion a a) . . Design 0 f the  three 
plasm ids that v" ere tran rected to produce v i ru part ic les. B. Cartoon depicting a 293T cell that has 
been co-tran rected ,\ Ilh the 3 pJa m ids to produce the rep l ication-defective but i n fectiou \ irus 
part ic le . In ide the cel l .  \ iru part ic le are made by Gag pol proteins produced b) the expression 
pia mid (TR30 I ). The packageble R i produced b) the M P  V wild t) pe transfer vector ( ]2) ,  
\\ h i le the \ esicu lar tomat i t i  envelope e\pres ion construct ( M D. G )  produces the necessaf) envelope 
glFoprotein to p eudot) pe the v iru part icles and infect the target cel ls.  The onl RN A that can be 
packaged into t he budding v i ru part i cles is the one that is  generated from the transfer \ ector R A 
ince onl) t hat R contain an intact packaging signa l .  C. The transfected producer cel ls  are 
proce ed and fract ionated i nto nuclear and cytopla m ic fractions. The c)10plasmic fract ions are used 
to stud) the C) topla m ic e\pre sion of the gR A in the cel ls  by RT-PC R  fo l lowed by real t ime PCR. 
D Once tran rected. the 293T ell  produce v irus part ic les containing the packaged transfer vector 
R A ( n).  These part ic les are u ed to isolate the packaged iral  R A and quant itate re lat i ve RN A 
packaging i n  d i fferent m utants b) RT-PC R fol lo\\ ed b) real t i me PC R. In addition, these part icles 
are al 0 u ed to infect target cel ls  to stud) R A propagat ion. A fier infection, target cel l s  \\ ere 
e lected " ith media  containing h) grom) c in  B antibiotic so that only those cel ls  in wh ich there had 
been a ucce sful i n fection al lo" ing t hem to express h,rgrol11)'cin resistance gene wou ld surv ive. The 
number of the resu l ting h) gromycin  resistant colonies (colony fortn ing unitJm l ;  CFU/m l )  directly 
correlate " ith the amount of RN A packaged un less a step in  the viral l i fe c) c le fo l lowing RN A 
packaging has been affected. The v irions produced by the 293 T ce l ls are restricted to one round of 
repl ication i nside the target cells as they contain only the transfer ector RN A as their genome 
restricting the re-i n fection of the target cel ls. mak ing the assay quantitati e and sensit ive.  RNAs that 
cannot be packaged since the I )  do not carry packaging s ignal on themsel ves or 2) the cel ls  do not 
carT) R N A  to produce v iral proteins for their  encapsidation.  Figure part ly adapted from D'Souza and 
Summers. 2005. 
minimum ci '-acting equence required for R: 
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packaging. re"\ er e tran cription. 
and integrati n and function a ub trate to produce packageble RN. 2) packaging 
con tru t TR30 I that expre e the MP ,1V the tructural and enzymatic proteins. 
and " )  ve icular tomatiti envelope glycoprotein expres ion plasmid MD.G to 
p eudotype the \ i ral part ic le produced containing the packaged RNA. An 
addit i  nal p Ia mid pGL3 ( Promega. Madi on. WI) which expresses the firefly 
11 Ic(ferac ? gene v, a also added to the D TA cocktai l to monitor the transfection 
effi ienci 
2 .3. 1 .  Transfection of  Producer  Cell  
Th producer 293T cel l  were seeded in  six-wel l  plates at a density of 4 x 
1 05 e l l  per wel l  and maintained at 3 7° C i n  Dulbecco 's  modi fied Eagle ' s  medium 
(D 1EM)  supplemented with 1 0% FBS from Hyclone ( Logan, UT) a day prior to 
tran fection and maintained in a humidified incubator with a constant supply of 5% 
C02 . After approximately  1 6  hours of eeding the cel ls .  media was changed 2 -
-+ hour before perfom1ing the transfections. Calcium phosphate transfect ions were 
performed by preparing a D cockta i l  with a total of 61lg DNA ( 2  Ilg of transfer 
vector - :2 Ilg of the envelope expression ector MD.G + 2 Ilg of the packaging 
construct TR30 l )  T 250 ng of the pGL3C vector expressing the firefly !uei/erase 
gene. The D A cocktai l was prepared in  a buffer containing 250 mM CaCh, 
1 50 mM aCl .  1 0  mM Tri s-CL pH 7.4.  and 1 mM EDTA. In  order to fOlm the 
calc ium phosphate precipitate. a 2X transfection buffer ( 5 0  mM H EPES. 1 80 mM 
aCt 4 mM sod ium phosphate. pH 7 .0 )  was added drop-wise to the D A cocktail 
whi le  bubb l ing for approximately 2 m inutes inc luding, a 1 5  second vortex to 
i ncrease the aeration in the tube. F ina l ly. the precipi tates were a l lowed to fom1 
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during a 3 0  minute incubati n period at  room temperature . The resul t ing precipi tate 
\" a added drop-wi e in a c i rcular motion to the 293T plate and incubated for 
of hour at '" 7u . At the end of th 4 hours incubation, tran fee ted cel l s  were wa hed 
twice. fi r t \\ a h \',ith the media in the p late itse lf  and the second round with 
pho phate-buffer d a l ine ( PB ) .  La tl . 3 m l  of fre h medium was added to each 
\\ e l l  and incubat d overnight .  The next day, the old media wa removed and 1 . 5 ml 
fre h medium wa added to each \ve l l .  Lowering the media helps in  concentrating 
the \ i ru part ic les in  the producer cel l supernatant. Briefly, approxunately 60 hours 
fol lowing transfection. p eudot ped v iru part icle produced were used to monitor 
tran fer \ector RN packaging and propagation ( Figure 2 . 3 ) . To monitor the 
efficien ) of RN packaging. viral RNA was i solated from the virions produced in  
the culture supernatants and quantitated using real t ime quanti tative PCR (qPCR; 
de cribed in  detai l  below).  
2 .3.2.  I nfection of Target Cells 
Transfer vector RNA propagation of  the packaged RNA was assessed by 
infect ing BeLa T4 target ce l l s  with the virions produced by the 293T producer cel l s  
(F igure 2 .3 ) .  RNA propagation was monitored by  the successful transduction of the 
target ce l l s  by the hygromycil7 re istal1ce gene present on the packaged transfer 
vector RNA.  Briefly. BeLa T4 cel l s  were maintained i n  DMEM supplemented with 
7% calf serum from Hyclone (Logan, UT) .  They were seeded approximately 1 6  
hours prior to infect ion at a density of 4x 1 0s cel l s/60nun plate. Supernatants from 
the transfected 293T producer ce l l s  were harvested approximately  60 hours post 
transfection, subjected to low speed centrifugation (2500 rpm) for 1 0  minutes to 
remove cel lular debris and used to infect Hela  T4 cel l s  using DEAE-dextran as 
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de cribed earl ier ( Browni ng et  aL 200 ] ) . The c leared viral upernatant \va a l  0 
u ed to i o late \ iru parti Ie to extract \ i rion R1 (de cribed in  detai l in  section 
2 . .... . 5 ). pproximatel) 48 hour po t infect ion. infected cultures v;ere elected with 
media containing 200 Ilg/ml hygromycin B antibiotic for about 1 0- 1 2  days fol lowing 
\\ hich h) grom. cin r i stant colonie were tained with 0 .5% cry tal io let dye in 
-0%) methanol as d cribed earl ier ( Browning et aI . ,  200 1 ) . The number of 
h) grom) cin r si tant colonie represented as colony forming units per mi l l i l iter 
( F /m1 )  are d irectly proport ional to the propagat ion efficiency of packaged transfer 
vector RN ( Bro\,ming et a l . .  200 1 ) . The colony counts were normal ized to the 
transfect ion efficiency of different cultures as measured by luciferase expression 
(de cri bed in  deta i l  in  ection 2 . 3 . 1 ) . 
2.3.3. Lucifera e As ay and the Transfection Efficiency :  
Fol lov,ing transfection of the producer cel l s  transfect ion efficiencies in  the 
culture were monitored by the Dual -Iuciferase Reporter Assa ( promega, Madison. 
\VI) .  Briefly. after co l lect ing the culture supernatants, 1 m l  of DMEM 
containing l oo� FB and 1 ml of co ld  PBS was added to  each wel l  and the cel l s  were 
removed without trypsinization . Harvested cel l s  were then washed once in 5 ml cold 
PBS. centrifuged at 1 500 rpm for 5 min. and the result ing cel l u lar pel let was 
re uspended in 1 1111 of cold PBS .  Next, 1 00 III of cel l s  ( 1 / 1  oth the volume) were 
pel leted and resuspended with 1 00 III of 1 X Passive L s is  Buffer. PLB,  ( Promega, 
Madison. WI ) .  To prepare the cel l lysate. resuspended cel l s  were subjected to t lu'ee 
freeze/thaw cycles of (each compris ing of 2 m inutes i n  dry ice-ethanol bath and 2 
m inutes at 3 7° C water bath) fol l owed by microcentrifugation at 4° C for 5 m inutes at 
1 3k rpm to pel let down cel lu lar debris .  C larified lysates were transfened to new 
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eppendorf tube and \\ ere u ed in  the Dual-reporter Luc ifera e say. For every 2 ,  ..t l  
I )  at . 25�.tl o f  th Lucifi ra e s a) Reagent I I  ( L  Rl T ) . wa added, mixed by 
tapping gent l) . and the reading were taken in  the Turner TD-20e Luminometer 
( Turner De ign, 1nc .  Ulill)'\ al .. CA)  using a 5 econds delay and 20 econds 
integration tim . In  order to determine protein  concentration , the same cel l ly  ates 
were te ted in the Bradford Bio-Rad Protein Assay ( BioRad, Hercules, CA) against a 
tandard cun e that wa prepared from known concentrations of bovine serum 
albumin ( B  ) .  The luc ifera e read ing were then norn1alized to protein  alues in 
order to d termine relative tran fection efficiencie represented as luc iferase activity 
p r J,lg of protein .  F ina l ly .  re lative tran fection efficiencies were used to nOImalize 
the tran fer \ ctor cytopla mic RNA expression from the transfected cultures as wel l  
a th number of hygrol11) c in  resi tant C FU/m l .  
2 .3.4.  N u c leocytopla mic  RNA Fractionation from the Transfected Cells :  
For nucleocytopl asmic fractionation. 700J,l 1  of the total 1 ml transfected cel l  
culture was u ed by spinn ing i n  a microfuge for 2 minutes at 1 3000 rpm at 40 C .  The 
cel l  pel let was then resuspended i n  cold fract ionat ion buffer [ d iethylpyrocarbonate 
( DE PC)-treated RL buffer (50 mM Tris pH8 .0 ,  1 40 mM aCI ,  1 . 5 mM MgCh)]  
supplemented with 0 .5% P40 .  After 5 minutes of i ncubation on ice  to  gent ly lyse 
the cel l s  ·wi thout d isrupt ing the nuclear membrane, lysates were spun down in a 
microfuge at 300g for :2 minutes and 90% of the supematant contain ing the 
c)10plasmic fract ion was careful ly  transferred to eppendorf tubes contain ing Trizol 
( Invitrogen L ife Technologies) for subsequent RNA isolation. 
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2 . .5. V iru I olat ion  
The clari fied up rnatant containing ViruS part icle from the tran fected 
culture were ub equ ntly pa ed through 0 .2-)1m cel lulose acetate yringe fi l ters to 
ensure no c l Iu lar c mponent \\ ere pre ent. The maximum equal volume remaining 
in  a l l  the d ifferent upernatants were tran ferred to the bottom of ultra-clear 
c ntri fuge tub ( Beckman ) containing a cu hion of 2 ml 20% sucrose cushion. The 
tube w re topp d up with fre h medium for balancing and ul tracentri fuged in SW4 1 
rotor at a peed of 26.000 rpm for 2 hour at 4° C. The result ing virus pel lets were 
re u pended in 1 26 )11 of E buffer (50 mM Tri s-CI.  pH7.4 ,  1 00mM aCl .  and 1 
m 1 EDT A.  pH8 .0 )  and Iy ed in  500 )11 Trizol LS reagent ( I n  i trogen L ife 
T chnologie ) containing 5 )11 of polyacryl ( Molecular Research Center. OH ) as a 
carrier to i olate , i rion RN . 
2 .4. R N A  I solat io n : 
The cyioplasmic fract ions and iral partic les resuspended in  Trizol and Trizol 
L reagents. respectively. were used for RNA extraction. Towards this end samples 
in Trizol were i ncubated for 5 m inutes at room temperature and then extracted with 
1 2011 1  chlorofoffi1. Phase separation was achieved by centri fugation at maximum 
speed i n  a microfuge ( 1 3 000 rpm) for 1 5  min  at 4° C. ext, the upper aqueous phase 
containing the RNA was transferred to the new tubes containing 600111 i sopropyl 
alcohol and i ncubated at room temperature for 1 0  m inutes. Samples were then 
centrifuged at maximum speed in a microfuge ( 1 3 000 rpm)  for 1 0  min at 4° C. The 
supernatant was decanted and resul t ing RNA pel l ets were washed with 1 ml of 70% 
ethanol .  The tubes were mixed gent ly to loosen the pel let and centri fuged in a 
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microfuge at 1 0.000 rpm for 5 minute at 4° C. After decanting the ethanol pel let 
\" ere air dried . inal l ) , the pel !  ts were re u pended in  1 OO�l RNa e-free \-vater, 
\ orte\. d and incubated at 5 5° C for 1 0  minutes to di o lve the pel lets were stored at 
-80 0 . 
2 .5  Rever e Tran criptase PCR ( RT-PCR) 
Before embarking for RT-PCR i t  was imperative that \·ve ensure that our 
RN pI' paration did not have an pia mid D that might ha e been carried over 
from tran fected cultures. Towards this end, 25 �l viral RNA or 1 -2 �g of 
cy10pJa mic RNA fractions were D a e-treated using 2 units RQ l RNase-Free 
D a e ( Promega, Madison. W I )  at 3 7° C for 3 0  minutes in  a mixture containing 1 0X 
D a e Buffer and _0 units of Recombinant RNasin ( Promega. Madison. WI ) .  
Reactions \\'ere then the reaction was stopped by adding the stop solution containing 
20m 1 EGTA ( Prom ega, Madison. W I )  at I X  concentration to the reaction mixture 
and heat i nactivating the samples at 65° C for 1 0  minutes in  a shaking Thermomixer. 
Dl ase-treated RNA samples were subjected to 30 cycle  PCR to test for any residual 
contami nating p lasmid D A. if any, using M PMV speci fic primer pair :  OTR 1 1 6 1  
( : � . GAT CAG AAC ACT GTC TTG TC 3 ' )  and OTR 1 1 63(AS;  S "  CTT TCT 
TAT CTA TeA ATT CTT TAA 3 ' ) .  
Once confirmed that RNA preparations were c lear o f  an D A 
contami nation, D Ase treated RNAs were reverse transcribed to make cD A .  
Briefly. D ased-RNA samples were incubated with 3 �1 of 25mM dNTPs and 300 
ng of random hexamers ( OTR 603 : 5 '  NNNNNN 3 ' )  for 5 minutes at 70
° C.  
fol l owed by quick cool ing on ice for 5 m inutes. Samples were then spun down and 
the cD A synthesis was i ni t iated by the addition of a reaction mixture containing 
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200 unit of m loney munne leukemia V I m  ( oMuL reyerse transcripta e 
( Promega. Madi on. I in the pre nce of 40 unit of Recombinant RNasin 
( Promega. 1adi on. W I ) to inhibi t  RN e activity for one hour at  3 7° C .  cD 
prepared from the cytopla mic RN w re tested for the integri ty of the RNA 
fractionation proce by ampl i fying J �l of cD to  look for the ab  nce of 
un pl iced p-a t in mRN \\'hich i exc lu  ivel found in  the nuc leus (Tan et a l . .  1 995 ) 
u ing OTR582 ( : 5 "  C GTGG TT C CCAGTG 3 '  and OTR58 1 ( A  ; 5 '  
GG TGGGGGAGGGC T CC 3 ' ) .  For thi purpose. a mUlt iplex PCR wa 
performed u ing the OTR 58 J 1582  and the primers/competimers for 1 8S ribosomal 
RN ( mbi n. T ) a a control for the pre ence of ampl ifiable cD A during the 
PCR. I n  order to hU1her check that transfer ector RNAs were efficiently exported 
out of the nucleus. 1 �l of the c)10plasmic cD A samples were ampl ified using an 
1 P  IV- pec i fic tran fer vector primer pair ( OTRs 1 1 6 1 / 1 1 63 )  for 30 cycles. 
imi larl ) . cD preparat ions from viral RNA samples were also ampl ified using 
the san1e MPMV spec ific transfer vector primer pair (OTR 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 63 )  to 
qual itat i" e ly  check the transfer vector RNA packaging. 
2 .6. Real  t i m e  q u a n ti ta tive P C R  ( q PC R )  fo r esti m ation of m u ta n t  
R N A  packaging efficien cy 
The cytoplasmic and viral cDNA samples were used to quantify the relat ive 
expression of the various transfer vector RNAs in  the cytoplasm and their  packaging 
efficiency into the nascently-produced virions.  Quanti fication was performed by 
developing a Taqman quantitative gene expression real t ime PCR assay (Applied 
B iosystem) .  This custom-made assay employed a FAM-label led probe along with 
primers within the U 5IPBS region of M PMV, a region , hich was common to the 
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\\ i l d  type and a l l  the mutant transfer \ ector RN s and a\\ a) from any site of 
mutat ion.  Thi r ult  d in re triction of v. her the a ay could be de igned \\ hich 
pcc ifi a l l y  con i ted of a en e primer ( 5 '  CTCCTCC GGTTC T CTGTTGA 3 ' :  
n t  702 to  724 ) an  anti en  e primer ( 5 ' TCGTATCC GCCCCACGTT 3 ' :  n t  770 to 
752 ). and a F 1 - labeled probe ( 5  TCGGG AGTTGGC 3 ' :  nt 734 to 747 ) . The 
P R effici ncy of the MPM assay wa calculated using the onl ine PCR Efficiency 
alculator ( http: 'Sf' gen. upct.es/index .html ) which gave a predicted value of 1 . 86.  
Thi \ alue fel l  l ight ly below the le\'el suggested for the use o f  the 66CT method (2. 
1 .  9) .  To en ure that v;e could u e this method for the relat ive quanti fication 
purpo . the a a) wa empirica l ly  tested again t the standard curye method ( see 
Re-ult  for deta i l ) u ing test ample with varying anlounts of M MTV RNA. This  
comparat ive analysis val idated the u e of the 66CT method for the quantification 
purpo e . 
Thus. thi method was used for all subsequent analyses and necessi tated the 
u e of an endogenou contro l .  TO\vards thi end. a pre-designed VIC- label led 
human f3-Acti n  a ay ( Applied Bio ystem #43263 1 5E )  was used . Equal amounts of 
cD A from the wi ld type and mutant sanlples were tested in trip l icates for both the 
1PMV and �-Actin assays .  A 20 11 1 PCR mi . was prepared per sample containing 
2 11 1  cD A and 1 0  u l  of the Taqman Universal Master Mix  (Applied B iosystems 
#4440045) .  The reaction was ampl ified for 50 cycles using the qPCR 7500 (Appl ied 
B iosystems I nc .  CA SA)  and analyzed as  per protoco l .  The RQ values thus 
obtained for MPMV expression in both the cytoplasmic and v iral sanlples were 
normal ized to the luc iferase values obtained per j..lg protein to control for d ifferences 
in transfection effic iencies. F inal ly .  to estimate the packaging efficiency. the results 
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obtained for 1P  V expre i n in  the vmon \\ ere d i \  ided b) those for the 
C) topla mic expre ion and th n reported rel at ive to the \'·;i ld t) pe level . 
2.7.  M P M V  RNA secondary tructure analyses In Silico 
Th 5 '  end of the M P  1 5 '  end genome ( region between R and the first 1 20 
nt of Gag) \\ a folded u ing the R fold ing oftware ' -Mfold" ( Mathew et al . .  
1 999:  Zuker. 2003 )  to  con-elate the ef£ cts of the introduced mutations on MPMV 
pa kaging ' ignaJ R A secondar ' structure. 
2.8. Statistical Analysi 
The tati t ical anal)' i was perfom1ed employing the standard paired 2-tailed 
tudent t-test between the wild type and the mutant c lones to estab l i sh stati stical 
ignificant d ifference . A P-value of 0 . 0 1  was considered to be sign ificant . 
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C h a pter 3 :  Res u l ts 
The predicted a v ..·eJ l  a HAPE-val idated econdary structure of MP 1V 
packaging ignal RN ha\ e hown t''\ o phylogenetica l ly  conserved LRls  ( LR I - I  and 
LRI - l l )  i l1 \ oh ing U - and Gag equenc . dditional ly ,  the ent ire region eems to 
b anch red by three tem-lo ps, namely L "' ,  Gag SL l ,  and Gag L2 ( Figure 1 . 1 3 ) . 
Howe\ er. n ither the two LRI nor th three tem- loop have been tested empirical ly 
fI  r e tabl i  hino their  biological igni ficance during MPMV RN packaging and 
propagat ion proce se . Therefore, to pro ide functional evidence for the existence 
f 5-Gag LRI  and the three stem loops. and val idate their  biological signi ficance 
to the 1 P  1 l i fe cycle. a erie of mutations were introduced and their effects on 
1P  IV  RN packaging and propagation te ted in a biological relevant trans-
complementation assa:. 
3. 1 .  Experi m e n ta l  a pp roach a n d  t h ree plasmid trans-
com pl e m e n ta tion assay to d e te rm i n e  M PM V  R N A  packagi n g  a n d  
p ropa ga tion efficienc i es 
The sequences involved in  formation of the US-Gag LR l s  fal l  in  a region that 
has been earl ier reported to be important for both MPMV RNA packaging and 
d imerizat ion (F igw-e 1 . 1 2 ; laba l lah et a l . .  20 1 0;  Schm idt et aL 2003 ; Aktar et aI . ,  
20 1 3 ). Therefore, it  becomes difficult t o  test the effects of the introduced mutations 
111 S-Gag LRIs  in the ful l - length genome context since it i s  very l i kely that 
mutations introduced in this region m ight affect the flanking packaging 
determinants. To overcome such a caveat we took advantage of the three-plasmid 
frans-complementat ion assay developed earl ier in  our laboratory for M PMV that 
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pro\ ide the nece ary biological component and the environment to generate virus 
part ic le containing the packaged RNA, the repl ication of which i l imited to a single 
round becau e re- infection of the target cel l s  carmot take place ( Figure 2 . 3 ) .  The 
a ay require co-tran fection of 293T producer cel l s  with thre d ifferent plasmid . 
t\\ 0 of "" hich produce \ ira! structural and eI1Z) matic proteins Gag/Pol and Env in 
Iran (0 produce v iral pruiicle . while the third plasmid ( sub-genomic transfer 
vector) produc the RN whi h work as a ub trate to be packaged into the 
re ult ing \ i ru part ic le . uch a sch me al lowed us to introduce mutations in the 
US-Gag LRls  as \\ e l l  a in SL3 ,  Gag L 1 .  Gag L2 and stud their effects on RNA 
packaging without affecting the Gag/Pol ORFs  since these proteins were provided in  
Iran from a eparate expres ion p lasmid. Briefly, a wild type ( SJ2 )  or mutant 
transfer vector, a Gag/Pol packaging construct (TR3 0 1 ), and an envelope expressing 
pia mid ( M D.G), along with a firefly luciferase expression plasmid (pGL3C) were 
co-trrul fected i nto the producer 293 T cel l s .  The result ing virus part ic les were used 
to te t the effect of the mutations on MPMV RNA packaging by quant ifying the 
anlOunt of packaged RNA, using real t ime PCR ( qPCR).  V i rus particles were also 
u ed to monitor the propagation of the packaged transfer vector RNA in  the infected 
HeLa T 4- cel l s  fol lowing their transduct ion with the marker hygromycin resislant 
gene.  The number of hygromycin resistant colon ies should be direct ly propo11ional 
to the packaged v iral RNA content, providing an indirect estimate of RNA 
packaging efficiency ( Figure 2 . 3 ) .  
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3.2 .  Develo pment of an M P M V  custom-designed q PCR a say for 
mea uring the relative packaging efficiency of mutant viral RNAs 
To d tennine th effect of the mutation on MPMV RNA packaging, a 
quantitat i\  e qP  R as a) needed to be de eloped that ould be u ed to mea ure the 
pa kaging effic iency of a l l  mutant vector RN s i rrespecti e of the mutation they 
di played . Thi wa achieved b de igning a Taqman real t ime PCR assay that 
emplo) ed a FAM-Iabel led pI' be along with primers that bound within the US/PB 
region of MPM ( nt 70_ to  770), a region that wa common to  the wi ld  type as  wel l  
a s  a l l  the mutant tran fer vector R A s  and away from any o f  the mutat ions 
introduced. en uring 1 00% complementar binding efficiency of the primers and 
probe to th target sit . The PCR efficiency of the MPMV assay was calculated 
u ing the onl in PCR Efficiency Calculator ( http://srvgen.upct .eslinde ' .htm l )  
( Mal lon et aL 2 0 1 1 )  which gave a predicted value of 1 . 86, a value that fel l  sl ightly 
below the level sugge ted for the use of the f..f..CT method (2: 1 .9 ) .  To ensure that 
we could u e thi method for the relat ive quant ification purposes, the assay was 
empiri ca l ly  tested against the standard curve method using test samples with var ing 
amounts of MPMV RNA. 
The f..CT relative quantification method requires > 90% efficiency of 
ampl ification of the custom assay since the values obtained from this data are 
normal ized to the ampl ification of an internal endogenous control (n-actin in our 
case) that has a guaranteed 1 00% efficiency of ampl ification. Therefore. the first 
step was to detenni ne the amp l ification efficiency of the custom assay empirica l ly .  
This was achie ed by test ing a series of 1 0-fold d i luted MPMV plasmid starting 
from 1 00 pg up to 0 .0 1 pg (5  points ) .  S imi larly, a 1 0-fold serial d i lution of a 
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cytopla mic cD! sample expre ing /3-actin wa test d tarting from 1 00 ng up to 
0 .0  1 ng ( - point ) .  The ampl i fi ation e ffic iency curves obtained from the two a says 
\\ ere compared. The \ alue of the lope of log input amount verse 6.CT should be 
approximatel) zero for the t\\ 0 as ay to have imi lar ampl i fication efficiencies. 
HO\l, e\ er, \\ e ob erved a \ alue of 1 . 83 .  uggesting that the custom made assay wa 
on the borderl ine of acc pted effic iency leveL Therefore. we decided to empirica l ly 
te t \\ hether the a ay wa val id  for use in packaging efficiency calculation . 
Thi \\ a achieved by t t ing the level of MPMV expression on a set of 1 2  
unkI10\\11 ample with \ ariable M PMV expression in  the cytopla  m and v irions by 
both the tandard CUlTe and CT method. The standard curve method requi red 
running a tandard curve of M PMV SJ2 plasmid D A d i lutions as wel l  as d i lutions 
of an act in expression plasmid along ide the unknown samples and estimating the 
relative amount of MPM and act in  in  the unknown samples compared to  the 
\ alues obtained from the two standard curves. The 6. CT method. on the other 
hand. d id  not need the two standard curves for estimating relative expression in the 
unknO\\TIs :  in tead. it u ed the endogenous r3-act in  expression to nonnal ize for the 
amount of cD A used in estimating the expression of MPMV in each sample 
relati\'e to a cal i brator sample that was " mock" cDNA in our case. Thus, the two 
dist inct methods were used to estimate MPMV expression in the 1 2  unknown 
"C)10plasmic" and "viral" samples. 
F igure 3 . 1 panel s  A and C show the results of MPMV expression in  the 
c)10pla  m .  whi le panel s  B and D show the relative packaging efficiency in the virus 
particles. respectivel . using the relative standard curve and 6. CT method. The 
relat ive packaging efficiency was calculated by normal izing the RQ values obtained 
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figu re 3. 1 .  Va l ida t ion  of  the  cu  tom-made  M PM V  rea l  t i m e  PC R a ay. In 
ord r to u th IP 1 real l ime P R as ay to quant ify the effect of the mutation 
packaging. the a a) \ a l id i ty \\ as te ted u ing two method : (A a n d  B)  
the r lati \'e tandard curve m th  d,  and ( C  a n d  D )  the �CT method . The relative 
tandard curv meth d involv d runnino a tandard curve where a l a-fold serial 
d i lution of the MP V v, i ld type transfer vector pIa mid, 12, was tested in 
tripl icate as the tandard curve for M PMV. whi le a s imi lar l a-fold serial d i lution 
\\ a made of an J2-expre ing cD a the standard curve for the endogenous �­
act in a ay. et of unknown amples from A to H expre sing tlPMV RNAs at 
d ifferent le\ el 111 the cytopla m ( pa n e l  A a n d  C) and packaged i nto vmons 
( p a n e l  B a n d  D)  were te ted by both methods in  addition to S12 cD A as a 
po itiYe ontrol and a mock sample serving as a negative control  as wel l  as the 
cal ibrator in the L-.CT method . The C:.L-.CT method was used to estimate MPMV 
expre ion in  the unknown amples relat ive to the endogenous �-acti n  expression. 
The relat ive fluorescence values ( RQ values) thus obtained in  the unknown samples 
were ubsequently nom1al ized to the transfection efficiency d ifferences as measured 
by the l uc i ferase as ay. These values were used to calcu late the packaging 
efficiency of the unknown samples by d iv id ing the nom1al ized RQ values obtained 
from the c)10pl asmic expression of MPMV with that obtained for the M PM V  
expression i n  the i rions. Both methods gave a s imi lar pattern of relative expression 
in the unknovm samples. reveal i ng that the 66 CT method could be used for 
calculat ing the RNA packaging efficiency of the virions. Final ly, the results 
obtained for MPMV expression in the virions were nOlmalized to those for the 
c)10plasmic expression and then reported relative to the wi l d  type levels. 
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fi r J IPM expre ion  in b th  the cytopla rnic  and " iral ampJes to  the lucifera e 
val ue obtained per ug protein to control  for d ifference in tran fection efficieocie . 
As can be een. the r lative pattem of expre sion e timated from the two very 
d ifferent analy e yie lded very s imi lar results, thu val idating the a say for use in th 
t i 111atioo of mutant RNA packaging efficiency ( Figure 3 . 1 ) . Therefore, the CT 
method wa u ed in a l l  ub equent e timations of MPMV expression rather than the 
tandard curve method. Thi c ircum\ ented the need to generate a standard curve for 
both I P  1V and actio each time an as ay \ as done, great ly  faci l i tating the anal S I S  
f R packaging efficien y .  
3.3.  Role of the w o b b l e  gua n i n e- u ra c i l  ( G - U) base-pa i ri n g  i n  US-Gag 
com p l e m e n ta ry seq uen ces of L R I - I  a n d  L R I - I 1  d u ri n g  M PM V  RNA 
packa g i n g  and p ropaga tion 
A dist inguishing feature of the M PMV packaging signal RNA secondary 
structure i s  the presence of tv,o long range interactions, LRIs  (LR I - I  and LRI - I I )  
(F igure 3 .2A) .  These L RI s  are located within a region that has been hown to be 
phylogenetical l y  conserved in d ifferent MPMV strains and important for MPMV 
RNA packaging and d imerization (Jabal l ah et a1 . ,  2 0 1 0;  chmidt et  aI . ,  2003 : Aktar 
et a1 . .  2 0 1 3 ). We hypothesized that these LRls  could potent ia l ly play a role in  
MPMV RNA packaging by maintaining the overal l RNA secondary structure of the 
whole 5 '  UTR region that seems to be anchored by complementary and conserved 
US and Gag sequences. ( Figure 3 .2A) .  A careful analysis of the sequences i nvolved 
111 5-Gag LR I - I  revealed that out of the 1 3  complementary nucleotides. four base­
paired nucleotides were present as non-Watson-Crick guanine-urac i l  (G-U )  base-
figure 3 .2 :  Desi gn and test o f  the delet ion/subst i tut ion m utations introduced i nto the complcmentary U S -Gag L R I - !  sequcnces. 
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Figu re 3.2.  De ign a n d  te t of  the  de le t ion/ u b  t i t u t ion  m u t at ion i n t rod uced 
i n t o  t h e  com plem e n t a ry 5-G ag L R I - I  eq uence . ( A )  l l l u  tration of the HAPE­
\ al idated tructure of the P V packaging ignal RN with long range interaction 
regIOn I and II ( L RI - I  and LRI - l I )  high l ighted in  red boxe . The predicted 
c mplementary 8 nucleotide 5 -Gag equence of LRI - I I  i s  shown in blue box with 
hatched l ine . ( B ) Table out l in ing the deletion! ub ti tution mutat ions introduced into 
the 5 -Gag equenc of LRI - l .  equences of the mutations introduced are 
r pre ented in  lo\\ er ca e and in  red color. The mutant transfer vectors RK I and 
RK2 contain LRI -stab i l iz ing substitution mutations \ here the uridines were 
ub tj tuted with cytosine . f0l111 ing wobble ba e pairs in LRI - I  only in RK I or LRI - I  
and LR I - I l  in  RK2 .  re  pectively .  RK3.  RK4. and RK5 are deletion mutants in  LRI - I  
a de  cri bed i n  the table. RK6 contain a substitution of the X- I  sequence with 
hetero logous equence so that the complementarity betv.een U5 and Gag (X- I  and Y­
I) j lost. I n  RK7. an art ific ial LRl - I  i s  re-establ ished by substituting the Gag ( Y- I ) 
equence with a complementary heterologous sequence to the one introduced i n  
RK6. terisk ( * )  denotes that only part of the U5  sequence for both LRls  i s  shown 
due to space l imi tations. ( C )  Representat ive gel images of the controls needed for 
val idating different aspects of the three p lasmid frans complementat ion assay. ( I )  
peR an1p l ificat ion of DNase-treated RNA from the cytoplasmic ( upper panel )  and 
viral  ( lower panel )  RNA preparations with MPMV -specific vector primers ( I I )  
mult iplex amp l ification o f  unspl iced p-act in mRNA and I 8S rRNA and ( I I I )  peR 
ampl ification of spl iced p-acti n  m RNA to check for the nucleocytoplasmic 
fractionat ion technique (IV) peR ampl ification of transfer vector cytoplasmic 
cD As using MPMV vector-speci fic primers. 
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paI r (F igure 3 .2 ) .  in  e \\e have propo ed that the complementary nature of the 
LRI equence pJa} a role in anchoring the RN structure: therefore. we reasoned 
that further trengthening the ba -pai ring bet\\ een the 5 and Gag equence of the 
LRI- I  hould potent ia l ly  make the tructure more tabl . re ulting in enhanced RNA 
packaging. With thi rat ionale in  mind. we created a mutant transfer vector ( RK 1 )  in 
v. hich the [our uridine ( ) re idu in  the 5 equence ( X- I ) of the LRI- I  involved 
in the 10\\ affini ty G- wobble bas -pairing wer substituted by cytosines ( C )  to 
rOml trong and table Wat on G-C ba e pairings ( Figure 3 ._A and 3 .2 B ) . imi larly. 
in the ca e of LRI- J I  where 1v,,'0 out of the eight complementary nucJeotides have the 
G-U ( non-\\ at on-Crick.  \vobble ba e-pairing). we subst ituted two uraci l  ( U )  
re idue in the U5 equence ( X- I I )  of the L R I- l l  with cytosines ( C ). creat ing another 
mutant tran fer vector ( RK2 ) .  For creat ing RK2. we used the mutant c lone RK I 
D" A a a template to substitute the additional two uridine residues. and in doing so 
converted a total of ix  G-U ( non-Watson-Crick. wobble ba e-pairs) into Watson 
table G-C ba e pair ( Figure 3 .2A and 3 .2B ) .  
To  test the effects of the i ntroduced mutations on  RNA packagi ng. the wild 
type (SJ2) and mutant transfer vectors ( RK 1 and RK2) along with the M PMV 
packaging construct ( TR3 0 1 ) .  the envelope expression plasmid ( M D. G ). in  the 
presence of firefly luc iferase expressing p lasmid.  pGL3 ,  were co-transfected into 
293T producer cel ls .  Fol lowing the experimental protocol described in  Materials 
and Methods. the v iral supernatants from transfected cultures were harvested and 
used to i so late viral  RNA to detemline RNA packaging and to infect HeLa T4 cel l s  
i ll order to monitor the packaged vector RNA propagation. 
Fol lowing transfection and prior to successful RNA packaging. it  is 
imperative that mutant transfer vectors RNAs are stably expressed and efficiently 
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e. 'ported to the cytoplasm . Therefore. to en ure the e crucial teps in \' iral l i fe cycle. 
the tran fe ted cel l \\ re fractionated into cytopla mic and nuclear fract ion . ext. 
R Vo, er prepared from b th the cytoplasmic fraction and the pel l eted viral 
part ic le and anal) zed by RT-P R for the integrity of fractionation and M PMV 
expre ion. To exclude th possibi l ity of any contaminating plasmid D A that may 
ha\ e carried 0\ er from the tran D cted cultures, RN preparat ion v. ere treated with 
RNa e-free D a e and peR ampl i fied for 3 0  cycl s using MPMV vector-specific 
primer . lack of any demon trable ampl i fication signal in  D ase treated RNA 
an1ple ugge ted that any plasmid D A contamination. in  these RNA preparations 
wa belo\\ the detection le\ el ( Figure 3 .2C .L  upper panel cytopla mic RNA:  lower 
panel vira l  RNA) .  After having en ured this. cD As from the D ase-treated RNAs 
were prepared and i ntegrity of the nucleo-cytoplasmic fractionation technique was 
tested by en uring that no RNA physical ly  leaked from the nucleus to the cytoplasm 
due to rupturing of the nuclear membrane during the fractionation process. This was 
achieved by te t ing for the presence of unspl iced �-actin mRNA in the cytoplasmic 
fraction . an mRNA that should remain exclusively nuclear, whi le the spliced �-actin 
mRNA hould be observed in both the fractions .  
Test of the cytoplasmic cDNAs revealed that the un spliced �-actin m RNA 
could not be detected i n  any of the samples prepared even though it could be 
detected in the nuclear fraction. which also served as a posit ive control ( Figure 
3 .2C .U ) .  On the other hand, the spl iced � -acti n  m RNA was observed in all the 
cytopl asmic fractions ( Figure 3 .2C . I I I ) . The absence of any ampl ifiable signal for 
unspl iced �-acti n  mRNA which i s  exclusively found in  the nucleus suggested that 
the nuclear membrane i ntegrity was not compromised during fractionation and our 
RNA preparations were bona fide cytoplasmic ( Figure 3 .2C. I I ) .  S ince our 
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interpretation \ .... re ba ed on the inabi l i ty of un pl iced p-act in mRN to be 
ampli fied fr m the cytopla mic RN fraction . it \\ a important to a certain that 
each ample during P R contained ampl i fiable cD To e tab l i  h thi . un  pl iced 
p-actin ampl i fication \>, ere per[om1ed a a mult iplex PCR in  the presence of 
primer Icompetimer for 1 8  ribosomal RNA a an internal controL Successful 
ampl i fication f 1 8  ribo omal RN s acro s all the samples validated the presence 
of ampl i fi able cD A ( Figure 3 ._C . I I ) . Final ly .  cD A prepared from cytoplasmic 
RN fraction were ampl i fied u ing MPMV transfer vector-speci fi c  primers and the 
an1pl ification ignal acro all the amples ensured that the transfer vector RNAs 
were efficiently and tabl)' expre ed and properly tran ported from the nucleus to 
the cyiopla m ( Figure 3 .2C . J V ) .  
Haying taken into consideration a l l  the nece sar controls .  we next analyzed 
the packaging efficiencies of the tran fer vector RNAs transcribed from RK l and 
R.IC (containing ubstitutions in G-U base-pairing in the US-Gag complementary 
sequence of LR I - I  and LRI - I I )  in virus partic les relat ive to the wi ld type ( SJ2 ) 
tran fer yector RNA. Towards this end. the M PMV custom-designed qPCR real 
t ime a say was used i n  combination with a commercia l ly avai l able p-actin Taqman 
as ay a an endogenous control on both the cytoplasmic and virion RNA samples i n  
trip l icate a s  described earl ier. The viral RNA packaging results obtained were 
further normal ized to their cytopl asmic expression ( Figure 3 .3C . I )  and the 
transfect ion efficiency (data not shown) to determ ine the packaging effic iency of 
RKl and RK2.  Next. the ratio  of packaged mutant RNA was calculated relative to 
the v;i ld  type RNA to determ ine the relat ive packaging efficiency (RPE)  of each 
mutant transfer vector RNA ( Figure 3 .3 C . I I ) . Such an analysis revealed that the 
RNA packaging efficiency of the L RI - l -stab i l iz ing mutants ( RK I  and RK2 ) was 
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Fig u re 3 .3 .  E ffect of t h e  de le t i o n/ u b  t i t u t i o n  m u t a t i o n  i n t rod u ced i n to 5-Gag L R I - I  
o n  ;\ 1P \ I V  g R N A  packagi n g  a n d  p ro paga t i o n .  ( A )  I l l u  trat ion o f  the HA PE-\ al idated 
t ructure of the M PM pad,aging ignal R.'\l \\ i th  long range i nteraction region [ and I I  
( L R I - I  and L R I - J l )  h igh l ight d i n  red bo:--e . The pred icted complemental) 8 nuc leot ide s -
ag equ nce o f  L R I - J I  i ho\\ n i n  blue bo:-- \.\. ith hatched l ines. ( B) Table out l i n ing the 
de letion ub t itut ion mutat ion i ntrodu ed into the s-Gag equence of L R l - J .  equences 
f the mutat ion i ntroduced are repre ented in lo\.\. r ca e and in red color. The mutant 
t ransfer \ ctor RK 1 and RK2 conta i n  L R I  tab i l iz ing ub t i tut ion mutations \\ here the 
uri d i n  \\ ere ub t ituted \\ i th  yto i nes, form ing \\. obble ba e pa i r  i n  L R J - I  o n l )  in  R K I or 
L R I - l  and L R I- I l in  RK2.  re pe t i \ e l  ' .  R K 3 .  RK4,  and RKs are deletion mutants in  L R l - I  
a d e  cribed i n  the table.  R K 6  conta in a ubst i tut ion o f  the X - I  sequence \\ i th heterologous 
equen e 0 t hat the complementarity bet\\ een US and Gag ( X - I  and V - I )  is lost . In R K 7, an 
art i fi c ial L R I - I  i re-e tab l i  hed b) ubst itut ing the Gag (Y - I )  sequence w ith a 
complementar) heterologous equence to the one introduced i n  RK6.  Asteri sk (* ) denotes 
that onl) part of the 5 seq uence for both L R T s  i s  shO\ n due to space l i m i tat ions.  (C) 
Relat i \ e Cytoplasm ic expression and packaging efficienc ies of M MTV transfer vector R As 
a measure by  the �2,CT method, and propagation efficiencies of L R J - J  m utant transfer 
v ector . Panel ( I )  Cy10plasm i c  tran fer vector RN A e, pression in 293T ce l l s  relat ive to the 
\\ i l d  1) pe ( L \. ector) after normal i zation with the �-act i n  endogenous control and luc iferase 
expre s ion.  Panel  ( I T )  m utant transfer ector RNA packaging effic ienc ies re lat ive to the 
wi ld  1) pe (SJ :! )  after normal i zat ion \\. i th �-ac t in  and luc iferase expression.  Panel ( I l l )  
Relat ive hy gromyc i n  res i tant colony-fon11 ing un i t  ( C F U )/ml for m utant t ransfer vectors 
reflect ing the re lative propagat ion efficiencies com pared to the w i l d  type SJ 2 vector. The 
data represented i n  h istograms correspond to the mean of the samples when tested in 
trip l icates (::r: SD) fol lo\\ ing t ransfect ion and i n fection experiments. 
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affected \\ hen compared to th w i ld ty pe tran fer vector 12 (2 . 5 - and 2 .0-fold 
r ducti  n in  RPE for RK I and RK2, re pecti \'el . P<O. Ol ;  Figure 3 . 3C . I I ) . in sharp 
contra t to our expectation . In  agreement v,ith the RN packaging data. it wa 
ob en ed that the e mutant were al 0 proportiona l ly defecti\'e for RNA propagat ion 
w hen ompar d to the 'wi ld  type. 12 ( Figure . 3C . 1 l I ) . The RNA propagation 
defi t in  the e mutant \\ ere ob en'ed by counting the hygromycin re i stant 
colonie (c I ny forming uni m l :  CF  1m! )  that appeared in  the transduced BeLa T4 
cel l fol lov, ing infection with the virus part ic le containing hygro/11ycin resistance 
gene on packaged tran fer \'ector RNA. Such effects on RNA packaging and 
propagation \vere ob erved despite the fact that the tran fect ion efficiencies for these 
mutant ( RK and RK2) and wi ld t pe ( 12 )  in mult iple experiments were within 2-
fold of each other ( data not shown) and real t ime qPCR analysis of mutant transfer 
\ector RN shov,ed tead ,- tate leve ls  of expression in the cy10plasm relative to the 
wi ld type, J2 ( Figure " . 3C . I ) . Contrar to our predict ions. tills data suggest that 
further strengthening the ba e-pairing of US-Gag LRls  adversely affects both RNA 
packaging and propagation. 
3.4.  Role of t h e  US-Gag co m pl e m e n ta ry seq uences i n  m a i n ta i n i n g  
L R I - I  struct u re d u ri n g  M PM V  R N A  pac ka g i n g  a n d  p ropaga tion 
To i nvestigate the role  of  the complementary sequences involved in  the US­
Gag LRI- I .  a series of mutations were i ntroduced in  a fashion that e ither disrupted 
the complementarity between US and Gag sequences or complete ly deleted the 
complementary sequences ( Figure 3 .2A and 3 .2B) .  In mutant transfer vectors RK3 
and RK4. the complementarity between the US and Gag sequences was perturbed 
due to the deletion of US (X- I )  and Gag (Y - I )  complementary sequences, 
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re p cti\ I ) . v. h i le  RKS contained a double deleti n in  which both the S (X- I )  and 
it complemental) Gag ( Y- I )  equence involved in forming the LRl - I  were deleted 
imultaneou I} ( Figure 3 .2 and 3 .2B) .  uch dra t i c  double mutations were 
i ntroduced to determine v. hether MPMV could package it RNA in the ab ence of 
LRl- I  v. hi le maintaining onl) LRI - I l .  The e mutant transfer vectors ( RK3 -RKS ) 
were te ted in  our i17 \'iro pa kaging and propagation assay to assess the effects of 
the introduced mutat ion on M PMV RNA packaging and propagation.  
fter having confi rmed the ab ence of  any contaminating plasmid D A in  
our  cytopla mic and viral RN preparat ions ( Figure 3 .2C . I ). we ensured that nuclear 
membrane i nt grit)' was maintained during cytoplasmic RNA fractionation. that 
cD preparation were amp l i fiable ( Figure 3 .2C . I I  and I I I ). and the transfer vector 
RN were tably expressed and efficient l y  exported to the cytoplasm ( Figure 
.., .2C . I I  and I ) . ext. results obtained from qPCR real t ime assay were calculated 
to detemline the packaging efficiencie of RK3 - RKS relative to the \ i ld type (SJ2)  
level fol lowing nomlal ization to the cytoplasmic transfer vector RNA expression 
(F igure '" . 3C . I )  as wel l as to the transfect ion efficiency (data not shown) .  Results 
obtained fol lowing these analyses demonstrated that deletion of either one (US-X- I  
in RK3 or Gag-Y- I  i n  RK4) or both complementary sequences ( RKS)  i nvolved i n  
L Rl - I  almost abol ished RNA packaging (> 1 O-folds compared to  the wi ld type; 
Figure 3 . 3C . I J ) .  Consistent with the RPEs of RK3 - RKS,  the propagation efficiencies 
of these transfer vector RNAs were also proport ional l y  reduced ( Figure 3 .3 C . I I I ) .  
Data obtained from these biological tests suggested that maintenance of LR l - I 
involv ing complementary U S  and Gag sequences i s  crucia l  for M PMV RNA 
packaging. These results a lso suggest that the mere presence of only LRl - I I  is not 
sufficient to encapsidate MPMV RNA in the budding virus  partic les. 
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In  l ight of th abo\ ob en ation . it v,:a nece ary to e tabl ish \\hether it i 
the primar) equence of the complementar) 5 and Gag nucleotides important for 
R '  packaging or the non-vi ral h terologou nucleotide keeping the 
complementarit) betv" een US and Gag sequence would be ufficient to maintain the 
LRI - I  and ther fore RN packaging. Thus. two mutants were generated to address 
the e po ib i l i tie . In  the RK6 mutant c lone. one side of the complementary 
sequence ( 5 ;  X- I )  \\"a ubst ituted with heterologou sequences of equal length ( S '  
A eu U 3 " )  0 that it complementarity with the sequence on the 
other ide (Gag; Y- I ) \va lost ( Figure 3 .2A and 3 .2B) .  pec ifical ly. substitution of 
5 \\"i th uch a heterologous sequence resulted in  loss of ba e-pairing for four 
nuc leotide . four nucleotides a sumed n011-Watson-Crick. wobble (G-U) base­
pairing. and five nucleotides maintained the ir  wi ld type base-pairing with the Gag 
( Y-1 ) sequence. We expected this mutant to disp lay severely  compromised RNA 
packaging and propagation i f  the LR I  \\'a requi red for stab i l izing the overal l  higher 
order structure and consequently the function of packaging signal RNA sequences. 
ext. RK7 was constructed that contained a compensatory mutation in  which the 
Gag ( 1' - 1 )  sequence m RK6 was substituted with the sequence 5 '  
A AUA AAGAGAU 3 '  complementary to the heterologous sequence substituted 
in RK6. thus restoring the artific ia l/heterologous LRI - I  in place of the original U5 -
Gag L RI ( Figure 3 .2A and 3 .2B) .  Consistent with the deletion mutants RK3 -RK5, 
d isruption of the L RI - I  complementari ty in  RK6 (due to the substitution of U5 (X- I ) 
sequence with a heterologous one) almost abol i shed RNA packaging (> 20 fold 
reduction: P<O. Ol  compared to the wi ld type S12;  Figure 3 .3C . I I ) . Consistent with 
our assumption. restoration of LR I - I  with hetero logous sequences in RK7 not only 
restored RNA packaging, but i t  was observed to be more than the wild type level s  
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( Figure . C . I I ) .  The lov" le\el of RNA packaging in  the ca e of RK6 corroborated 
\\ e l l  with th r duced RNA propagation obsef\ ed for thi mutant ( 25  fold reduction: 
P O Ol compare to the wild t) pe 12:  compare Figure 3 .3 . I I  with F igure 3 . 3C . I I I ) . 
imi larl ) . re toration of RNA packaging with the re-e tabli hrnent of LRI- I  "\ i th 
heterologou equence in the ca e of RK7 al 0 re to red RNA propagation of thi 
mutant to ", i ld  t) pe I vel (compar F igure 3 . 3c .n  with Figure 3 . 3C . I l I ) . These 
re ult biological ly  validate the exi tence of LRI - J  and nUiher sugge t its role at the 
tructural lewl rather than at the primary equence level i nce re-establ i shment of 
art ific iallheterologou LRI - I  at it  nati e location restored RNA packaging and 
propagation to wild type levels. 
3.S. Rol e  of t h e  US-G ag c o m p l e m e n ta ry seq u e n ces in m a i n ta i n i n g  
L R I - I I  d u ri n g  M P M V  R N A  packag i n g  a n d  p ropaga tion 
A imi lar mutational approach was emplo ed towards investigating the role 
of U5-Gag complementary sequences i nvolved in  formi ng L RI - I I .  Thus, a series of 
ubst i tution. deletion, and compensatory mutations were fir t introduced in the eight 
nucleot ide U5 and Gag region in o lved in forming LRI - I J  and tested for their effect 
on lv1PMV RNA packaging and propagation .  In  the mutant transfer vector RK8, al l 
eight nucleotides \\'ithin the U 5  (X - I I )  that were predicted to be paired with Gag ( Y­
I I )  sequence were substi tuted with heterologous eight nucleotides ( 5 '  AGAUAGAG 
3 ' )  to lose the U 5-Gag complementarity responsible for maintaining LRI - I I  ( Figure 
3 .4A and 3 .4B) .  I n  the substitution mutant RK9, the U5 (X- I I )  sequences were 
replaced by its complementary sequences i n  Gag ( Y- I I ), thus dupl icating the 
sequence of Gag (Y - I I )  on both ends of L RI - I I ,  result ing in the di sruption of U5-Gag 
complementarity in six out of the eight nucleot ides ( F igure 3 .4A and 3 .4B) .  Mutant 
Fi gure 3 . 4 :  Design and test o f  the delet ion/subst i t ut ion mutations i ntroduced i n to the U S -Gag L R I - l J seq uences . 
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Fi g u re 3.4. De ign and te t of t he delet ion/ ub t i t u t io n  m u ta t i o n  i n t rod uced i n to t h e  
"5- ag L R I - U  eq u e n ce . 
M P\ 1 pac ,,"aging igna I R:"J 
( ) I J lu  trat ion of th HA P E-\ al idated tructure of the 
\\- i th long range interaction region I and I I  ( L R l - I  and L R J -
I I )  h igh l ighted in  red b \. e  . The predicted complemental) 8 nu  leot ide S -Gag sequence of 
L R I - J I  i ho\� n i n  b lue box \\ i th hatched l ine . (B) able outl in ing the delet ion! ub t itution 
m utation intr du d i nto the S -Gag equence of L R I - l J .  equence of the mutat ion 
i ntroduced are repre ented in 10\\ er cas and in red color. T\\ 0 set of mutants are out l i n  d 
i n  the table. Th fir t et f m utat ion " ere introduced i nto the Mfold- predicted 8 nt LRI - l l 
tructure, " h i le the econd set de crib m utat ion i ntroduced into the HAPE- al idated 
L R I - I I tru t ure. The mutant t ran fer \ ectors R K 8  and RK9 conta in  ubst itut ions mutat ions 
i n  the X - I I equen e, \� hi Ie RK 1 0  contain ub t itut ion mutations in the Y - l J  sequence. 
These ub t itut ion cau ed a 10 of complementarity bern een US and Gag ( X - I I  and Y - I I ) . 
I n  RK I L an art ificia l  L R l - 1  wa re-e tab l i  hed by fl ipping the original L R I - I I  trand 
sequence " h i le t i l l  ma in ta in ing the w i ld type complementarity. In RK I 2, the SHAPE­
\ a l idated X - I l  equence " as deleted complete ly . I n  R K I 3 , the deleted sequence in RK 1 2  
,\ as ubst i tuted \\ i th  heterologous sequence which  resu l ted i n  the loss of complementarity. 
In RK 1 4. the complementarity of L R l - I l  w as restored by subst i tut ing the Y - I I  sequence w ith  
heterologous equences complementary t the - 1 1  equence of RK 1 3 . Asterisk (*) denotes 
the 8 n uc leot ide S sequence of tlle pred icted L R J - I I .  Asteri ks ( * * )  denote the 9 nuc leot ide 
S equence of the S H A P E  \ a l i dated L R l - f I .  (C) Representat i e ge l i mages of the controls  
needed for val idating d i fferent aspects of the t h ree pIa mid  frans complementation assay. 
( I )  peR amp l i ficat ion of D ase-treated RNA from the cytoplasmic ( upper panel )  and v i ral  
( lower panel )  RN A preparat ion \\ i th  MPMV -spec ific ector primers (II) Mult ip lex 
ampl ification of unsp l iced �-act i n  m RN A  and 1 8S rRN A and ( I I I )  peR ampl ification of 
spl iced �-act in  m RN A  to check for the n uc leocytoplasm ic fract ionat ion techn ique ( I V )  pe R 
amp l i ficat ion of transfer , ector cytoplasm ic  cD As us ing M PMV vector- pec ific primers. 
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tran fer \ ector RK 1 0  \-\ a de igned in a fashion that the 5 eX- I I )  equence was 
dupl icated in place of Gag ( Y  - I I )  equence whi le maintaining the 5 '  to 3 '  polari ty .  
uch a trategy re ul ted in creat ing the 5 ( - 1 1 )  equence 5'  C GUUCC 3 ' )  on 
both end of LRJ - I I  ( - I I  and Y-I J )  in  th ame orientation. Thus, none of the eight 
nucleotide maintained any complementarity with the complementar, strand ( Figure 
3 .4 and 3 .4B) .  The e ub titution mutants ( RK8-RK I O) \ ere te ted in  the in \'il'o 
packaging a ay, and the RPE of the e mutant transfer vectors were calculated after 
taking into con ideration a l l  the necessary control ( Figure 3 .4C . I - IV ) .  Con i tent 
with our earl ier ob ervatlons a in the case of LRI - I  mutants, RNA packaging of 
the e mutant . de igned to di srupt the complementarity of U5 and Gag sequences of 
L RI - I I .  \\'a ob en'ed to be nearl ablated ( Figure 3 . 5C . I I ) .  I n  good concordance 
\\ i th the RNA packaging data. the RNA propagation of these mutant transfer vectors 
\\'as found to be severely  compromised ( Figure 3 . S C . I I I ) .  
I n  order to determine whether the primary sequence o f  the eight nucleotides 
in US and Gag was essential  in  its native context in maintaining the predicted LR I - I I  
for RNA packaging. o r  any heterologous sequence maintaining the complementarity 
at this location would be sufficient to augment RNA packaging, we created a double 
complementary mutant, RK l 1 ( Figure 3 .4A and 3 .4B) .  RK l l  was created from the 
RK9 mutant c lone which already contained the substitut ion of US (X- I I )  sequence 
with its complementary sequence i n  Gag ( Y  - I I ) .  RK9  was used a s  a template to 
substitute the original Gag ( Y  -I I )  sequence with the US (X- I I )  sequence. The 
resul t ing double mutant ( RK l l )  restored the complementarity between the two LRI ­
I I  strands ( X- I I  and Y - I I ) with a 1 80 degrees fl ipped orientation, re-establ i sh ing an 
art ificial  LR I - I I  structure ( Figure 3 .4A and 3 .4B) ,  s imi lar to RK7 in LRI - l .  
F i gure 3 . S :  E ffec t  o f  the delet ion/subst i tu t ion m utat ions i ntroduced i nto U S-Gag L R I - I J  i n  M PMV gRN;\ packaging and propagation 
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Figu re 3.S. E ffect of  the de let ion/ u b  t i tu t ion  m u tat ion in troduced into US-Gao o 
L R l - 1 I i n  M PM V  g RN A  packagi ng a n d  propagat ion.  ( A )  I l l ustration of the 
H PE-\ al idat d tructure of the MPM packaging ignal RN with long range 
interaction region I and I I  ( LRI - I  and LRI - I l )  highl i ghted in red bo es. The 
predicted complementary 8 nueleotid 5-Gag sequence of LRl - I I  is hown in blue 
box \\ ith hatched l ine . ( B) Tabl out l in ing the deletion/subst itution mutations 
introduc d into the U5-Gag sequences of LRl - I I .  Asterisk ( * )  denotes the 8 
nuel otide equenc of the pr d icted LRI - I I .  sterisk ( * * )  denote the 9 
nucleotide 5 equence of the HAPE val idated LRI - I I .  ( C )  Relat ive c)topJasmic 
expr s ion and packaging efficiencies of M MTV transfer vector RNAs as measure 
by the � CT method. and propagation efficiencie of LRI - I I  mutant transfer vectors. 
Panel ( I )  Cytoplasmic transfer vector RNA expression in 293T cel l s  relative to the 
wi ld type ( 12 \'ector) after nonnal i zation with the �-act in endogenous control and 
l uc ifera e expre Ion.  The enor bars represent the standard deviation (SD)  of 
trip l icate of each c lone. Panel ( I I )  mutant transfer vector RNA packaging 
efficiencie relative to the v;i ld type ( J2) after normal izat ion with �-act in and 
l uc ifera e expression. Panel ( I I I )  Relative hygromycin resistant colony-fomling 
units (CFU)/ml for mutant transfer vectors reflecting the relative propagat ion 
efficiencies compared to the wi ld  type SJ2 vector. The data represented in 
h istograms correspond to the mean of the samples when tested in trip l icates (± SD) 
fol lowing transfection and infection experiments. 
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Te t of RK J 1 in th in ),;,'0 packaging and propagation a a) revealed that it could 
not re tore � packaging and propagation of the mutant vector RNA ( Figure 
3 , S  . I I  and I I I ), a n  o b  ef\ ation i n  harp contra t to that in  the case of LRl - l  mutant 
RK7, a double compen ator), mutant de igned to re-establ i  h artificiallheteroloaous e 
LRI- I :  F igure '" . 3C . 1 I  and I l l ) . The e re ul t  \\ ere rather unexpected, e pecial l  
given the fact that RK l l retain the primar viral sequences involved in  forming 
LRI - I L  howe\ er. in an oppo ite orientation, thus re-e tab l i shing an art ificial LRI- I I .  
The e data therefore uggest that the pred icted primary eight nucleotide 
complimentary equ nce of US (X- I I )  and Gag ( Y- I I )  LRI - I I  in its nati e context i s  
\ ital for RNA packaging. 
I t  i worth pointing out that the S and Gag sequences in  o lved in  fonning 
LRI -U  differed omewhat between the predicted and S HAPE-val idated secondary 
structure of fPMV packaging signal RNA ( Aktar et a 1 . .  20 1 3 ) . Specifical ly ,  a 
uridine re idue at po i t ion 62 (U62) maintains the G-U wobble base pairing in  the 
predicted structure. whereas in the SHAPE-val idated structure, it  did not assume the 
G-U \\obble base pairing since it was highly reactive to SHAPE reagents and 
consequent ly fanned a bulge in the S sequence (X- I I )  of LRI- I I  ( Figure 3 .4A: 
labal lah et a! . .  20 1 0: Aktar et a1 . ,  20 1 3 ) . In  addit ion. an extra cytos ine at posit ion 6S 
(C6S) that was not original ly  predicted to be part of the US (X- I I )  complementar 
sequences was inc luded in the S HAPE-val idated LRI- I I structure and base-paired 
\\'ith a complementary guanine ( G) i n  the complementary Gag ( Y  - I I )  sequence. 
uch a single nucl eotide shift made the US (X- I I )  sequences involved in  fanning 
L RI - I I  to be of n ine nucleotides instead of eight nucleotides as init ial l y  predicted 
( Jaba l lah et a! . .  2 0 1 0 :  Aktar et a 1 . .  20 1 3 ; Figure .3 .4A).  To investigate the role of US 
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and Gag equence of LRI - l l  in 1PM RN packaging. we init ia l ly introduced 
mutat ion m the predicted tructure of LRI - l l invoh ing complementary eight 
nu leotides a de cribed abo\' . Ho\\ veL since the HAPE-val idated tructure was 
only recentl, publ i  hed. \e,e introduced another et of mutat ions in the HAPE­
\ aJ idated n ine nucleotide of S ( X- I I )  equences of LR l - I I  ( Figure .3 .4A).  
Therefor . to further confiml re ul ts obtained \ i th the predicted eight 
nucleotide LRI - l l .  we created a few more mutants in the nine nucleotide SHAPE-
\'a J idated LRI - I l  tructure that contained one unpaired in the US (X- I I )  
ompJem ntar) to eight nucleotides i n  the Gag ( Y- I I )  sequences ( Figure .3 .4A) .  I n  
an  att mpt to  d i  rupt the complementary S (X- I I )  and Gag ( Y- I I )  sequences. a l l  the 
nine nucleotide of US (X- I I )  sequence were deleted in RK 1 2  ( Figure 3 .4A and 
3 .-+B) .  Con i tent with the mutational analysis \ i th the predicted eight nucleotide 
c lones RK8 and RK9. te t of RK 1 2  (de igned to di srupt the HAPE-val idated LRI- l l  
complementarity) revealed that both RNA packaging and propagation were almost 
abrogated when compared to the wi ld type ( SJ2�  Figure 3 .S e . I I  and I I I ) ,  further 
confil111ing the importance of L R l - I I  to the packaging potential of MPMV.  
F inal ly .  to examine the importance of complementarity between the 9 
nucleotides of US  and Gag sequences involved in  establ i shing the SHAPE-val idated 
LR l - I I  at the primary sequence level or at the structural level ,  two additional mutant 
c lones. RK 1 3  and RK 1 4. were created. RK 1 3  i s  a substi tution mutant in which the 
5 (X- I I )  sequence was substi tuted with heterologous sequences of an equal length 
( 5 '  AGGAGGAGG 3 ' ) , result ing in the l oss of complementarity between US and 
Gag sequences of L RI - l l ( F igure 3 .4A and 3 .4B) .  ext, in  an attempt to  create an 
art ificia l  LRI - l l  with non-viral heterologous sequences, RK 1 4  was created from 
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RK 1 "  in v. hich complementarity wa restored by ubst i tut ing the Gag ( Y - I I )  
equence with the h terologou qu nce. 5 '  e c ce 3 '  ( Figure 3 AA and 
" AB) .  s "pected. RN packaging and propagation of RK 1 3  de  igned to  disrupt 
the complementari ty of the H PE-val idated LRI - I I )  was essential ly abrogated 
( Figure 3 . S  . I I  and I I I ) . ot quite surpri s ingly. but con i stent \ i th RK l l  
( ompen atory mutant de igned to re-e tabl i  h art ificial LRI- I I  based on the 
predicted tructure) .  RK 1 4  \ a unable to restore the packaging and propagat ion of 
the mutant vector RN and wa observed to be se erel impaired in its abi l ity to 
package and propagate i t  RNA (F igure 3 . se. I I  and I I I ) .  Together. these data 
unanlbiguou Iy ugge t that it is the primary sequence of LR I - I I  that i s  important for 
efficient MPMV R1 A packaging and propagation. These results also how that the 
primary equence of LR I - I I  i cri t ical i n  it nati e structural context only to augment 
1 P  1 RNA packaging s ince recreation of the art ificial LRl - 1 I  using primary v iral 
equence in  RK l l (maintaining complementarity. but in a fl ipped orientat ion) 
fai led to restore packaging or propagat ion to wi ld-type levels .  
3.6.  Role of seq u e n ces i nvolved in fo rm i n g  stem loops at the 3 '  end of 
t h e  S H A PE-v a l i d a ted struct u re d u ri n g  M PM V  R N A  packaging a n d  
propagation 
Whi l e  the secondary structure of the S '  UTR sequences that have been shown 
to be important for MPMV RNA packaging appear to be anchored by 
complementary US and Gag sequences fOID1ing L RI - I  and LR I - I I  ( Figure 3 .6A) 
sequences from the d istal parts of the 5" UTR and Gag (but excluding the Gag 
sequences i nvolved in formi ng US -Gag LRIs )  formi ng three stem loops ( SL3 ,  Gag 
L l .  and Gag L2)  seem to provide stab i l i ty to the overal l RNA secondary structure 
Figure 3 .6 :  Design and test o f  the systematic de let ion m utations in trod uced in  seq uences at the 3 '  end o f  the S I I A PE-va l idated structure 
form ing S L3.  Gag S L  I and Gag S L2 
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Figu r 3.6. De ign a n d  te t of the  y temat ic  de let ion m u tat ion i n t rod uced in 
equence a t  the  3 end of  the H A PE-v a l idated tructu re forming L3, Gag 
L l  a n d  G a g  L2.  (A)  I l lu  tration of the H PE-val idated tructure of MP V 
packaging ignal RN with L3 .  Gag L l  and Gag L2 h ighl ighted in red boxes. 
( B ) Table out l in ing the deletion mutation i ntroduced in  L3 and Gag sequences. In  
RK 1 . 1 6  and 1 7. ingle deletion of ither L3 sequence. Gag L l  or Gag L2 as 
deleted r pectively. Mutant RK 1 7  and RK 1 8  contain double deletion of SL3 along 
\\ ith i ther Gag L 1  or Gag L2.  respecti vel . Mutant RK20 contains a triple 
deletion of L "' .  Gag L l  and Gag L2 ( C )  Representative gel images of the 
control needed for val idating d ifferent a pects of the three plasmid (rans 
complementation as ay. ( I )  peR ampl i fication of D ase-treated RNA from the 
c)10pla mic (upper panel )  and v iral ( lower panel )  RNA preparations \ ith MPMV-
pecific vector primers ( I I )  Mult ip lex ampli fication of unspl iced �-act in mRNA and 
1 8  rRN and ( I I I )  peR amp l ification of pl iced �-actin mRNA to check for the 
nucleoc)10plasmic fractionation technique ( I V) peR ampl ification of transfer vector 
c)10plasmic cD As  u ing  MPMV vector-specific primers. 
1 1 1  
o f  the 5 '  of 1 P  1 genome. In  order to te t thi . a sy tematic deletion analy i of 
the quence in\'oh ed in fonning L .... _ Gag L L and Gag L2 v. as perfonned 
( Figure 3 .6 ). The fir  t mutant. RK 1 5 . contained a 3 3  nucleotide deletion ( from the 
di tal part of the 5 '  TR) removing mo t o f  the sequence fonning L 3  ( Figure 
3 . 6  box d region and 3 .68) .  ext , a 30  nucleotide deletion was i ntroduced in  
RK l 6  to remo\'e Gag L2 ( Figure 3 .6A boxed region and 3 .68) .  Final ly _  a 39  
nucleotide del l ion  was intr duced in  RK 1 7  ( boxed region in Figure 3 .6A and 3 .68)  
to  remo\ Gag L l .  RNA packaging effic iencies for mutant c lones RK 1 5 -RK 1 7  
were quantified after having taken into consideration a l l  the necessary controls 
( Figure 3 .6C. I - IV ) . The e re ults revealed that ind ividual deletion of SL3,  Gag SL I ,  
and Gag L2 only margina l ly  affected RNA packaging when compared to the wild 
type (S I -fold or 0.5,  0 . 7, and 0.6 relative to the wi ld type: Figure 3 . 7C . I I ) .  This 
s l ight reduction in  RNA packaging \vas i n  agreement with the RNA propagation data 
which also exhibi ted minor reductions in hygromycin-resistant colonies obtained 
compared to the wild type ( Figure 3 . 7C . I I I ) . These results suggested that sequences 
involved in forming L3 ,  Gag S L L  and Gag SL2 do not play crucia l  role  at 
individual levels during MPMV RNA packaging and propagation. 
Redundancy is  a common characteri stic of retroviruses and i t  i s  possible that 
when deleting only one of the three stem loops, the remaining stem loops 
compensate for the loss of the deleted one for maintain ing and stab i l izing the major 
structural motifs of the 5" UTR important for MPMV RNA packaging and 
propagation.  To test this possib i l i ty. we created deletion mutant c lones in which 
sequences i nvolved in  forming SL3,  Gag S L l .  and Gag S L2 were deleted 
simul taneously in mult iple combinat ions.  I n  mutant c lone RK 1 8 , the same 
sequences that were deleted individual ly i n  RK 1 5  (33  nt of SL3)  and RK 1 6  (39  nt of 
Figure 3 . 7 :  E ffect o f  delet ion m utat ions in troduced i nto seq uences at the 3 '  end o f  the S l  J A PE-val idated structure f0l111 ing SL3 ,  Gag 
S L i  and Gag S L2 on R N A  packaging and propagat ion .  
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Figure 3.7. ffect of  delet ion m u tat ion i n t rod uced i n to eq uence a t  the  3 end 
of  the  H P E-va l ida ted truct u re for m i n g  L3, G a g  Ll  a n d  G ag L2 on RNA 
packaoing a n d  propaoat ion.  ( A )  I l lu tration of the HAPE-validated tructure of 
1 PM packaging ignal RNA with L3.  Gag L l  and Gag L2 highl ighted in  red 
b xe . ( B) Table outl in ing the deletion mutat ions introduced in  L3 and Gao 
equenc . I n RK 1 5 . 1 6  and 1 7. s ingle deletion of either L3 sequence, Gag L 1  or 
Gag L� \\ a delet d respectivel . Mutants RK 1 7  and RK 1 8  contain double 
deletion of L'" along \\ ith ei ther Gag L 1 or Gag L2. respectivel . Mutant RK20 
contains a triple deletion of L3. Gag L l  and Gag SL2.  (C)  Relative cytoplasmic 
expre s ion and packaging efficiencies of M MTV tran fer vector RNAs as measure 
b} the � CT method. and propagation efficiencies of stem-loop mutant transfer 
vector . Panel ( I )  Cytoplasmic transfer vector RNA expression in  293T cel ls 
relat ive to the wi ld type ( SJ2  vector )  after nonnal ization with the �-act in  endogenous 
ontrol and luc iferase expression. The error bars represent the standard deviation 
( D) of trip l icate of each c lone. Panel ( I I )  mutant transfer vector RNA packaging 
efficiencies relative to the wi ld type (S12) after normal ization with �-actin and 
l uc iferase expression.  Panel ( I I I )  Relati e hygromycin resistant colony-forming 
units (CF  )/rnl for mutant transfer vectors reflecting the relative propagation 
efficiencies compared to the wild type S12 vector. The data represented in 
h istograms correspond to the mean of the samples when tested in tripl icates (± SD)  
fol lowing transfection and infection experiments. 
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ag Ll )  \\ ere del ted imultaneou I). creat ing a mutant c lone with a 72 nuc leotide 
di cont inuou deletion r moving mo t of L3  and a l l  of Gag L2 Figure 3 .6  and 
... . 6B) .  Emplo} ing a imi lar trategy. another double deletion mutant. RK l 9. wa 
cr at d in \\ hich equenc involved in foml ing L3 and Gag L2 were 
imultaneou I) deleted (a 63 nt di continuou deletion; Figure 3 . 6A and 3 .6B) .  
F inal ly . in a more dra t ic deletion. equ nce involved in  fomling L3,  Gag L l .  
and Gag L2 were simultaneou Iy deleted (a 1 02 nt di continuous deletion ) to create 
RK20 (F igme 3 .6 and 3 . 6B ). 
There i a po s ibi l ity such drastic deletion mutations C RK l 8 - RK20) may 
inad\'ertent ly affect transfer vector RNA expre sion and stabi l ity . Therefore. before 
determining the effects of these mutat ions on RNA packaging. the cytoplasmic RNA 
expre sion of the e mutant c lone were analyzed to look for their stable expression. 
Re ults pre ented in Figure 3 .6C . I - IV demonstrate that these transfer vector RNAs 
v,ere efficientl y  and stably  expressed and exported to the cytoplasm . ext. the 
packaging efticiency of the mutant c lones relati e to the wi ld type was determined 
( Figure 3 .  7C. I I )  and .. vas found to be significantly impaired (2 . 5 - 1 0  fold  less 
compared to the wild type). The most drast ic impaimlent in  RNA packaging was 
observed in the trip le deletion mutant RK20 which could be attributed to the rather 
l arge (1 02 nt) deletion (- l O-fold reduction; P<O. Ol ;  Figure 3 .7C . I I ) .  RNA 
propagat ion in these mutant c lones was observed to be proportional ly reduced 
( Figme 3 . 7C .U I ) .  Together. these results suggest that the three stem loops tested 
above are important for stab i l izing the structme of this region in a redundant 
manner: removal of one of these stem loop results in compensation by the others in  
stab i liz ing the structure. Compared to these mutants ( RK 1 8 -RK20). many of the 
LR I - I  and I I  mutants involving only few nucleotides mutations resulted in drastic 
effect on the packaging and propagation potential of mutant vector RN 
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The e 
re 'ult re\ ealed that S-Gag LRl  have a more important architectural role  in  
tabi l izing th tructure of the 5 "  TR s quence ( that ha\'e been ho"vn to be 
important for RN packaging and dimerizat ion), whi le  the lower three stem loops 
( L .... . Gag L 1 .  and Gag L2)  rna) hav a more econdary role in tabi l izing the 
entire region, 
3.7. Structu ra l A n a lyses of t h e  m u ta n ts i n vo l v i n g  seq u e nces 
fo r m i n g  t h e  L R l s  a nd stem loops ( S L3, G a g  S L l , a n d  Gag S L 2 )  at 
t h e  3' e n d  of  t h e  S H A P E-va l idated structu re 
To better understand the results of the mutation introduced into LR l - I .  LRI­
I I .  L3 .  and Gag Ls .  a structural pred iction analysis of these mutants \\'a 
perfonned to correlate the biological effect of the introduced mutations with their 
predicted folded secondary structures, 
3.7. 1 .  Structu re-fu n ction relat ion h ip of the seq uences involved in US-Gag 
LRI- I  
The secondar structure of the mutant transfer vector RNAs was predicted 
u ing M fold software ( Mathews et aL 2003 ;  Zuker, 1 999) ,  This  algorithm predicts 
the most stable  secondary structure that the RNA can fold by calculating the 
minimum free energy of each structure. The more negative the free energy, the more 
stable the structure. These mutants' RNA secondary structure predictions were 
compared to the wi ld type structure of the same region i n  an attempt to establ ish a 
structure-function correlation between the biological effect of the i ntroduced 
mutations i n  the sequences in olved in the fonnation of US-Gag LRI - I  and their 
Figure 3 . 8 : M fold secondary structure pred ict ions o f  the m utant t rans fer vector packaging signal RNAs contai n i ng stabi l i z ing mutat ions 
i n  the U S  seq uences o f  the L R I - I  and L R I - I I .  
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Figu re 3.8.  M fold  econ d a ry t ruct u re pred ict ion of the  m u ta n t  t ran  fer vector 
packa<1ing igna l  RN con t a i n i ng t a b i l iz ing  m ut a t ion  in  the  US equence of 
the  L RI - I  and L R I - I I .  ( A )  rPM wild type tran fer vector 12,  ilG= - 1 24 . 7  
1-.callmol .  ( B )  RK I containi ng subst itution of four uridine involved in  the wobble 
ba e pair "" ith C)10 ine to tab i l ize LRI-L G= - 1 34 . 9 kcallmol .  ( C )  RK2 mutant 
tran fer " ector containing sub titution of s ix uri dine invol ed in the formation of 
v·;obble ba e pair in both LRI - I  al1d LRI - I I  , ith cytosine ; ilG= - 1 40.4 kcallmol .  
ote the ignificant 10 s in  RPE in  both RK I and RK2 and the increase in the 
tab i l ity of their tructure when compared to the wi ld type due to the fomlation of G­
ba e pair . Purple and blue colors highl ight the LRI - I  and LRI - I I  regions, 
re pecti\'ely. 
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pr dieted econdar] tructure. In RK I and RK2. the ub titution of the uridine 
nuc leotide i l1\ oh ed in  the \\" bble (G- ) ba e pai ring v;ith cytosines stabi l ized LRI ­
I and LRI - I L  re pecti\ ' Iy.  A expected. the predicted econdary structure of RK I 
and RK2 did not re\ eal an] di ruption in  the tructure when compared to the wild 
t] pe ( Figure . 8 ) :  hov, e\'er. the overal l  energy of RK 1 and RK2 was observed to be 
more negat i\'e ( G = - 1 34 .9  and - 1 40.4.  r p ctively )  compared to the wild type ( 6G 
= - 1 _-+.7) .  ugge t ing that th e 1\\"0 mutant became energetical ly more stable.  
Con idering that the e mutation had no effect on the structure but resulted in only 
further tabi l ization of the LRls. \ .... hi le they had a sign ificant effect on RNA 
packaging sugge t that the bui l t - in flexibi l ity of thi s  region is important for its 
funct ion. In the wi ld 1ype ( L) thi flexibi J i t i s  perhap due to the presence of the 
wobble G-U ba e pairs that v,,·as lost in RK I and RK2 due to the introduced 
mutation . Thu . the los of the -+ G-U base pairs in RK I did not only change the 
primar) structure of LRI -L  but a lso increased the rigidity of the secondary structure 
since the free energy parameters used to predict the structure are sequence 
dependent. Thi s  mean that the fewer number of G-U base pairs in the structure, 
the more rigid it is .  Correlating these findings with the - 50% loss of packaging and 
propagation of R K l  and R K2 mutant tran fer vector RNAs i ndicates that the optimal 
functional ity of the LR I s  is dependent upon the secondary structure with a moderate 
flexibi l ity. 
The next set of mutants. RK3, RK4 and RK5 represent deletion mutants 
where U5 e X- I ). Gag ( Y  - I ). and both were deleted respectively. The predicted 
structures of mutants RK3 and RK5 showed that whenever the U5 sequence forming 
the X-I strand were deleted. both LRI - I  and L RI - I I  structures were lost in  addition to 
the Gag stem loop 1 (F igure 3 .9) .  I n  RK4. the effect of the deletion of Gag sequence 
Figure 3 . 9 :  M fo ld  secondary structure pred ict ions o f  the mutant transfer vector packaging s ignal  R N As conta i n i ng systematic deletions i n  the 
L R I - I  complementary ste m .  
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Figure 3.9. M fo ld  eco n d a ry t ruct u re pred ict ion of the  m ut a n t  tran fer vector 
packao i n g  igna l  R N  conta i n i n g  y temat ic delet ion i n  the  L R I - J  
complementary tern .  ( A )  P 1 " ild type tran fer vector J 2 :  G= - 1 24 .7  
kcal/mol .  ( B )  RK3 \vhere the 5 equ nce X- I ) was deleted : G= - 1 1 2 . 8 .  (C)  RK.4 
wher the Gag ( Y  - I )  equence was deleted : �G= - 1 1 6 . 5  kcal/mol .  C D )  RK5 which 
contain a d uble deletion of both US and Gad strands of LR I - l ;  �G= - 1 1 2 .8  
kcallmol .  ote the 1 0  s of LRI - I .  Gag SLl and LR I - I I  structure in RK3  and RK.5 
\\ hich i con i t nt v, ith the drop in  the free energy as both have �G= - 1 1 2 . 8  where. 
a in RK4. on1; LRI - J  structure and Gag L l  i s  di srupted. whi le  LRI - I I  remains 
intact. Purple and blue color high l ight the LR I - I  and LRI - I I  regions, respect ively. 
1 2 1  
forming Y- J  trand wa ob  erved on  LRl - J  only and Gag L 1  due to its proximity to 
the deleted equence. whi le LRI- I J tructure remained intact ( Figure 3 .9) .  1 1  three 
mutation had re ult d in a complete 10 of RN packaging and propagation. 
ugge ting that the maintenance of LRI - I  complementary stem structtu"e i critical 
for the e functions. ddit ional ly. we feel that the total free energy of the structure is 
important as ,,, e l l  for the e functions. Thu . al though the 0 eral l  structure of this 
region ,\ as maintained in these mutant , e p cial ly the pal SL, ssPurine-rich region, 
L3. and Region B ( equences/ tructures critical for RNA packaging and 
dimerization). the fr e energy of the overal l  structure was lowered due to the effect 
of the mutation compared to the wi ld type ( 6G = - 1 1 2 .8 ,  - 1 1 6 .5 ,  and - 1 1 2 . 8  
compared t o  - 1 24 . 7  for the wild type ) .  This perhaps result i n  fragi le structures 
( structure maintain ing the shape but with lower energy). which are less stable than 
the \\i ld type tructure ince the lesser negat ive the free energy. the less stable  is the 
structure ( Figure 3 .9 ) .  This  instab i l ity can explain the effect of the introduced 
mutation on the RNA packaging as it probabl affects the proposed interaction 
between the C domain of Gag protein with sequences augment ing RNA packaging. 
The last two mutants. RK6 and 7. c reated to test the LRI  - I were designed to 
destab i l ize and re-create LR I - I  structure, respectively, using non-viral heterologous 
complementary sequences. As shown in figure 3 . 1 0, the structural prediction of 
RK6 (where the U5 sequence forming X- I  strand was substituted with heterologous 
sequences. thus losing the complementarity between the two strands of the LRI - I )  
maintained a l l  the important structural motifs including LRI - I L  however the 
secondary structure of LR I - I  was lost . The loss of LRI - I  structure correlates wel l  
with the loss o f  gRNA packaging and propagation.  We bel ieve that this loss also 
destab i l i zed the surrounding region, making the structure more flexible than needed 
Figure 3 . 1 0 : M fold secondary structure pred ict ions o f  the mutant t ransfer vector packagi ng s ignal  RNAs d isrupt i ng thc complemcntarit) o f ' the 
nat ive L R I - J  and recreat i ng an art i fic ia l  L R J .  
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Figu re 3. 1 0. M fold eco n d a ry truct u re pred ict ion of the  m u tant  t ran  fer 
vector packaging ign a l  RN d i  rupt i n g  the  complementarity of  the  na tive 
L R I - I  a n d  recrea t i n g  an a rt i fic ia l  L RI .  ( A )  MPMV wild type transfer vector 12:  
G= - 1 24 .7  kcallm I .  ( B) RK6 where the 5 equence ( X- I ) wa substi tuted with 
h terologou equence tim di srupt ing the complementari t of LRl - I ;  �G= - 1 1 5 .4 
kcal 'mol .  (e) RK7 \\'h re the LRI - l complernentarit \ as recreated by substituting 
the Gag equence ( Y  - I ) with heterologou sequence complementary to the one 
intr duced in  RK6: G= - 1 23 .6 kcal/mol .  ote the restoration of RPE in RK7 to 
e,'en more than the wi ld type lev I while it a abol i  hed in RK6. Thi s  correlates 
with the minimal free energy of RK7; G = - 1 23 .6  kcal/mol that i s  c lose to the wild 
t) pe 6G =- 1 24 . 7 . Purple and blue colors h igh l ight the LRl - I  and LRl -U regions. 
re pectively .  
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( = - 1 1 5 .4 ) ,  thu affecting it abi l i t, to function effectively. The mutation 
introduced in  RK7. on the ther hand. r ul ted in  the re toration of the LRl - I  
tructure u i ng  non-viral h t rologou equen e ( Figure 3 . 1 0) and with it th RNA 
pa kaging and propagat ion. The minimal free energy of the RK7 predicted structure 
wa calculat d to be - 1 23 .6 \\ hich i ver c lo  e to wi ld type value of - 1 24 .7  ( Figure 
3 . 1 0 ) .  Thu . compared to the mutation in RK 1 .  which al so created a heterologous 
non-\\ i ld  type LRI -L  RK 1 wa unabJ to restore RNA packaging and propagat ion. 
RK I ha a free energ) of - 1 34 .9  which v,e bel ieve makes the structure too rigid for 
effective function. thu upporting our hypothe is that the flexibi l ity of thi region is  
a important a the tructure of LRl - 1 .  This difference in  the calculated minimal free 
energy f both mutants ( RK 1 and RK7) can be attributed to the number of G-C base 
pairs in each LRI  since none of the art ificial LRIs  contained G-U base pairing when 
compared to the wi ld type ( SJ2 )  LRI - I  contain ing four G-U ba e pairing. In RK L 
eight out of the 1 3  ba e pairs were G-C base pairs which resulted in a very stable 
tern : wherea i n  RK7. 2 out of 1 3  base pairs were G-C base pairs, thus lowering the 
energy of the tern ( Figure 3 . 1 0) .  Thus, it  is rational to conclude that it is the 
secondary tructure of the LR I - I  that is anchoring the overal l  secondary structure of 
MPMV packaging signal RNA.  In addit ion, it should have a final embedded energy 
c lose to the wi ld type mini mal free energy to maintain a certain Ie el of fie ib i l ity 
which seems to be the characteristic of L RI - 1 .  
3 .7.2 .  Structure-function relat ionship o f  the sequences involved in  US-Gag 
LRI- I I 
ext the structural analysis of the L R I - I I  mutants was conducted to 
detenmne the structure-function relat ionship of LRI- I I  with RNA packaging. To 
1 2 5  
ummarize. the mutation m the LRI- J I  mutant RK8 replaced the predicted eight 
nuc leotide of LRI- I I 5 ( - I I )  v;ith heterologou sequence to di rupt the 
complementarit) \" ith Y - I I .  long th ame l ine the mutation in RK9 replaced 5 
(X- I I )  equen e with a equence identical t Gag ( Y  - I I )  sequence thu duplication 
Gag ( Y - J I )  equence and di srupt ing LRI- I J complementari ty, whi le the mutation in 
RK 1 0  replaced Gag ( Y  - I I )  equence with sequence from 5 ( X- I I )  thus dupl icat ing 
Gag ( Y- I I )  equence and d i  rupting LR I - I I  complementarity a el l .  F inal ly, the 
mutation in RK 1 1  fl ipped the LRI - 1 1  stem-loop in a 1 80 degree manner to determine 
it function relative to the context. As sho\\n in  figures 3 .4 and 3 . 5 .  d isrupt ion of 
LRI -U in any manner re ul ted i n  a complete abrogation of both RNA packaging and 
propagat ion. uggesting that LRI - I I  i s  an important structure to maintain  the optimal 
RN packaging and propagat ion of MPMV transfer vector RNAs. However, unl ike 
the LRI - I  mutation , the mutational analysis of LR I - I I  revealed that it i s  its primary 
equence in the native context that is essential for MPMV RNA packaging and 
propagation. 
ueh a conclusion pertaining to the role  of LR I - I I  in  M PMV RNA packaging 
and propagation was further supported by the structural anal ysis of the LRI - I I  
mutants. Mutation of LR I - I I  by disruption o f  the X- IVY- I I  stem complementarity in  
RK8 and RK 1 0 actual ly resulted i n  structures that led to the creation of stem 
structures that resembled X- I I  in LRI - I I ;  however, RNA packaging and propagation 
of these mutants was sti l l  found to be abrogated ( Figure 3 . 1 1 ) . S imi larly, disruption 
of complementarity LR I - I l  in RK9 or inversion of LRI- I I  in  RK l l (creating an 
art ificia l  LR I - I I )  both resulted in a complete abrogation of packaging and 
propagation despite the reformation of an LRI - I I - l ike stem in these mutants, 
separated from LRI - I  by a two nucleotide bulge ( Figure 3 . 1 2) .  L ikewise, a complete 
F i gu re 3 . 1 1 : M f'old secondary structure pred ict ions o f  the L R I - I l mutant transfer vector packagi ng s ignal  RNAs. 
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Figu re 3. 1 1 .  M fold eco n d a ry tructu re pred ict ion of the  L RI - I I mutant  
tran fer vector packagi ng ign a l  RN A  . ( A )  P \vi ld type transfer vector 12.  
/1 = - 1 24 .7  kcallmol .  ( B ) RK8 mutant tran fer vector structure \\>'here the 5 
quence ( - I I )  wa ub ti tuted with heterologou sequence. causing the los of 
complementarity bet\veen the LRI- I I strands� /1G= - 1 22 .9 kcal/mol . (C )  RK I O  where 
the Gag ( Y  - I I )  equence wa ubstituted with X-I I sequence of LRI- I I v,:hich di srupt 
the complementarity of LRI - I I tem; /1G= - 1 20.6 kcal/mol .  Note the abol i shed 
packaging efficiency in both mutant transfer  vectors which suggests the importance 
of LRI - I I  compl mentar) structure. Purple and blue colors highl ight the LRI -I and 
LRI -I I region . re pectively. 
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deleti n of X-U in RK 1 2 . or it replacement v, ith a heterologou sequence in RK 1 3 . 
or ree tabl i  hment of LRI - J I  \\- ith heterologou sequence in RK 1 4  (again cr ating 
an art ificial LRI - I I )  a l l  re ult d in complete abrogation of pa kaging and propagation 
( Figure 3 . 5 ). tructural analy i of th mutant showed that LR l -U  tem was 
indeed di rupt d in RK L and RK 1 3 . e pec ial ly  RK 1 3 , thu explaining the 10 of 
function. In  the ca of RK 1 4  n though an artificial LRI - I I  was re-created by 
ubstituting the H PE-val idated LRI - I I  sequences, in it native context, yet its 
tructural emergence \Va in ufficient to restore function ( Figure 3 . 1 3 ) . The 
tructure of RK 1 4  howed that the LRI - II \Va recreated properly using the 
heterologou equence unl ike RKl l where the predicted 8 nt LRI - I I  structure was 
used to recreate the LRl . This  observation fuI1her confilms the HAPE-val idated 
tructure of the LRI - I I  ince art ificial  complementarit ( based on predicted structure ) 
i n  RK l 1  fai led to recreate LRI - I I  secondary structure ( compare structures of RK 1 1  
and RK l �  in  figures 3 . 1 2  and 3 . 1 3  respectively) .  Together, these data confirm the 
earl ier condu ion that the primary sequence of LRI - I I in its nati e context is critical 
for it function. 
3.7.3. Structure-fu nction analysis of the mutations in troduced in seq uences 
involved in forming stem loops at  the 3'  end of  the S H APE-validated structure 
I n  contrast to the LRI - I  and LRI- I I  mutants, deletion analysis of the mutant 
transfer vectors in the more di stal 5 '  UTR or Gag region revealed that single deletion 
of any of the three targeted stem loops (SL3 ,  Gag SL l or Gag SL2)  individuall had 
a marginal effect on RNA packaging and propagation ( Figure 3 .7 ) .  This can be 
explained by the structural analysis of RK 1 5 , RK 1 6  and RK 1 7  where al l the 
structural mot ifs remained intact l ike the wi ld type except for the deletion of the 
I 
1_ 
Figure 3 . 1 2 : M rold  secondary structure pred ict ions o r  t h e  L R J - l I  m u tant transfer vcctor packaging signal RNAs. 
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Figu re 3. 1 2 .  M fold eco n d a ry t ruct u re pred ict ion of the  L RI - I I  m u ta n t  
t ra n  fer vector packao ing  i o n a l  R N A  . ( A )  MPMV wild type tran fer vector J2. 
G= - 1 2-+ .7  kcal'mol .  ( 8) RK9 mutant tran fer vector tructure where the US 
equence ( X - I I )  \\'a sub ti tuted with the Gag ( Y- I I )  sequence. cau ing a los of 
complementari t� betv, een the LRI - I I  trands: G= - 1 28 .9 kcal/mol . (C) R K 1 1 
mutant transfer \ ector contains a fl ipped LR I - I J  econdar structure: .  6G= - 1 28 .6 
kcal/mol .  lot that recreat ing the LRI - l l  in RK 1 1  did not restore the packaging 
efficienc) ( RPE= 0.025 r lat ive to the wi ld type ) which suggests the impOJ1ance of 
the primary equence of the LR I - I I  in  its native context.  Purple and blue colors 
high l ight the LRI - J  and LR I - I I  regions. respective ly. 
Figure 3 . 1 3 : M fold secondary structure pred ict ions o f  the L R I - l l mutant transfer vector packaging signal RNAs.  
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Figu re 3. 1 3. M fold  eco n d a ry tructu re predict ion of the  L R I - I I  mutant  
tran fer , ecto r packagin g  igna l  RN A  . ( A )  P wild type tran fer \'ector 12:  
= - 1 24 .7  kcal'mol . ( B )  RK 1 2  \\ here the 5 equence (X- I I )  of the HAPE-
\ al idated LRI - I J  wa deleted : G= - 1 1 9 . 3  kcallmol .  ( C )  RK 1 3  \ here the 5 
equence ( '_ I I )  o f  the HAPE-\'a l idated LR I - I l  V\ a sub ti tuted with heterologou 
equ nce to di rupt the complementarit T between - I I  and Y-I I  of the LRI - I l  
tructure: G= - 1 25 .8  kcallmol .  ( D) RK 1 4  mutant transfer vector where an art ificial 
LRI - II i created b) ubsti tuting the Y - II trand with heterologous sequence 
complementary to the ne introduced in RK 1 3 , thu restoring the complementarity of 
between X-U and Y - 1 I :  G= - 1 3 1 . 8 kcal/mol .  ote that despite the presence of a 
complementary LRl  i n  RK l -L the RPE was st i l l  only 0 . 1 1 6 . This  means that the 
primary tructure of LRl - I I  is e sential unl ike LRl- I . 
h igh l ight the LRl - I and L Rl- I I regions, respectively. 
Pw-ple and blue colors 
1 3 3  
targeted stem I op ( Figure 3 . 1 4 ) .  Intere t ingly.  in  RK I S . the s Purine-rich region 
became partia l l ;  ba e-paired due to the del t ion of L"' . oreover. six nucleotide 
in  region B \\ hich are ba e-paired in the \\ i ld t) pe tructure lost their base pairing. 
Region B ha pre\ iousl) been shown to be important for MPMV RN packaging 
( cbmidt et a l . .  2003 ; labal lah et a l . .  20 1 0 ) .  Tbi rna explain the l ight reduction in 
packaging and propagation ob en'ed in  this mutant ( Figure 3 . 7 ). 
The double deletion which involved L3 \ ith either f'.Gag S L I  or f'.Gag 
L2 in  eparate mutant ( RK 1 8  and RK 1 9. respective ly )  showed a more pronounced 
etfect on RN packaging and propagat ion when compared to the wi ld type ( Figure 
3 . 7) .  tructural predictions of the e two mutants revealed the same changes seen in  
RK I S  " here the ssP urine-rich region became partial ly  base-paired and in  region B 
the ix  nuc1eotides \\ hich are part of the s Pur i ne repeat sequence became single 
stranded ( Figure 3 . 1 5 ) . In the case of trip le deletion. RK20. which involved f'.SL3 , 
j,Gag L 1 and j, Gag SL2. the RNA packaging and propagation were further 
reduced ( Figure 3 .7 ) .  Consistent with secondary structure predict ions of RK I S . 
RK 1 8  and RK 1 9. the ssPurine-rich region became partial ly  base paired in  RK10 as 
wel l .  whi le maintaining the LRls  ( Figuers 3 . 1 4  and 3 . 1 S ) . This change i n  structure 
was due to the deletion of S L3 which is common to a l l  four mutants. Thus, our 
overa l l  conclusion is that as long as the two LRls  are maintained, deletion of these 
three stem loops does not have a detrimental effect on the packaging/propagation 
potentia l  of the MPMV transfer vector RNAs. 
c 
Figure 3 . 1 4 : M fold secondary structure pred ict ions o f  the 111 utant transfer vector packaging signal RN As contai n i ng i ndiv idual  deletions 
of S L 3 ,  Gag S Ll , and Gag SL2 
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Figu r 3 . 1 4 . M fold eco n d a ry t ruc ture pred iction of  the  m u ta n t  tran fer 
, ector packaging ign a l  RJ 'l A  conta i n i n g  ind iv id u a l  delet ion of  L3, G ag L l ,  
a n d  a g  L2 . ( ) P V " i ld t) pe tran fl r vector 12: tlG = - 1 24 .7 kcallmol . ( B ) 
RK 1 5  containing a del tion of L3 : G = - 1 07 .9 kcallmol .  (C )  RK 1 6  mutant transfer 
vector containing a deletion of Gag L2; G = - 1 1 9 . 5  kcal/mo l .  ( D) RK 1 7  mutant 
tran fer \ ector containing a deletion of Gag L 1 :  tlG= 1 1 1 6 .6 kcallmol . Purple and 
blu color highl ight the LRl - l  and LRl - 1 I  r gion , respectively. 
F i gure 3 . 1 5 : M fo ld  secondary structure predict ions o f  the m utant transfer vector packaging s ignal RNAs conta in ing m u l t ip le  delet ions 
of S L3 ,  Gag SL 1 ,  and Gag S L2 .  
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Figu re 3 . 1 5.  Ho ld eco n d a ry t ruc ture pred ict ion of the  m u ta n t  t ra n  fer 
" ector packaging  igna l  RNA con ta i n i n g  m u l t ip le  delet ion of L3 G a g  L l ,  
a n d  G a g  L2 . ( )  PM v. i ld  type tran fer vector ]2 : .6.G = - ]  24 .7  kcal/mol . ( B ) 
RK 1 8  containing a double d letion of L3 and Gag L l : .6.G = -99.8  kcal/mol . ( C )  
RK 1 9  mutant tran fer \' ctor containing a double deletion of L3 and Gag L2: .6.G 
= - 1 02 . 7  kcal/mol .  ( 0) RK20 mutant transfer vector containing a triple deletion of 
L3 .  Gag L 1 .  and Gag L2:  G= 1 94.6 kcallmol .  Purple and blue colors highl ight 
the LRI - I  and LR I - I I  regions. respectively. 
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C h a pter  4: Di ell s l O n  
numb r of findings 0 e r  the last decade ha\ e ignificantly advanced our 
under tanding of the mechani m of retrovirus RNA packaging proce . The fact that 
packaging ignal of d ifferent retroviru e share the common characteri tic of 
folding i nto econdary tructmal motifs emphasizes the importance of such structural 
elements to RN packaging. The 5 "  end of MPMV genome ( from the first 
nucleotide in R up to 1 10 bp of Gag) contains a number of sequence and structural 
element that have been ho\vn to be important for RNA packaging and dimerization 
( chmidt et aL 100 " :  labal lah et al . .  2 0 1 0�  Aktar et aL 20 1 3 ; F igure l . 1 3 ) .  One of 
the di  tingui h ing feature of the MPMV packaging s ignal RNA secondar structure 
i the long-range interactions of 5 '  (U 5 )  and 3 '  (Gag) complementary sequences. 
f0TI11ing two LRls  ( LR l - I  and LRl - I I )  that are bel ieved to anchor its overal l  
econdary tructure ( Jaba I Iah et a I . ,  2 0 1 0; Aktar et aI . ,  20 1 3 ; F igure l . 1 3 ) . Both of 
the e LRls  have been found to be phylogenet ical ly  conserved among d ifferent 
MPMV strains at the tructure leveL as wel l  as in maintaining a very h igh degree of 
complementarity  between U5 and Gag sequences (Aktar et a l . ,  20 1 3 ; Figure 1 . 1 4  
and l . 1 5 ) .  LRl  have been found to  be  conserved in  several retroviruses includ ing 
H I V- l .  F lY. and M MTV ( Pa i I Iart et al . .  2002; Abbink and Berkhout, 2003 ; Kenyon 
et a l . .  2008; Kenyon et aL 20 1 L Aktar et aI . ,  2 0 1 4) .  Despite the fact that there are 
substantial sequence heterogeneities among human, simian, and fel ine l entiviruses, 
the preservation of such LRls  in a l l  H I V  - 1 .  H I V  -2. s im ian i nununodeficiency virus 
( S IV ) . and F IV isolates offers addit ional  proof for the funct ional sign ificance of 
LR I s  in  retroviral l i fe cycle ( Pai l l art et aI . ,  2002; Kenyon et aJ . ,  2008;  Kenyon et aL 
20 1 1 ) . uch a p ivotal role  of LRis  i s  further evidenced by the fact that mutations 
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that de tabi l ize the complem ntari ty of these interaction affect se\'eral important 
tep in r tro\' iral l i fe-c) c le, including RN packaging and dimerization Pai l lart et 
a J . .  2002: bbink and Berkhout. 2003 : Riz\ ' i  et a1 . ,  20 1 0 ) .  
n l ike oth r retroviruse with one ident ified LRL MPMV contains two L RI 
( LRI - I  and LRI- I I :  Figure 1 . 1 3 )  both of which maintain the interaction between U5 
and Gag equence ( Pai l lart et a1 . ,  200_: Abbink and Berkhout, _003 : Kenyon et aI . ,  
2008: Ken) on et aL _OJ L ktar et a1 . ,  20 1 4 ) .  The work presented here employed 
mutational and tructural analyses of the e LRIs  (which appears to be anchoring the 
major tructural motifs )  a wel l  as three other stem loops C SL3 , Gag SL L and Gag 
L2)  that are thought to provide architechlral support to the overal l  RNA secondary 
tructure to tudy thei r  ignificance during M P MV RNA packaging. The results 
pre ented here provide data val idat ing the existence and the biological significance 
of the two LRIs. The e fut1her reveal that the two LRIs  function in d ifferent 
mrumers mechanist ica l ly  with LRI  - I being important at the secondary structural 
level. whi le  LR I - I I  being impo11ant at both the primary sequence as wel l  as structural 
levels ( Figures 3 . 3  and 3 . 5 ) .  Final ly,  deletion and tructural analysis of the three 
addit ional stem loops targeted reveal that SL3 ,  Gag S L L  and Gag SL2 have 
secondary s ignificance compared to the L RI s  during RNA packaging and 
propagation and serve mainly to hold the enti re secondary structure of this region 
together with redundant functions such that if one stem loop is  deleted, the others 
can compensate for its absence ( Figure 3 . 7 ) .  In sunmlary. our results reveal that the 
5 "  end of the M PMV genomic RNA is held together by two LRIs  ruld the additional 
stem loops C S L3 ,  Gag SL l ,  and Gag S L2)  help maintain the proper folding and 
stab i l ity of the secondary structure for function even though none of these stem 
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l ops b) them h e  are direct ly im'olved In PMV RN packaging proces 
( Figur 3 . 7 ). 
Functional ly,  th 5-Gag LRI- I  of M PMV re emble the R/U5-Gag 
heptanuc leotide F I  LR l .  where it pre ence as  a structural mot if  rather than its 
primar) equen e i e ential for R A packaging ( Rizvi et al . ,  20 1 0 ) .  However, 
th l P  1V LRl- J  differs from the F lV heptanucleotide LRI  in the observation that 
re-e tab l i  hment of the LR l - I  tructure using any complementary sequences does not 
ari ly re tore RN packaging and propagation. ote the lack of RNA 
packaging in LRI - I re-estab l i shing mutant RK 1 .  whi le packaging was restored b 
RK7 ( Figure 3 . 3 ) .  RK I i s  a LRI- l - tabi l izing mutant where the G-U base pai rs had 
been ub ti tuted \\ith G-C base pairs to make the LR l - l  more stable.  without 
disrupting the RNA structure ( Figures 3 . 3  and 4 . 1 ) .  On the other hand, heterologous 
complementary equence , ere used to substitute the original LRl- l  in RK7 ( Figures 
"' .3 and 4 . 1 ) . Even though in  both cases the structure of the region remained 
identical and the primary sequence had been changed. onl RK7 was able to restore 
RNA packaging and propagation, but not RK I ( Figure 3 .3 and 4 . 1 ) . We bel ieve 
that this is due to the difference in the free energy ( �G )  of the structures that were 
created ( Figure 4 . 1 ) . Thus, the re-establ i shed heterologous LR ls  should have a 
minimal embedded free energy at a level that i s  c lose to that of the wi ld type (SJ2 )  
leve l . The free energy values of the predicted secondary structures of the mutant 
transfer vectors RK 1 and RK7 and their relat ive packaging efficiencies clearly favor 
this argument (F igure 4 . 1 ) . 
This energy-sensitive phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that the LRI - l  
structure should ha  e a certain level of flexibi l ity to fulfi l l  i t s  function. This 
c 
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Figu re 4. 1 .  � 1 fo Jd  eco n d a ry t ruct u re p red ict ion of the  m u ta n t  t ra n  fer vecto r 
packagin g  igna J  R A conta i n i n g  m u tat ion  i n  L RI - I .  ( A )  MPM wild type 
tran (I r \ ector 12;  G = - 1 24 .7  kcallmol . ( B) RK l containing ub titution of four 
uridines invo h ed in the \\obble base pairs with cytosines to tabi l ize LR l - I :  �G= -
1 34 .9  kcallmol .  ( C )  RK7 where the LRI - l complementarity \ as recreated by 
ub titut ing th Gag equ nce ( Y- I )  \vith heterologou sequence complementary to 
the one i ntroduced in RK6: G= - 1 23 .6  kcallmol .  Purple and b lue color highl ight 
the LRl - I  and LRl - l l  regions. respectivel . 
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fle. ib i l i t}  come from the lov. affinity ba e pairing (A- or G- : athews et al . .  
1 999)  being part of the complementary ba e pairing within the wi ld  type LRI - I  
tructur . The minimal free energy calculated by  the Mfold algori thm indicates the 
flexibi l ity of the RN tructure ba ed on the cumulative energies of the base pairing 
between the nucl otides inyol \'ed in  the RN equence.  The econdary structure 
with the minimwn free energy i the most stable structure (Mathews et a1 . ,  1 999) .  A 
careful  analy i of the complementary sequences forming wild type ( 12 )  and 
a.J.t i ficial LRI- I  mutants RK I and RK7 revealed an interesting base pairing 
compo it ion which favors the flexibi l ity argument put forwarded above. For 
example. in the ca e of the wi ld type ( SJ2 ) .  9/1 3 (-70%) ""ere A-U or G-U ( 5  A-U. 4 
G- . and -+ G-C base pairs). with a free energy ( .6.G)  of - 1 24.7 .  whi le in  the case of 
the LRI- I  re-e tabl ishing mutant RK I \ hich could not re tore RNA packaging, only 
5 / 1 3 ( 3 80'0) \vere A-U (5 A-U and 8 G-C base pairs) with a free energy (.6.G)  of -
1 34 .9 .  F inal l ) , in  the case of L RI - I  re-establ ishing mutant RK7 which restored RNA 
packaging. 1 1 1 1 3 ( � 85%) were A- complementary base pairs ( 1 1  A-U and 2 G-C 
ba e pair ) with a free energy ( .6.G) of - 1 23 .6  ( Figure 4 . 1 ) .  Our interpretat ion of this 
data i s  that the increased embedded energy due to the stable G-C base pairing in 
RK 1 made the L RI - I  structure more r igid tha.J.1 needed, resul t ing in  the significant 
drop in MPMV RNA packaging and propagation observed ( Figure 4 . 1 ) . It i s  wel l  
known that the genomic RNAs are act ive players in  many critical stages in  the 
retro iral l i fe cycle. inc luding processes that are driven mainly by the proper 3 -
d imensional folding of mult iple RNA domains to  recruit necessary viral and host 
factors required for activity. This flexib i l i ty, at a moderate level .  is of great 
importance to the RNA as it i s  a dynamic structure that undergoes several 
i ntramolecular and intermolecular i nteractions ( for example. RNA- RNA and Gag-
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-R interaction ) during the RN dimerization and packaging proces es. 
Therefore. even though the LRI - I  tructure i important, it must maintain a certain  
l e \  I of flex ib i l ity ( signi fied b)  i t  free energy ) to  al low further folding or  unfolding 
of the region. a the need rna) ari e during the virus l i fe cycle. 
The ca e of LRI - I L  hov" ever. was observed to be d ifferent as the re ult 
obtained ugge t that it i i t  pnmary sequenc in its nati e tructural context that is 
e ent ial f, r RN packaging and propagation. LRI - I I  tem destabi l iz ing mutations 
in  th LRl - l l  i n  mutant RK8-RK 1 0. RK 1 2  and RK 1 3  resulted in  a complete loss of 
RN packaging and propagat ion ( Figure 3 . 5 ) .  Re-establ i shment of the LRl - I I  
tmcture in  RK 1 4  u i n g  hetero logou complementary sequences of equal length also 
fai led to re tore packaging or propagat ion of MPMV transfer vector RNAs ( Figure 
4 . � ) . Even RK I L the mutant with the primary sequence of LRI - I I  i ntact. but i n  the 
opposite orientation \vas unable to restore LRI  - I I  function despite the presence of the 
pnmary equence (F igure 3 . 5 ) .  This can be attributed due to a loss of secondary 
tructure of thi s  mutant s imi lar to RK9 that contained the heterologous stem 
d isrupti ng mutation i n  L Rl - I I strand ( Figures 3 . 1 2  and 4 .2 ) .  Together, these results 
poi nt to the conc lusion that the primary sequence of LR I - I I  i n  i ts nat ive structural 
context i s  crit ical for its function. However, the possib i l i ty remains that the energy 
requirement of the re-establ ished LRI - I I  may not have been met since the �G of 
RK 1 4  was observed to be - 1 3 l . 8 ,  much l ower that of the wild type, making the RNA 
more rigid than functional ly desi red (F igure 4 .2) .  I t  would be i nterest ing to test an 
L RI - I I - restoring mutant that restores the free energy of this region to the wi ld type 
leve ls  to confirm or refute thi s poss ib i l ity. 
Figure 4 .2 :  M fold  secondary structure pred ict ions o f  the m u tant trans fer vector packaging s ignal  RNAs contai n i ng mutat ions i n  L R I - f r 
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Figu re 4 .2 .  M fold  eco n d a ry tructu re p redict ion of the m u ta n t  tran fer vector 
packaging igna l  RN conta i n i n g  m u tat ion  i n  L R I - I I .  ( A )  MPMV wild type 
transfer vector J2 :  G = - 1 24 .7  kcal/mol . ( B) RK 1 1  mutant tran fer vector contains 
a fl ipped LRI - I l  econdar) tructure: G= - 1 28 .6  kcallmol .  (C )  RK 1 4  mutant 
tran fer \ ector where an art ifi iaJ LRI - J I  i created by ubstitut ing the Y - l J  strand 
\\- ith h terol gou equen e complem ntary to the one i ntroduced in RK 1 3 . thus 
re toring the complementari ty of between X- I I and Y-I I :  �G= - 1 3 1 . 8 kcal/mol . 
Purp le  and blue col rs highl ight the LRI - I  and LRI - J I  regions. re pectively .  
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Our mutational ana!vsis further confirm the H PE-val idated tructure of 
LR I - I I  ( ktar et al . .  20 1 3 ) compared to the predicted one b) Mfold ( Jabal lah et al . .  
20 1 0 ) .  Wh n attempt were made to di rupt LRI - I I  using the Mfold pred icted LRI­
I I .  we ob n ed that th mutation that \vas uppo ed to recreate the LRI - I I  in RK I I . 
wa unable to re tore the structure ( Figure 4 .2 ) .  However. this  was not the case with 
RK l -L the c lone v,:ith the compen ator), heterologous mutat ion that re-created LRI - I I  
ba ed 
on the HAPE-val idated tructure. This  structure maintains an unpaired uridine at 
po it ion 62 ( 62) .  making the length of LRI - I I  9 nucleotides, rather than 8 
nucleotide as predicted earl ier ( Jabal lah et a 1 . ,  20 1 0 ) .  
A has been shown, the MPMV S HAPE-val idated structure appears to  be 
anchored b) complementary U 5 and Gag sequences formi ng the LRls. These LRI s  
have been uggested to play architectural role  i n  stab i l izing the RNA secondary 
tructure of the 5 '  UTR sequences that are important for M PMV RNA packaging. 
Based on the spat ial organization of the SHAPE-val idated structure. it  is reasonable 
to uggest that whi le LRIs  tabi l ize 5 '  UTR sequences. the 0 eral l  RNA secondary 
structure is further architectura l ly  held together by the three stem loops C SL3 .  Gag 
S L  1 .  and Gag SL2)  comprising of sequences from the distal parts of the 5 '  UTR and 
Gag (but excluding the Gag sequences in olved in forming U5-Gag LRIs ;  Figure 
3 . 7 ) .  Deletion of these stem loops either individual ly  or in mUlt iples revealed that 
they ""ere d ispensable for RNA packaging and propagation ( Figure 3 .7 ) .  It required 
a rather large 1 02 nucleotide triple stem loop deletion to final ly reduce packaging 
and propagation by five to ten-folds ( RK20 in F igure 3 . 7) .  These observations 
support our hypothesis that the MPMV packaging signal RNA secondary structure 
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can be divided into two part horizontal !) . The upper part of the structure 
ompri ing of everal tructural motif ( for e 'ample regions A and B. the 
dimerization ini tiat ion ite in paJ L, and Purine-rich region) that ha\ e been shown 
to be important for 1PM RN packaging and d imerization ( chrnidt et a1 . .  2003 ;  
labal lah e t  a 1 . .  20 1 0: ktar et a1 . .  20 1 3 ) .  and the lower part of the structure 
containing the non-LRI fomling three stem loops. that ser e to pro ide architectural 
upp rt to the overal l  RNA secondary tructure during the process of RNA 
packaging and dimerization ( Figure 3 . 7 ) .  
Con i tent with this  hypothe is ,  our results confirm that the pnmary 
equence fom1ing L3 found in close vicinity of the ssPur ine-rich region is  not 
imp0I1ant since it deletion in RK 1 5  only marginal ly  affected RNA packaging or 
propagation ( Figure 3 . 1 4 ) .  Substitution of the deleted 33  n t  of SL3 with a 
hetero logou sequence maintained the overal l  structure, including the ssPurine-rich 
region in its ingle stranded fonn (h pothetical Structure A in Figure 4 . 3 ) . In  
hypothet ical structure A, 33  n t  fonning SL3 were substituted with the 39 n t  sequence 
of Gag SL I .  The structure prediction of the hypothetical c lone A revealed an intact 
structure with Gag SL l secondary structure being dupl icated at the SL3  location 
",,,�hi le  sti l l  mainta in ing the same apical loop of the native Gag S L I  ( Figure 4 . 3 ) .  
imi larly. in  hypothetical Structure B, two of the three stem loops namely SL3 and 
Gag S L  1 sequences were substituted with the 3 0  nt sequence of Gag SL2.  
Consistent with hypothetical Structure A, the predicted secondary structure of 
hypothetical c lone B showed a copy of Gag S L2 structure at the s ite of the deleted 
SL3 and Gag S L  1 whi le sti l l  maintain ing the same apical uridine loop of the native 
Gag SL2 as wel l  as the overal l secondary structure of the MPMV packaging signal 
RNA intact (F igure 4 . 3 ) .  Together, structural analyses of the single and multiple 
Figure 4 .3 :  M fold  secondary structure pred ict ions o f  the hypothet ical m utan t  transfer vector packaging si gnal RNAs conta i n i ng stem 
l oop subst i t ut ion m utations in the packaging signal .  
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Figu re 4.3. Hold eco n d a ry tructu re pred iction of the  h.'pothet icai m u ta n t  
t ra n  fer \ -ecto r  packaging iQl)al RN conta in ing tern loop u b  t i tut ion 
m u ta t ion in  t he packaginu ign a l .  (A)  MPMV wild type transfer vector J2:  G = 
- 1 24 .7  kcaJlmol .  ( B )  1utant containing a sub titution of L3 with Gag SL 1 :  �G= 
- ]  20 .6 kcallmol .  (C)  r 1utant B containing a double substitution mutation of L3 and 
Gag L l  \\ itb Gag L2: 6G= - 1 1 7 .0  kcal/mol .  Purple and blue colors highl ight the 
LR l - I  and LR I - I I  region . re pectively .  
1 5 1  
deletion mutant (RK 1 5 -RK20) and hypothetical c lones ( and B )  confIrm the 
patial role of the L3 equence in M P  V genomic RNA packaging which i s  
con i tent. a s  ha  been propo ed previou I ( Jabal lah et a l . .  20 1 0) .  
Mutational anal i of PMV LR l s  invol ing complementary U5 and Gag 
equ nce is in conformity vvith earl ier obser ations \ hich have shov.n the role Gao o 
equence in  RN packaging. further arguing in favor of the ex istence of LRls  in 
l'im and their functional role  in MPMV l i fe C) cle .  For exan1ple, cJm1idt et a! . ,  have 
hO\\11 that deletion of the Gag equence involved in U5-Gag L Rls .  whi le  
maintaining the 5 equences that are involved in  U5-Gag LRI - I .  severely 
diminished 1 PM RN packaging abi l i ty ( Schmidt et a1 . .  2003 ) .  Moreover, when 
the Gag sequences were c loned back into the transfer vectoL result ing in the 
maintenance of the now known U5-Gag L RIs .  RNA packaging was restored to the 
\I'.:i l d  type levels ( chmidt et a1 . .  2003 ) .  These observations are consistent to  those 
that have been sho\\11 in other retroviruses ( H IV - 1 ,  H I V  -2, and F IV)  where 
complementary sequence in the RJU5 region and within Gag i nteract to stab i l ize the 
overal l RNA secondary structure essential for RNA dimerization and packaging 
( Pai l l art et a1. 2002 ; Abbink and Berkhout 2003 : Kenyon et aI . 2008, 20 1 L Song et 
a l .  2008 : Rizvi et a1. 20 1 0: Lu et a ! .  20 1 1 b) .  
L R I  structures have also been shown t o  b e  important for RNA dimerization 
in H IV- l as the presence of a duplex cal led U5-AUG forms between nucleotides 
1 05- 1 1 5  in the US region and 334-344 surrounding the AUG in i tiat ion codon 
(Abbink and Berkhout, 2003 ) .  Thi s  duplex is present in the branched multiple 
hairpin ( BM H )  conformation of the H I V  - 1  gRN A which al lows for dimerization as 
wel l  as packaging. The US-AUG duplex contains four G-U base pairs out of its 1 1  
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ba e pair  and it has been sho\\TI that stabi l izing the 5 -AUG duplex G- base pair 
b) com erting tllem to G-C and A- base pair increa e the d imer formation rate 
\\ hen compared to the v. i ld  type. uch an increa e ha been attributed to the fact 
that an) mutation introduced into the 5 portion of the duplex destabi l izes the long 
di  tant interaction ( L D I )  conformation of HI V - I  RNA and induces a shi ft  from the 
LOI  to the BMH conformation ( bbink and Berkhout 2003 ) .  Moreover. stabi l izing 
the duplex b) changing the ba e pairing pattern seems to hold t ightly the struchlre of 
BMH onfornlation, re ult ing in  increase of dimerization more than the wi ld type 
( bbink and Berkhout. _003 ) .  This i in  sharp contrast to the obs rvation made in  
the ca e of M PMV LRls  since tabi l izing the interaction between the U5 and Gag 
sequences in LR l - I  as wel l  as LRl - l I  severely affected RNA packaging and 
propagation ( Figure 3 .3 and 3 . 8 ) .  The i nterpretation of the negative effect on 
f PMV RNA packaging and propagat ion v,,'hen the LRl  are further stabi l ized. as 
d i scus ed above. could be attributed to the d ifferences in the minimal free energy 
ben,>;een the stabi l ized. therefore more rigid LR l s, and the wild type flexible LRl 
structures ( Figure 4 . 1 ) . Thus, the flexible nature of LRls  i s  nece sary for i ts  efficient 
funct ion ince it ensures that the genomic RNA can properly fold or unfold 
dynamical l y  during dimerization and packaging. 
Besides stabi l izing the secondary structure of the packaging signal RNA, the 
structural role of LRls  in packaging may reside in  the specific selection of RNA that 
is to be packaged i nto the i rus part ic le .  The selection strategy depends on the fact 
that the LRl - I  and LR l - I I  structures in olve sequences within Gag downstream of 
the m D which should restrict such a conformation only to the ful l length unspl iced 
RNA. A s imi lar sort of selection mechanism has also been suggested for H IV- 1 
gRNA contain ing U5-AUG duplex because i n  such a conformation, the Gag AUG 
1 5 3  
tart codon i occluded, downregulating Gag protein  tran lation and thereby 
al l  v. ing the pecific packaging of the ful l  length unspliced RNA in the budding 
\ l ru part ic le ( bbink and Berkhout. 2003 ) .  imi lar to thi scenario, the MPMV 
LRI rna) also ha\'e a role in the translation of the Gag protein  s ince the guanine (G)  
re  idu of the Gag A G tart codon i within the S -Gag complementary sequence 
of LRI - I l .  Thi plausibly could al low the regulation of temporal switch beM'een 
v iral protein  ynthe i and packaging, conferring high spec ificity of packaging that i s  
l imited exclusively to the ful l  length unspl iced RNA. 
The "york pre ented here, to the best of our knowledge, i s  the first stud that 
val idate the exi tence and biological s ignificance of the two LRls  at the S' end of 
the M PMV genome that have been shown to be important for its RNA packaging 
and dimerization (Jabal lah et a ! . .  20 1 0: Aktar et a ! . .  20 1 3 ) .  While these LR l s  play an 
important role in augmenting MPMV RNA packaging, they function at d ifferent 
le\'e l  to faci l itate thi crucial step in the v iral l i fe c cle. Specifical ly, LR l - I  
functions at  the econdary structural level, whereas LRI - I l  functions at  both the 
primary sequence as wel l  as in its native structural context level . Our results also 
suggest that US-Gag LR l s  have a more important architectural role in  stabi l izing the 
structure of the S '  UTR sequences, whi le  the three stem loops (SL3 ,  Gag S L L  and 
Gag L2)  may have a more secondary role in stabi l izi ng the overal l  RNA secondary 
structure of this region.  The data presented here should enhance our understanding 
pertaining to the molecular i ntricacies i n  o lved during the MPMV RNA packaging 
and d imerizat ion processes. 
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C h a pter 5 :  Co n cl usio n s  & Recom m e n d a tion 
5. 1 .  Co n c l us ion 
electiye and pec ific genomic RN (gRNA)  packaging into the budding 
\ mon I an e ntial step in retro iral l i fe cy Ie. The specificity of gRNA packaging 
i conferr d by recognition of pec ific ci -acting sequences, the packaging signal 
( tJi). pre ent at the 5 '  end of the retroyiral genome. which interacts with the 
nuc leocap id protein .  Employing a combination of structural prediction. 
phylogenet ic .  biochemical. and genet ic analyses. we have earl ier shov,;n that MPMV 
packaging deteml inant ( 5 '  UTR and beginn ing of Gag) fold into a stable structure 
compri ing of e\'eral table stem loops ( Figure 1 . 1 3 : Schmidt et a 1 . .  2003. labal lah 
et a1 . .  20 1 0 :  ktar et  a1 . .  2 0 1 3 ) .  The prevai l ing structural model reveal s  a 
characteristic feature of long-range interactions ( LRls)  i n  olving the complementary 
sequences within the U5- and Gag regions. The e LRls  ( LRI - I  and LRI - I I )  have 
been found to be phylogenetical ly conserved, maintaining a high degree of 
complementarity between d ifferent strains  of M P MV both at the secondary structure 
as wel l  as the primary sequence levels  ( Figures 1 . 1 4  and l .  1 5 ; Aktar et a1 . .  20 1 3 ) . 
Based on these observat ions. we hypothesized that LRl - I I  and LRl - I I  may pIa 
architectural role in stab i l izing the RNA secondary structure of MPMV packaging 
signal RNA which is  further he ld together by three stem loops (SL3,  Gag SL l ,  and 
Gag SL2), compris ing of sequences from the distal parts of the 5 '  UTR and Gag (but 
excluding the Gag sequences i nvolved in  forming U5-Gag LRls;  Figure 3 .6 ) .  
The h igher order features of the MPMV packaging signal RNA have not 
been i nvest igated empirical ly  for their sign ificance to MPMV repl ication. 
Therefore. to establ i sh the biological s ign ificance of the LRls and the other three 
I S S  
tem loop ( L3 . Gag L l .  and Gag L2)  v,;ithin the MPMV packaging ignal RN . 
we introduced a erie of mutation in  thi region. A a first step. we tested \vhether 
Ih t\', o LRI  could potential ly play a role in MPMV gRNA packaging by 
maintaining the oyeral l  RNA tructure or whether thi invol ement wa at the 
primar) equence le\ el .  or both. Towards this end. a series of deletion/substitution 
mutations \,'ere introduced into th US and Gag equences that either disrupted the 
complementarit, or re tored it art ificial ly u ing non-viral sequences ( Figures 3 .2 and 
3 .4 ) . ext a y tematic deletion analysis of the sequences involved in forming SL3,  
Gag L 1 .  and Gag L2 was performed ( Figure 3 .6 ) .  These mutants were tested in a 
biological l )  relevant in rim packaging and tran duction assay for their  effect on 
RNA packaging and propagation ( Figure 3 . 3 . 3 . 5 ,  and 3 . 7 ) . Final ly. an attempt was 
made to establ ish structure-function relat ionships between the biological effects of 
the introduced mutations and their predicted RNA secondary structure. Results 
obtained from the e multi -pronged approaches have revealed that: 
1 .  I t  is the secondary structure of the LRI - l .  with a moderate level of flexib i l i t 111 
the complementary sequences between US and Gag sequences, that i s  essential 
for MPMV RNA packaging and propagation.  Tll is  argument stems from the 
observation that increasing the embedded energy due to the subst itution of stable 
G-C base pairing in mutant c lone R K l  made the LRI- I  structures more rigid than 
what was needed, causing a significant drop in MPMV RNA packaging (F igure 
4 . 1 ) .  Consistent with this observat ion, re-establ i shment of LRI - I  with 
heterologous sequences in RK7 restored both the minimal free energy embedded 
in the secondary structure as wel l  as RNA packaging to the wild type levels  
(F igure 4 . 1 ) . 
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2 .  LRI - l J  functions at both the primary equence as  ",veI l  a in  i t  native structural 
context level . Thi i sub tantiated by the ob ervation that recreation of the 
art ificial  LR I - I I  u ing primary viral equences in mutant clone RK l l ( retaining 
the pri mary viral equence involved in forming LRI - I L  however, in an opposite 
ori ntation. thu r -e tabl i shing an art i ficial LRI- I l )  fai led to restore packaging 
or propagat ion to wi ld-type levels ( Figure 4 .2 ) .  
3 .  equence involved in  fOlming L3 ,  Gag SL  1 .  and Gag L2 do not play 
crucial role at individual levels dming M PMV RNA packaging and 
propagat ion ince deleting these stem loops individual ly only marginal ly  
affected RNA packaging v\'hen compared to the wi ld type ( Figure 3 . 7 ) . 
Furthermore it i s  only \\'hen a more drast ic 1 02 nt deletion of sequences 
i nvoh ed in fomling SL3 ,  Gag SL 1 .  and Gag SL2 was introduced in mutant 
c lone RK20 that a sign ificant drop in RNA packaging and propagat ion could be 
observed (F igure 3 . 7) .  
4 .  5 -Gag LR I s  h a  e a more important architectural role in  stabi l izing the structure 
of the 5 '  UTR, whi le  the three stem loops CSL3 .  Gag SL l .  and Gag L2 )  seems 
to have a rather secondary role in stab i l izing the overal l  higher order features of 
MPMV packaging signal RNA. 
5.2. Reco m m e n d a tions 
Work presented in  th i s  thes is  has systematical ly  addressed and umaveled the role of  
LR I s  i n  MPMV RNA packaging process. As always, th i s  study has also raised new 
questions which need to be addressed further in order to unravel the molecular 
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intricacie i m oh ed in MPM RN packaging. A potential future project to bui ld 
upon thi  work could addre the fol lowing: 
1 .  Val idate the mutant transfer \ector RN tru ture predictions employing 
biochemical appro ache HAPE to correlate the biological re ults that 
are obtained v, ith the validated tructure rather than the predicted ones. 
Con idering the importance of the embedded energ in RN secondary 
tructure . create an art ificial LRI - I I - restoring mutant that maintains the free 
energy of this region to the i ld type levels and monitor the effects of this 
mutant in on RN packaging to a certain \ hether a certain energy requi rement 
of the re-establ i shed LR I - I I is required or not to restore function. 
1 fold predictions have sugge ted that the primary sequence involved 111 the 
formation of SL3 i s  not essential for the RNA packaging and propagation. 
Therefore. to further confum this obser ation. a mutant clone could be designed 
in which SL3 is substituted with a heterologous sequence and tested for function. 
1 .  
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